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CHAPTER 1
THE PROBLEM
INTRODUCTION
THE DEVELOPMENT or AN INDIVIDUAL IN ALL ASPECTS OF
HIS LIFE IS'A LONG, GRADUAL AND COMPLICATED PROCESS. CEftTAIN
FUNCTIONS MUST FOLLOW A DEVELOPMENTAL SEQUENCE OF STAGES. A
CHILO LEARNS TO WALK BErOftE HE RUNS, TO BABBLE BEFORE HE TALKS,
TO PERCEIVE OBJECTS BEFORE HE CAN COMPREHEND CONCEPTS. EACH
STEP IS A READINESS rOR THE NEXT PHASE OF DEVELOPMENT.
WITH THE SPIRITUAL GftOWTH Or AN INDIVIDUAL A PROGRESS-
ION IS ALSO EVIDENT. COGNITIVE MATURATION, AGE AND LIFE EX~
PEftlENCES CONTRIBUTE TO A MORAL READINESS.
THE PHVSICAL, MENTAL, SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL GROWTH OF
A MENTALLV ~ETAROEO INDIVIOUAL IS RELATIVELV SLOWER IN DEVELOP-
ING THAN THAT OF A NOftMAL INDIVIDUAL. THUS, THE MENTALLY RE-
TARDED PERSON LIVES A MORE SHELTERED LIFE, HAS FEWER SOCIAL
CONTACTS AND LIMITEO DAILV LIFE EXPERIENCES. OFTEN PEOPLE TEND
TO 00 THINGS FOR HIM WHICH HE COULD ACCOMPLISH HIMSELF, WHICH
CAN LEAD TO A LACK or SELF CONFIDENCE AND YEAR OF FAILURE.
IN OEVELOPING A RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CURRICULUM YOR THE
MENTALLY RETARDED, THE FACTOR Or READINESS IS OF PRIME IMPOR-
TANCE, SO THAT TOO MUCH MATERIAL IS NOT PRESENTED TOO EARLV IN
THE CHILO'S LIFE.
1
2STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
THE TASK OF TEACHING A SUB~ECT TO A CHILD AT
ANV PARTICULAR AGE IS ONE OF REPRESENTING THE
STRUCTURE OF THAT SUBdyCT IN TERMS OF THE CHILO'S
WAY OF VIEWING THINGS.
IN AGREEMENT WITH THE QUOTE ABOVE, THE WRITER SET
ABOUT TO DEVELOP· A PRE-PENANCE CATECHESIS FOR MENTALLV RETARO-
ED CHILDREN. IT WAS PROPOSED THAT A SET OF LESSONS AT THE PRE-
OPERATIVE STAGE COULO BE DEVELOPED, AIMED AT FOSTERING A MORE
RE',NED SENSE or MORALITV AS REYLECTEC IN GRATITUDE RESPONSES.
BEINQ AWARE THAT RELIGION IS MORE THAN MORALITV, BuT
WITHOUT THE MORAL DIMENSION IS EMPTV, IT IS EVIDENT THAT THE
MORAL DIMENSION SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A PRE-PENANCE CATECHESIS.
SINCE LITTLE RESEARCH DATA WAS AVAILABLE ON SUCH A
NECESSARY AND VITAL LEVEL OF MORAL DEVELOPMENT, THE WRITER
HOPED TO LESSEN THE SITUATION BV ATTEMPTING TO FORMULATE AND
EVALUATE A SET Or PRE-PENANCE LESSONS.
AWARE or SOME OF THE LEARNING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
MENTALLV RETARDED CHILO, NAMELV SHORT ATTENTION SPAN. DISTRACT-
ABILITV AND LIMITED RETENTION, THE WRITER PROPOSED TO PROVIDE
READINESS, TO STIMULATE AND TO REINrORCE EACH CONCEPT IN THE
PRE-PENANCE CYCLE WITH BOTH AN ART AND A MUSIC ACTIVITV.
DEFINITION OF TER~S·
PRE-~NANC~ CATECH£SIS: A SERIES or LESSONS AIMED AT
1JEROME BRUNER, THE PROCESS or EOUCATION (CAMBRIDGE:
HARVARD UNIVERSITV PREss~95b), p. ~.
3
PROVIDING MORAL READINESS FOR THE YOUNG CHILD.
GRATITUDE RESPONSE,: A CATECHETICAL DEVICE BY WHICH
MORAL RESPONSIBILITV IS REDUCED TO THE SIMPLE DENOMINATOR ev
WHICH MORALITV IS MEASURED IN TERMS OF ACCEPTANCE AND APPRECIA-
TION FOR GOD'S GIFTS WHETHER SPIRITUAL OR MATERIAL.
PRE-OPERATIONAL STAGE: ACCORDING TO PIAGET, A PERIOD
OF DEVELOPMENT PRIOR TO THE CONCRETE STAGE AT WHICH THE CHILO'S
MORAL VALUES RESIDE IN EXTERNAL ACTS RATHER THAN IN ·PERSONS
AND STANDARDS. 2
JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY
IF THE READINESS STAGE IN A CHILO'S DEVELOPMENT IS OF
UTMOST IMPORTANCE, THEN PROGRAMS AND MATERIALS SHOULD BE AVAIL-
ABLE TO PROMOTE READINESS FOR MORAL DEVELOPMENT.
THOUSANDS OF CHRISTIAN PARENTS IN THIS COUNTRY HAVE
CH I LOREN ON TH I S LEVEL 0', OEVELOPUENT AND NEED QU I DANCE IN TH 18
IMPORTANT AND DELICATE TASK OF PROVIDING MORAL DEVELOPMENT FOR
THEIR CHILQREN. THER£YORE MATERIALS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE rOR
THEIR USE FROM THE LEADERSHIP OF PEOPLE IN THE r'ELD or RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION.
CURRICULUM PLANNING FOR THE RETARDED CHILO MUST
BE DONE REALISTICALLV, SVSTEMATICALLV. WITH CON-
. SIOERATION roR AOEQUATE READINESS AND WITH jHE
RATE OF SPEED ADdUSTEO TO HiS CAPABILITIES.
2HANS FURTH, PI~GET ~ J;EACHERS (ENGLEWOOD CLIFF'S:
PRENTICE-HALL, INO., 19/0-Y; p. 78.
'SISTER SHEILA HASKETT, O.S.F. "BASIC PHILOSOPHV
UNDERLVING A SOUND CURRICULUM FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILD. II
NATIONAL CATHOLIC EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION BULLETIN, 56:346,
1959, P. 346.
4THE WRITER CHOOSE.. TO DEVELOP EIGHTEEN CONCEPTS RELAT-
ING TO THE GIFTS OF NATURE. THE GifT OF SELF AND OTHERS. BE-
FORE A CHILO CAN 8E QRATErUL FOR WHAT HAS BEEN GIVEN HIM, HE
MUST BE AWARE OF HIS GIFTS IN RELATION TO HIMSELF, OTHERS AND
ULTIMATELV GOO. THERErORE THE ,LESSONS 0; THIS CATECHESIS WERE
BASED ON DAV TO DAY LIVING ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIENCES. FURTHER-
MORE, A MUSIC AND AN ART ACTIVITV WOULD BE EMPLOYED TO PROVIDE
THE PROPER MOTIVATION ANO RETENTION NECESSARV FOR THIS STAGE OF
D~~ELOPMENT.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
THE STUDY WAS CONDUCTED WITH THREE GROUPS OF CHILDREN.
Two QROUPS ATTENDED A RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL WHERE CLASSES WERE
HELD ON A FIVE DAV WEEKLV BASIS. THE THIRD GROUP WHILE IN
PUBLIC SCHOOL AND LIVING AT HOME, PARTICIPATED IN CLASSES HELD
ONCE A f/EEJ< ON SUNDAY MORNINGI.·
THE FACT THAT THE THREE CLASSES WERE TAUGHT BY DIFFERENT
TEACHERS COULD BE CONSIDERED SOMEWHAT LIMITINQ AS EACH TEACHER
BRINGS TO THE CLASS PRESENTATION HER OWN PERSONAL lTV, TEACHING
EXPERIENCE AND WAVS or RELATING TO OTHERS.
ON THE OTHER HAND. THE WRITER ASSUMED LESSON TESTED AND
EVALUTED BV MANV TEACHERS GAVE GREATER VALIDITY TO THE TOTAL
EVALUATION OF THE sTueVe
No CONSIDERATION WAS MADE OF C.A., M.A. OR I.Q. OF THE
CHILDREN IN THE STUDY IN so FAR AS EQUATING CROUPS. LIKEWISE
PREVIOUS RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION AND RELIGIOUS INFLUENCE WAS
NEITHER MEASUREO NOR COMPARED.
5
IN SPITE 0' THESE LIMITATIONS, CERTA"IN CONCLUSIONS CAN
BE DRAWN FROM SUCH A STUDV.
SUMMARV
THE WRITER HAS PROPOSED THAT A SET OF LESSONS COULD AND
SHOULD BE DEVELOPED FOR MENTALLV RETARDED CHILOREN AT THE P~E-
OPERATIONAL STAQE. THESE LESSONS WOULD CONSTITUTE A PRE-PENANCE
CATECHESIS, AIMED AT FOSTERING A MORE REFINED SENSE OF MORAL lTV
AS REFLECTED IN GRATITUDE RESPONSES.
EAOH CONCEPT THAT WAS DEVELOPED WAS REINFORCED BV BOTH
t
AN ART AND A MUSiC ACTIVITV. SINCE BOTH ART AND MUSIC HAVE A
MORE OR LESS UNIVERSAL APPEAL TO ALL OHILDREN, THE WRITER AS-
SUMED THAT IT WOULD PROVIDE THE NECESCARV READINESS, STIMULA-
TION AND REINFORCEMENT NEEDED AT THIS STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW or LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
As EACH STAR DlrYERS IN BRIGHTNESS, SO DO CHILDREN OF
MEN; VET EACH, SERVES ITS PURPOSE IN 'ONE NATION UNDER GOD' AND
EACH IS ENTITLED TO AN OPPORTUNITV TO ACHIEVE HIS PULL POTENTIAL
TO GROW PHVSICALLV, EMOTIONALLV, INTELLECTUALLV AND SPIRITUALLV. 4
A REVIEW or LITERATURE OFFERS SUGGESTIONS, CAUTIONS AND
DIRECTIONS FOR THIS STUDY. RECENT COQNITIVE AND VALUE STUDIES,
AS WELL AS DATA AVAILABLE 'ROM EXPERIMENTALISTS IN ,MUSIC AND ART,
PROVIDE A FRAMEWORK FOR THE MORAL DEVELOPMENT CURRICULUM SUQGESTED
HERE.
EOUCATORS AND MORAL DEVELOPMENT
ONE CLASSIC STUDY OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT WHICH DESCRIBES
THAT DEVELOPMENT IN TERMS OF RELATIVELV WELL DEFINED STAGES OF IN-
CREASING CAPACITV FOR ABSTRACTION'S THAT OF JEAN PIAGET. AMONG
HUNDREDS OF STUDIES, MONOGRAPHS AND ARTICLES WHICH PIAQET HAS DONE
A SINGLE VOLUME DESCRIBES HIS ATTENTiON TO THE AREA OF MORAL DE-
VELOPMENT. CONSISTENT WITH HIS OTHER FINDINGS, PIAQET DESCRIBES
YORALCEVELOPMENT IN STAGES PARALLELING COGNITIVE OEVELOPMENT. 5
4JULIA MOLLOV, TEACHING T~E RETARDED CHILO TO TALK
(NEW VORl<: THE JOHN DAV CO., 19mt INfROOUCTION. ----
5JEAN PIAGET, THE MORAL JUDGMENT or THE CHILO, TRANS. BV
MARdORlE GABIN (NE" YORK: THE FREE·PRESS, 19-6*5).
6
7KOHLBERG, A FOLLOWER Or PIAGET, HAS AMERICANIZED HIS
THEORV AND APPLIED IT TO MORAL JUOGEMENT. FOR KOHLBERQ MORAL-
lTV IS JUDGEMENT or REASONS FOR CONDUCT RATHER THAN CONOUCT IT-
SELF. HE PERCEIVES MORAL DEVELOPMENT AS DIVIDED INTO THREE
MAdOR LEVELS.
PRE-OONVENTIONAL, AT WHICH STAGE RULES ARE OBEVED TO
AVOID PUNISHMENT AND/OR TO OBTAIN REWARDS.
CONVENTIONAL AT WHICH STAGE, RULES ARE OBEVED TO AVOID
DISAPPROVAL, DISLIKE ev OTHERS ESPECIALLY PEERS.
POST-CONVENTIONAL, AT WHICH RULES ARE OBEVED BECAUSE O~
INOIVIDUAL RIGHTS, DEMOCRATICALLV ACOEPTED LAW AND THE INTERN-
ALIZED PRINCIPLES 0' CONSCIENCE. 6
CROWLEY. A PSVCHOLOGIST, INVESTIGATED. WHETHER MORAL DE-
VELOPMENT COULD BE FACILITATED AND WHETHER OBJECTIVITY COULD
INCREASE AT AN EARLV AGE THROUGH TRAINING TECHNIQUES. HIS FINO-
INGS CONFIRMED THAT SOME TRAINING IS NOT ONLY EFFECTIVE BUT ALSO
NECESSARV IF CHILDREN ARE TO PROGRESS NATURALLV FROM ONE STAQE
TO ANOTHER. 7
BETZ, A MORALIST, SUPPORTS THE PSVCHOLOQISTS MENTIONED
ABOVE. HE LOOKS UPON CONSCIENCE AS A LIVING ENTITV TO WHICH WE
CAN AND MUST GIVE FORM FROM IN~ANCV. THIS FORMATION IS ACCOM-
PLaSHED PRIMARILV THROUGH THE ABILITV TO LOVE.
6 LAWRENCE KOHL-BERG, uOEVELOPMENT OF' MORAL CHARACTER AND
MORAL IOEOLOGV," IN MARTI_N l. HOFF'~1AN AND LOIS W. HOFFMAN (Eoa.)
REVIEW OF CHILO DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH (NEW YORK: RUSSELL SAGE
FOUNDATION, 1904·'-;··', pp. 390:'3-97.
7PAUL M. CROWLEV, "THE EYFECT OF TRAINING UPON OBJECTIVITV
OF MORAL JUDGMENT IN GRADE SCHOOL CHilDREN" (PH.D. UNPUBLISHED
OISSERTION,THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITV OF AMERICA, 1967), PP. 12-~4,
MICROFILMED, UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS, INC., ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN.
THROUGH THE LOVINQ AFFECTION SHOWN ev OTHERS ESPECIALLV
THE PARENTS, THE CHILD DEVELOPS A CAPACITV FOR LOVE. GRADUALLV,
HE BECOMES CAPABLE OF LOVING TOO. THUS HE STATES, THE CON-
SCIENCE O~ A CHILD IS MODELLED ON THOSE WHO EDUCATE HIM. HENCE
A PERSON EXPERIENCES HIS CONSCiENCE FIRST AS THEIR VOICE.
g
HE
ALSO CAUTIONS PARENTS AND TEACHERS TO REMEMBER: FOR THE CON-
SCIENCE TO MATURE IS THE PROCESS·OF A LIFETIME.9
EDUCATORS AND THE SPECIAL CHILO
AMO.NG S~EC I AL EDUCATORS, 8 I SS ION I ER J S BEST I( NOWN FOR
HIS AUTHORITV IN RELIGION AND MORAL OEVELOPMENT. HE INSISTS
THE PARENTS AND TEACHERS MUST HELP THEIR CHILD TO LIVE FULLY
ON HIS OWN LEVEL Or MORAL DEVELOPMENT. HE MAINTAINS THAT THEY
ENCOURAGE THE CHILO TO CONTINUE TO 00 GOOD ev THEIR CONSiSTENT
WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT AND GOOD EXAMPLE. LIKEWISE, HE CAUTIONS
THAT TOO MANV DIRECTIVES AND REPRIMAN~S CAN LEAD THE CHILD TO
CONSiDER ALL SIN AS DISOBEDIENCE. IN THIS WAY A CHILD MIGHT ACT
ONLY IN VIRTUE or PARENTIAL OR SOCIAL IMPERATIVES AND IMPEDE HIS
FUTURE MORAL OEVELOPMENT. 10
WRITING FROM THE VIEW POINT OF MORAL THEOLOGV AND CAN-
ONICAL NORMS, KINSELLA REGARDS ALL MORAL CULPABILITY or MENTALLV
RETARDED CHILOREN. HE DEALS WITH ALL PASTORAL PROBLEMS POSEO BV
THE SACRAMENTS. HIS OBSERVATIONS ARE ESPEOIALLV HELPFUL TO THOSE
: gOTTO BETZ, MAKING SENSE OF' CONFESSION (CHICAGO: FRANCIS-
CAN HERALD PRESS, 19(8), P .......SS:---
9,1 8 l.B.., P. 54.
10HENRI BISSONNIER, fATECHETICAL PEDAGOGV OF THE MENTALL!
DE' I C I ENT eM I LORE~~ (BRUSSELS: Lur~Et~'- 'VITAE PRE·S·s,1907).
9CONCERNED WITH THE CHURCH'S POSITION REGARDING CHILDREN'S
MORAL DEVELOPMENT AND MORAL RESPONSIBILITV. 11
INMELOER, A COLLEAGUE OF PIAGET, INTERPRETED PIAQET'S'
FINDINGS RELATIVE ~MENTALLV RETARDED CHILDREN. SHE REFLECTS
HIS APPARENT lNCONCERN ABOUT EARLV MORAL DEVELOPMENT, EXCEPT IN
SO FAR AS IT REFLECTS A GROWING CAPACITV TO MAKE eJUDGEMENTS. 12
HUBBARD, A RELIGIOUS EDUCATOR, SUPPORTS PIAGET BV SEVERAL
EXAMPLES IN HER WORK WITH MENTALLV RETARDED CHILDREN. SHE MAIN-
TAINS THE EMPHASIS IN TEACHING RELIGION AT THIS STAGE MUST BE
,
GIVEN TO ACTIVITIES WHICH INVOLVE THE CHILDREN AS THEV ARE BE-
COMINQ AWARE OF THEIR SURROUNDINGS AND APPREOIATINQ THE WORLD
or Gools CREATION. 13
EOUCATORS OF THE MENTALLV RETARDED HAVE LONG STRESSED
THE IMPORTANCE OF PROVIDING THE PROPER STIMULATION IN THE TEACH-
ING PROCESS TO PROMOTE AN INTEREST IN LEARNING. SIMILARILV, THE
MENTALLV RETARDED NEED TO BE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITV TO ASSIMILATE
AND A~PLV WHAT THEV HAVE LEARNED THROUGH CONSTRUCTED REPETITIONS.
SMITH SUPPORTS AND POINTS OuT THIS LEARNING CONCEPT ••• IT IS
NECESSARV TO CONSTANTLY REVIEW, USE AND ELABORATE UPON PREVIOUSLV
LEARNED rACTs AND CONCEPTS SO THAT FORGETTING WILL NOT OCCUR
EASILV. 14
11 NOEL A. KINSELLA, MORAL ORIENTATION OF THE MENTALLY
RETARDED (FREDERICTON, NEW BRUNSWICK: ST. THoMAa-uNlvERsITV, 1967)
p. -60.
12SISTER JOAN FRANCIS HUBBARD O.S.F., "THE DEVELOPMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY OF JEAN PIAGET As ApPLIED TO THE RELIGIOUS EOUCATION
OF' THE MENTALLV RETARDED," LIVING. LIGHT. VLL (WINTER, 1970), p.43.
13.!.!ll.!2.., p. 44 •
14ROBERT M. SMITH, CLINICAL TEACHING: METHODS OF INSTRUC-
TION FOR THE RETARDED (NEW YORK: KTcGRAw-HILL, 'INC., '-9(8), P. 6~.
10
REINFORCEMENT TOOLS
SINCE ART AND MUSiC HAVE AN ALMOST UNIVERSAL APPEAL
TO MENTALLV RETARDED CHILDREN AND CAN READILV BE EMPLOYED IN
A VAR I ET~ ,OF WAYS, THE ViR I TER CHOSE THESE SUBJECT AREAS AS A
RE I NF'ORCEMENT TOOL.
A RECENT STUDY JNVOLVING MUSIC AS A REINFORCEMENT
TECHNIQUE WITH MENTALLV RETARDED CHILDREN WAS THAT DONE BV
REVE~£NO WILLIAM EVERETT. '5 HE FOUND ev THE USE OF SONG, RE-
LIGIOUS TRUTHS COULD BE BETTER UNDERSTOOD AND THAT RETENTION
t
WAS EXTENDED FOR A LONGER PERIOD Or TIME. THE SONGS USED IN
THE STUDY EMPHASIZED A SINGLE CONCEPT, HAVE A SIMPLE MELODV AND
ARE fOUR LINES IN LENGTH.
FARGUES SUMS UP THE REASON FOR THE SUCCESS THAT WAS
FOUND IN EVERETT'S STUDY AS WELL AS SOME OTHERS THAT EMPLOV
MUSIC AS A MEDIUM.
THE UNIVERSALITv OF MUSIC IN OUR LIVES WAS OBVI-
OUSLV ORDAINED BV GoP, SINCE MUSiCAL TALENT Or SOME
. SORT IS THE GIFT MOST WIDELV rOUND THROUSHOUT THE
WORLO--NOT THE CAPACITY TO BE MORE OR \688 MOVED
BV MUSIC OR OAPABLE OF REPRODUCING IT.
THE OTHER REINFORCEMENT TECHNIQUE USED GREATLY IN THE
EDUCATIONAL FIELD IS THAT O~ ART.
CHILDREN AT ALL LEVELS OF DEVELOPMENT ESPECIALLV
THE PREOPERATIONAL, NEED TO BE HELPED TO SEE, TO
15WILLIAM EVERETT, "AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF SONG IN TEACHING RELIGION TO MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN,"(M.A. UNPUBLISHED THESIS, CARCINAL STRITCH COLL£GE, 1970),
APPENDIX A.
16MARIE FARGUES, OUR CHILDREN AND THE LORD (NOTRE DAME,
IND.; FIDES PUBLISHERS, 1905):-P:T~--- ---~
11
FEEL, TO LISTEN ANO TO THINK, FOR OUT 0' THESE
ABILITIES COME THE POWER TO RELATE AND INTERPRET
THE WORLD AROUNOTHEU. 17
SINCE THE RETARDED CHILO HAS POOR MEMORV RECALL, IS
LIMITED IN HIS DAILV LIVING EXPERIENCES AND TAKES IN LITTLE OR
NO INCIOENTIAL LEARNING, IT TAKES HIM LONGER AND iT IS,MORE
DIFFICULT FOR HIM TO RELATE TO PEOPLE AND THINGS AROUND HIM.
A WELL PLANNED ART ACTIVITV CAN HELP HIM TOWARD ACHIEVING THIS
QOAL.
IN THE eoo~, a!! EDUCATION !2!~ LEARNERS, THE AUTHOR
.
POINTS OUT THAT THE MOST IMPOftTANT PRODUCT OF ANV ART EDUCATION
PROGRAM IS A CHILO WHOSE INTELLE~TUAL, EMOTIONAL AND PEftHAPS
SOCIAL BEHAViOR HAS BEEN'MOOIFIED AS A RESULT OF HIS PAATIOIPA-
TION IN ARTISTIC PURSUITS. THIS APPLIES TO ALL CHILDREN AND
THEREFORE, THE TEACHER OF MENTALLV RETARDED CHILDREN SHOULD rEEL
NO CONCERN OVER THE FACT THAT THE QUALITV OF OUTPUT IN THE ART
or SLOW LEARNERS LEAVES MUCH TO BE DESIRED ,ROM A COMPARATIVE
VIEWPOINT. THE MOST IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL GAINS WHICH OF COURSE,
WILL BE REFLECTED IN THE ARTISTIC EXPRESSIONS or MENTALLV LIMITED
PUPILS, WILL BE rOUND IN THE GENERAL PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT Or THE
19CHILDREN THEMSELVES.
SUMMARV
IN THE PRESENT CHAPTER, RELATED LITERATURE WAS SURVEYED
CONCERNING MORAL DEVELOPMENT. LEADERS IN THE FIELD WERE CITED
17ARNE W. RANDALL AND RUTH E. HALVORSEN, PAINTING IN THE
CLASSROOM (WORCHESTER, MASS.: DAVIS PUBLICATIONS, INC., 19b2~. 5.
19CHARL£S GAITSKELL AND MARGARET GAITSKELL, ART EDUCATiON
fOR~ LEARNERS (ILLINOIS: CHARLES A. BENNETT CO.;-TNC., 1953),
P.44.
12
WITH THEIR EXPLANATION ON THE SUe~ECT OF MORAL GROWTH.
DATA AVAILABLE FROM SOME EDUCATORS AND EXPERIMENTALISTS
HELPEO FORM THE FRAMEWORK FOR THE MUSIC AND ART ACTIVITIES IN
THIS STUOV.
CHAPTER 3
PROCEDURE
IN THE EDUCATIONAL FIELD. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN REPEATEDLV
THAT NOTHING SO INHIBITS INTEREST AS FAILUftE AND THAT NOTHINQ
SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS. Is THIS IS A REALITV TO THE NORMAL IN-
OIVIOUAL, HOW MUCH MORE SO WITH THE MENTALLV RETAftDED WHO ARE
SUBdECTEO TO MANV LEARNING DISABILITIES. ROBERT SMITH, AN EOU-
CATIONAL PSVCHOLOQIST, AFFIRMS "THAT THE RETARDED SHOULD BE
PLACED IN SITUATIONS IN WHI'CH THEV CAN PERCEIVE THEIR PEfltFORM-
ANCES AS BEING VERY SUCCESSFUL."19
HE FURTHER STATES, "FUNDAMENTAL IN TEACHING THE RETARDED
IS THE ADVANTAGE IN OFFERING THEM OPPORTUNITIES TO REPEAT AND
PRACTICE EXPERIENCES IN A VARIETV OF WAVS.,,20 MINDFUL OF THESE
FACTS. THE WRITER ATTEMPTEO TO STATE THE BEHAVIORAL Oe~ECTIVES
IN 'REACHAa~Et TERMS AND TO REINFORCE THEM WITH HIGHLV MOTIVATING
ART AND MUSIC ACTIVITIES.
POPULATION
THREE GROUPS OF CHILDREN PARTIOIPATED IN THiS STUOV. Two
GROUPS WERE STUDENTS AT ST. COLETTA SCHOOL IN JErFEftSON, WISCONSIN.
WHICH IS A RESIDENTIAL SOHOOL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN. THE THIRD
GROUP CONSiSTED OF MENTALLV RETARDED CHILOREN WHO ATTEND THE
19 SMITH, OP.CIT., P. 56.
20
.!..!t!.e.., P. 57.
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WEEKLV SPECIAL RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CLASSES HELD AT IMMACULATE
HEART or MARV SCHOOL IN MADISON, WISCONSIN.
THE GROUPS CONSiSTED OF NINE, TEN AND FIFTEEN STUDENTS
RESPECTIVELV. THE MEAN C.A. OF THE GROUPS WAS g~9, 9-11 AND
10.0. THE MEAN M.A. OF GROUPS ONE AND TWO WERE 3-6 AND 4-6;
THE MEAN I.Q. BEING 3g AND 47. INFORMATION WAS NOT AVAILABLE
TO CALCULATE THE MEAN M.A. AND .1 .Q. OF GROUP THREE.
DESIGN
EACH LESSON WAS TAUGHT OURING A TWENTV MINUTE CLASS
.
PERIOD. GROUPS ONE AND TWO WERE TAUGHT AS A CLASS, WHEREAS
THE LESSONS PRESENTED TO QROUP THREE WERE CONDUCTED ON AN IN-
OIVIDUAL BASIS.
THE TEACHERS FOR EACH GROUP OIFFERED. GftOOP ONE WAS
CONDUCTED BV A GRADUATE INTERN, GROUP TWO BV THE WRITER; QROUP
THREE BV VOLUNTEERS UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE WRITER. SOUE
OF THE VOLUNTEERS TEACHING GROUP THREE WERE PROFESSIONAL TEACHERS,
OTHERS WERE NOT. ALL HAD HAD SOME IN-SERVICE TRAINING.
EIGHTEEN CONCEPTS BASED ON INSTILLING QRATITUDE FOR GOD'S
GIFTS; NAMELY THE GIFTS OF NATURE, SELF AND OTHER PEOPLE, WERE
DEVELOPED INTO TWENTV MINUTE LESSONS. EACH LESSON PLAN CONTAINS
AN AIM STATED IN BEHAVIORAL OBdECTIVES AND MATERIALS WHICH PftO-
VIDES READINESS, MOTIVATION, PRESENTATION AND A COMPREHENSION
OHECK.
EACH CONCEPT WAS TAUGHT THROUGH THREE LESSONS. FIRST,
THE CONCEPT WAS INTftODUCEO. ON THE FOLLOWING DAV, THE CONOEPT
WAS REVIEWED THROUGH AN ART ACTIVITY; ON TH~ THIRD DAV, A MUSIC
ACTIV'.TV WAS PRESENTED WHICH REINFORCED THE PREVIOUS DAV'S WORK.
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THEN THE THREE DAV PATTERN WAS ftEPEATEO IN ORDEft TO DEVELOP
ANOTHEft NEW CONCEPT.
LESSONS WERE TAUGHT TO GROUP THREE BV VOLUNTEER TEACHERS
ONCE A WEEK. THE VOLUNTEER TEACHERS VIEWED A FIFTEEN MINUTE
VIDEO TAPE PRESENTATION OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL LESSON TAUGHT BV
THE WRITER. AFTEft VIEWING THE INSTRUCTIONAL LESSON, IT WAS
TAUGHT ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS FQR FIFTEEN MINUTES. IUMEDIATELV
;OLLOWINQ THE LESSON, THE CHILDREN ASSEMBLED TOGETHER FOR A
GROUP SESSiON WHICH CONSiSTED EITHER OV A FIFTEEN MINUTE ART
OR MUSIC ACTIVITV PRESENTED BV T~E WRITER AND AIDED BY THE VOL-
UNTEER TEACHERS. AT THE COMPLETION or THIS SESSION, THE TEACHEft8
FILLED OUT AN EVALUATiON VORY $TATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
LESSON IN TERMS OF THE CHILO THEY WERE TEACHIN~
USING THE SEQUENCE DESCRIBED ABOVE, THE STUDY TOTALED
FIFTV-FOUR SESSIONS, I.E., THE PftESENTATION OF EIGHTEEN CONCEPTS,
EIGHTEEN ART ACTIVITIES, AND EIQHTEEN MUSIC ACTIVITIES.
EVALUATION
THE METHOD roft EVALUATINQ THE LESSONS WAS THAT WHICH IS
COMMONLY USED BV THE CLASSROOM TEACHE~: OBSE~VATION. THE LESSONS
AND TECHNIQUES ARE DESIGNED AND dUDQEO ErFECTIYE BV OBSERVATIONS
MADE BV BOTH TEACHER AND SUPERVISINC TEACHER. EACH DAV'S LESSON,
STATED IN A BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE, WAS ASSESSED FOLLOWING EACH CLASS.
EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUES WERE ftEPEATED WHEREAS THOSE ~UOQED LESS E"EO-
TIVE, WHILE NOT CAPABLE OF BEING UNDONE, WERE NOT REPEATED.
EVALUATIONS or VOLUNTEERS MENTIONED AS TEACHEfts FOft GROUP
THREE WERE RECORDED IN WRITING AS EACH SESSION CLOSED. THE WRITER
TOOK NOTE or THE VOLUNTEER TEACHER'S OBSERVATIONS AND ftECOMMENDA-
TIONS AND INCORPORATED THEM INTO HER FUTURE PLANS.
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THE WRITER AND TEACHER OF GROUP TWO UET CAILV WITH HER
SUPERVISING TEACHER (THE REGULAft CLASS TEACHER) AND HER 00-
TEACHER (TEACHER OF GROUP ONE). THE WRITER THEN ACTED UPON THE
OBSERVATIONS AND SUQGESTIONS OF THE LATTER TWO, AS WELL AS HER
OWN INSIGHTS, IN PLANNING SUBSEQUENT LESSONS AND BEHAViORAL
oa~ECTIVES.
FINAL EVALUATION WAS BASED ON APPROVAL OF THE LESSONS
AND THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY BV THE RESEARCH DIRECTOR OF THE
STUeVe
SUMMARV
IN THE PRESENT CHAPTER, THE PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY, THE
POPULATION INVOLVED, THE DESIQN or THE LESSONS AND THE CRITERIA
FOR EVALUATING THE LESSONS WERE DISCUSSED.
CHAPTER 4
INTERPRETATION Or DATA
"ACAO-EMIC SUCCESS OR F'AILURE SEEMS TO BE ROOTED AS
OEEPLV IN CONCEPTS or THE SELF AS IT 18 IN MEASURED MENTAL
ABILITV. BECAUSE FEELING GOOD ABOUT ONESELF ALLOWS ONE TO
ACT, TO AD~UST AND TO 00 MORE THAN MERELV RESPOND TO A STIM-
UlUS."21
EACH CHILO NEEDS TO FORM A REALISTIC ANO POSITIVE
IMAGE or HI~SELf. THIS RESPONSIBILITV LIES WITH THE FAMILV,
THE SCHOOL ANO THE CHURCH. UNLESS ALL THREE GROUPS WORK TO-
SETHER TOWARO THIS GOAL, IT WILL NEVE~ BE A COMPLETE REALITV.
VJHAT IS' TH I S PHENOMENON CALLED eEL F I MAGE? I N THE WORDS
OF' VICTOR RAIMV, "SELF I S WHAT A PERSON BELIEVES ABOUT HIMSELF.
IT IS HIS VIEW 0" WHAT HE HAS BEEN, IS AND MIGHT BECOME. "22
IT ANSWERS THE ALL IMPORTANT QUESTIONS: WHO AS I ? WHAT CAN
oo? WHERE A'A I GotNG? THESE QUESTIONS ARE HOT ASKEO ONCE AND
rORGOTTEN, aUT ARE REPEATED AT DIFFERENT TIMES IN OUR LIVES.
THEV MUST BE ANSWERED IN UNOEftSTANOASL£ TEftMS EACH TIME THEY
ARE ASKED. "THE CHILO'S INTELLIGENCE DEVELOPS GRADUALLV. CAT-
ECHESIS MUST BE ADAPTED TO THiS 'MENTAL OEVELOPMENT."23
21GERTRUDE WEBB, "BUILDING A SENSE OF WORTH," ACADEMIC
THERAPV, VI I, No.1 (1972), P. 42.
22 19 '0 •
....-.-
23SERNARD l. MARTHALER, CATECHETICS I~.CONTEXT, (HUNTINQ~
TON, INDIANA: Ourt SUNDAY V'STOft, INC., 1973); P. 162.
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THIS STUOV IS AN ATTEMPT TO EXPLORE THE IMPACT ON A
CHILO WHEN CATECHESIS IS ADAPTED TO HIS MENTAL DEVELOPMENT AND
TO HIS DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS. Bv MEANS OF EIGHTEEN INSTRUCTIONAL
LESSONS. RE I NF'ORCED BV EIGHTEEN ART AND EIGHTEEN MU SIC LE aeONS,
THE WRITER ATTEMPTED TO BRING ABOUT A DEEPER AWARENESS or THE
GREAT AND UNIQUENESS OF SELr AS WELL AS AN APPRECIATION OF THE
GOO-GIVEN GIFTS OF NATUftE. THIS REALIZATION COULD CREATE A
READINESS, SO TO SPEAK, FOR EXPRESSIVE GRATITUDE. GRATITUDE
WAS NOTED BV OBSERVING A QREATER APPRECIATION or ONESELr AND
WHAT ONE COULD 00 AND BY LISTENING TO THE PRAVERS ONE OFFERS
AND THE MANNER OF VIEWING AND APPRECIATING THE GIFTS or Goo IN
ONE ENVIRONMENT.
GRATITUOE TO Goo MUST NOT ONLV BE "TAUGHT" IT IS ALSO
"CAUGHT." FOR "CHILOREN TEND TO BE EGOCENTRIC, BY NATUftE--TAK-
ING PEOPLE RATHER THAN GIVING PEOPLE. ~VITH THIS IN MIND, TEACHERS
WILL FINO OCCASIONS rOR CHILDREN TO GIVE SELFLESSLV, WILL THANK
THEM SINCERElV AND WILL ENCOURAGE AN EVER DEEPENING SPIRIT OY
QRATITUDE. To STIMULATE THIS AWARENESS PARENTS AND TEACHERS THEM-
SELVES SHOULD aE PERSONS WHO WONOEft AT GOODNESS WHEftE EVER IT'S
FOUND, WHO DELIGHT IN SIMPLE SHAREABLE BEAUTIES AND WHO CAN
UTTEft SINCERE "THANK YOU, GOD ff AS THEV RESPOND TO THE INNUMBEfitABLE
24
EXPRESSIONS or HIS HANDIWORk."
ItEVERV EXPERIENCE WHICH A CHILO HAS IS EITHER ENHANCINQ
24SISTER COLETTA DUNN, "Do WE REALLY HAVE To TEACH
GftATITUOE?" CONFRATERNITV or CHRISTIAN OOCTftlNE NEWSLETTER,
DIOCESE o,-·,NoR'W"CH, CONN., 'NOv., 1908, P. 10.
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AND SELr REALIZING OR IT IS NOT. WHETHER IT IS OR NOT DEPENDS
ON WHETHER RELATIONSHIPS WHICH HE HAS EXPERIENCED ARE LOVING
AND AF'F'IRMATIVE.,,25
TEACHING GRATITUDE AND APPRECIATING ITS VALUE IS A LIFE
LONG PROCESS. IT USUALLY BEGINS WITH MOTHER OFFERING HER TQOOLER
A COOKIE WITH A S~1ILE AND THE VJORDS "THANK VOU. tI HOPEFULLV, FROM
THIS POINT ON, THE CHILD WILL HAVE INNUMBERABLE OCCASIONS FOR EX-
PRESSING GRATITUDE. ONCE THE CHILO UNDERSTANDS WHAT IT MEANS TO
BE GRATEFUL, HE WILL EASILV UNDERSTAND INGRATITUOE. THIS FORMS
A SOLID FOUNDATION ON WHICH PREPARATION FOR THE SACRAMENT or PEN-
ANCE CAN BE BASED.
REACTIONS TO CONCEPTS
IN LESSON 11, THE FAMILV IS PRESENTED AS A GirT FROM GOD.
IN THE IMPLIMENTATfONS OF THE CONCEPT, THE TEACHER EXPLAINS THAT
MOM ANO DAD, BROTHERS AND SiSTERS, AS WELL AS THE CHILO HIMSELF
COMPRISE THE FAMILV UNIT.
FOR THE CHILDREN IN QROUP ONE, THE UNOERSTANOINQ OF FAMILV
COMPRISED ONLY THAT 0; MOM AND DAO. SOME CHILDREN STATED, THEV
HAD NO BROTHERS OR SISTERS BUT WHEN QUESTIONEO "WHO LIVES IN YOUR
HOUSE WITH vou?," THEV REPLIEO, tfSILLV, MARV AND SUSAN. ft THEV
DIDN'T SEEM TO UNDERSTAND THAT LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSE, INDICATED
MEMBERSHIP IN A rAMILV.
IN GROUP TWO, THE CHILDREN KNEW THEV HAD BROTHERS OR
SISTERS ANO COULO CALL THEM ev NAME, aUT DIDN'T KNOW IF TH~,'WERE
OLDER OR VOUNGER THAN THEMSELVES. ONE CHILO CALLED HIS BROTHER
25
MARTHA HEMPHILL, PARTNERS ~ TEACHING YOUNG CHILDREN
(VALLEY FORGE, PA.: JUDSON PRESS, 1972), P. 15.
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nHISCFRIENO." HE FOUND IT DIFFICULT TO AGREE WITH THE TEACHEft
THAT HE WAS HiS BROTHER.
THE WRITER rELT THAT THE VOCABULAftV WORDS USED IN THE
LESSON SUCH AS HE, SHE, HIS, HER, BROTHEft AND SiSTER ALL NEEDEO
TO BE DEVELOPED FIRST WITH THE CHILDREN AND THE LESSON ftE~EATED
AT A LATER DATE.
WHEN THE VOLUNTEER TEACHER TAUGHT THE CONCEPT, OUR FAMILY
IS A GIFT FftOM Goo, TO GftOUP THREEt THEY EXPERIENCED DIFFICULTV.
THEY FELT THEY FAILEO TO MAKE THE CONCEPT A REALITV. THEREFORE,
THE WRITER PLANNED A SUPPLEMENT ACTIVITv TO BE ACCOMPLISHED AT
HOME WITH THE AID OF THE PA~ENTS. THIS ACTIVITV CONSISTEO OF
UAKING-A FAMILV MOBILE FRAME ~ftOM A COAT HANGER. To IT WAS Af~
TACHEO THE rAMILV NAME. CARD BEARING NAMES ANO PHOTOS OF OTHER
FAUILV MEMBERS WERE ATTACHED ev MEANS OF VARN TO THE HANGER. As
A RESULT OF THIS ADDITIONAL REINFORCING ACTIVITV, THE CHILO WAS
ABLE TO INDICATE WITH EASE:
1. THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN HIS FAMILV.
2.' THE NAMES OF EACH PERSON IN HIS FAMILV.
3. RECOGNIZE THE FACT THAT HE IS A MEMBER or THE SAME
FAMILV.
RECOMMENDATIONS
LESSONS WHICH DEVELOP THE CONCEPT O~ GRATITUDE SHOULO BE
PR ESENTED TO CH.I LOREN AT THE PR E-OP ERA T IONAL STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT.
THE POSITIVE EXAMPLE OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS IS JMPEftA~
TIVE IN ,NCALCATING A 8PlftiT 0; QAATITUOE.
EXPRESSIONS 0' GRATITUOE MADE BY THE CHILO SHOULO BE AC-
KNOWLEDGED BV PARENTS AND TEACHERS.
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SINCE THE CHILD IS EGOCENTRIC BY NATUftE, TEACHEftS AND
PARENTS SHOULD PROVIDE OPPOftTUNITIES FOft THE CHILO TO QIVE SELF-
LESSLV.
USE OF MUSIC AS A REINrOftCING TECHNIQUE
"THE WHOLE HISTORV or EXPEftlENCE REVEALS THAT SINGING
HAS BEEN ALMOST AS NORMAL AS BREATHING IN EVERV CIRCUMSTANCE OF
LirE AND THE HUMAN RACE HAS DELIGHTED IN EXPRESSING EVERV REAL
EMOTION AND EVERV KINO Of" SENSE AS WELL AS NONSENSE IN SONG. 1f26
"PEQAQOQICALLV SPEAKING, THE TEACHING OF MUSIC IS NO
DIFFERENT FROM THAT or ANY OTHER SUBJECT. THE MEDIUM IS QUITE
UNIQUE IN THAT IT INVOLVES SENSES, FEELINGS AND THE MINO."27
SINCE MUSIC HAS A UNIVERSAL APPEAL, THE WRITER CHOSE TO
EMPLOY IT AS A REINFORCING TECHNIQUE IN RESTATING CONCEPTS PftE-
VIOUSLV PRESENTED.DURING THE RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTJON PERIOD.
DUE TO THE LANGUAGE DErtelT OF MANV MENTALLV RETARDED
CHILDREN AND THEIR DEFECTIVE VOICE QUALITV, SONGS WERE CHOSEN
WHICH HAD SIMPLE MELODIES, REPETITIOUS LINES AND WERE NOT TOO
LENGTHV •. THOSE MELOO I ES WR I TTEN I N A MAJOR KEV SEEMEO TO BE IN
A REACHABLE RANGE FOR MOST OF THE CHILDREN.
FINAL CRITERION FOR THE SELECTION Or SONGS WAS THElft
ABILITV TO CONVEY THE MESSAGE OA CONTENT TAUGHT £AftLIEft.
THE ROTE METHOD WAS USED IN TEACHING THE SONGS. THE
TEACHER'S VOICE WAS FOUND TO BE .EASIER rOR THE CHILD TO FOLLOW
20
FLORENCE FOSTER, "THE SONG ~/ITHIN: MusIC AND THE DIS-
ADVANTAGE PRE-SCHOOL CHILO,~ IN TEACHING THE DISAOVANTAGED YOUNG
CHILO, ED. BV EVELINE.OM\VAKE (WASHINGTON,-O:- C.: NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF YOUNG CHILDREN, 1966), p. 51.
27 ~
NORMAN MOHN, "WHAT IS A MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCE FOA
CHILDREN, It I.!:!!. CATHOLIC .[e.UCATOR, JUNE, 1968, P. 41. -
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AND IMITATE THAN THAT ON A TAPE OR RECORD. SOME Or THE DIS-
TRACTING ELEMENTS FREQUENTLV ~OUNO ON TAPE OR RECORDS SUCH AS
BACKGROUND ACCOMPANIMENT AND CHORAL HARMONIZATION SEEMEO TO
MAKE THE USE or RECORDS ANO TAPES LIMITING.
ALL THE SONGS EXCEPT THREE, IN THIS STUDY WERE PRE-
SENTED THROUGH THE VOICE or THE TEACHER. SINCE THESE THREE
SONGS WERE FOUND MORE DIFrlCULT TO TEACH, THE WRITER WOULD REC-
OMMEND THAT THE TEACHER UNABLE TO READ MUSIC SHOULD TEACH THE
SONG TO HERSELF (BV USE OF A RECORD OR TAPE) BEFORE SHE TEACHES
THE CHILO DIRECtLV.
THE WRITER rOUND THAT THE USE OF PICTURES AND BODILV
GESTURES HELPED SIGNIFICANTLV IN INTERPRETING THE WORDS AND
rEELtNGS OF THE SONG TO T~E CHILO. THROUGH THE USE or SONG,
THE CHILO'S VOCABULARY WAS INCREASEO AND ANOTHER AVENUE OF EX-
PRESSION WAS PROVIDED.
WHEN THE LESSON WAS PROGRESSING WELL AND THE CLASS WANTED
TO SHOW THEIR HAPPINESS, THEV WOULD SING. WHEN THE LESSON WASN'T
PROQRESSING AS PLANNED OR IF THE CHILDREN SEEMED TO ~E IN AN IN-
OIFFERENT MOOD, SINGING A SONG ALWAVS SEEMED TO HELP IN SOME WAVe
IT ELICTEO A RESPONSE WHEN OTHER TECHNIQUES FAILEO. SINGING CAR-
RIED THE WITHDRAWN CHILO TO RELAX AND PARTICIPATE IN THE GROUP.
THE HOSTILE CHILO SEEMED LESS AGGRESSIVE AND ACCEPTABLE TO THE
QROUP. THE HAPPV CHILO SEEMED TO BE EVEN HAPPIER WHEN SINGING
WITH OTHERS.
IN THE WORDS OF FOSTER SEEM TO TOO TRUE WHEN SHE STATED,
"THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE 0' HUMANITV-MUSIC- HAS A MVSTERIOUS WAY
OF CREATING A BONO BETWEEN PEOPLE, ADDING DEPTH AND MEANING TO
23
EVERV OAV EXPERIENCES.
"As WITH HIS ART, THE PRODUCT -THE SONG- IS LESS IMPOR-
TANT THAT THE MEANING or THE EXPERIENCE TO THE CHILO. BECAUSE,
HE ACTIVELV PARTICIPATES IN A MUSICAL EXPERIENCE. EVEN I' HE IS
LISTENING, HE FEELS THE MUSIC AND IT BECOMES, THEREBV, AN EMO-
TIONAL EXPERIENCE. tt29
SINCE ONE or OUR PRIMARV GOALS IN THE FIELD OF RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION IS TO HELP THE CHILO BUILD A POSITIVE SELF IMAGE, AS
AN ACCEPTABLE AND ADEQUATE INDIVIDUAL. IT IS OF NO LITTLE SIGNI-
rlCANCE THAT HIS MUSICAL RESPONSES ARE SOCIALLV ACCEPTABLE AND
SUCCESSFUL, A~ WELL AS PERSONALLV SATISFVING AND EN~OVABLE.
81 sa I ONN I ER ST~TES, .~ 11 THAT SONGS WH I CH CAN 8E CHOSEN IN
RELAT10NSHIP WITH THE THEME OF THE DAV, WILL AGAIN PRESENT THE
IDEA IN ANOTHER FASHION. WE KNOW THE POWER OF THE AIR WE HUM
AND WHICH CONTINUES TO SING INSIDE or us. tt30
AOVERTISERS HAVE LONG USEO THE TECHNIQUE OF COMBIN'NQ A
SIMPLE MELODV WITH A 'CATCHY' diNGLE TO MAKE KNOWN THEIR PRODUCTS.
THE WRITER PRESUMES THAT SPECIAL RELIGIOUS EDUCATORS CAN BORROW
THIS TECHNIQUE TO REINFORCE A RELIGIOUS TRUTH, WHICH IT IS
HOPED THE CHILO WILL INTERNALIZE. THE WRITER CONCLUDED FROM THE
STUOV, THAT TOO MANV SONGS WERE INTRODUCEO. IT orTEN TOOK MORE
THAN ONE PRESENTATION FOR THE CHILDREN TO ABSORB THE UEANING AND
THE FEELING OF THE SONG. DUE TO THIS DELAVED REAOTION, IT MAV
2g
FOSTER, OP. CIT., P. 52.
29IBI0., p. 53.
---
30HENRI StSSONNIER t CATECHETICAL PEDAGOGV OY THE MENTALLV
OEVICIENT CHILDREN (BRUSSELS: LUYEN VITAE PRESS, ;907); P. 89.
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HAVE BEEN MORE ADVANTAGEOUS TO PRESENT FEWER SONGS TO ALLOW
rOR MORE PERIODS or REVIEW.
REACTIONS TO THE SONGS
THE CHILDREN IN GROUP ONE FAVORED THE SONGS WHICH HAD
HAND GESTURES THAT ACCOMPANIED THE SONGS. THIS FACT WAS ES-
PECIALLV NOTICED WITH THE SONGS THE ACTION SONG IN LESSON 5 AND
- ---
1 LIKE TO SING IN LESSON 16. (SEE A~PENOIX) THEY NOTICED AND
- --- ------
ENJOVED THE HUMOR TO THE WORDS IN I WISH I WERE IN LESSON 17.
-----
LEARNINO THE WORDS TO THE SONGS SEEM TO BE MORE IMPORTANT
TO THE CHILDREN IN GROUP TWO THAN THE GESTURES. HOWEVER. THIS IS
NOT TO IMPLY THAT THEV DIDN'T EN~OV THEM. THEY FAVORED THE SONQS
GOo's CARE AND GOD LOVES ME THE BEST. THEV ESPECIALLV LIKED ~OIN-
, - ......., -
INQ HANDS AND MOVING IN A CIRCLE WHILE SINGING. THEY WOULD OFTEN
ASK "CAN WE SING IT AGAIN?"
THEV ALSO FOUND EN dOVMENT TAI<" NQ TURNS PO I NT I NQ TO OR
HOLDING UP PICTURES THAT WOULD HELP THEM RECALL WOROS TO A SONQ.
MOST OF THE SONGS USED WITH GROUP THREE WERE SUNG WHILE
JOINING HANDS IN A CIRCLE, MARCHING AROUND THE ROOM, CARRVINQ
"-
COLORED BOXES, ETC... THIS PROCEDURE SEEMED TO KEEP THE QROUP
TOGETHER ANO TO HELP EACH CHILD rEEL HE HAD AN IMPORTANT ROLE TO
PLAY IN THE ACTIVITV.
PARAPHRASING, A TECHNIQUE ev WHICH NEW WORDS ARE APPLIED
TO A FAUILIAR MELODV, SEEMS TO BE MOST E'FECTIVE. FOR. EXAMPLE,
TO TEACH THE CONCEPT THAT Goo IS MV SPECIAL FRIEND, MIGHT BE SUNG
TO THE MELOOV OF TWINKLE. TWINKLE LITTLE STAR. USING THIS TECH-
NIQUE, THE 'CHILO BEING rAMILIAR WITH ONE ASPECT or THE SONQ CAN
MORE EASILV CONCENTRATE ON THE OTH~R.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
SONGS FOR USE IN A SPECIAL RELIGIOUS EOUCATION CURRICULUM
FOR MENTALLV RETARDED ON THE PRE-OPERATIONAL STAGE SHOULD BE SIY-
PLE, REPETITIOUS AND LIMITED IN NUMBER. SINCE SINGING IS AN IN-
TEGRAL PART OF THE LESSON, FAMILIAR MELODIES COULD BE PARAPHRASES
TO REINFORCE NEW CONCEPTS BEING TAUGHT.
USE OF ART AS A REINFORCING TECHNIQUE
" ••• THE END PRODUCT OF THE CHILO'S EXPERIENCE IS THE
LEAST IMPORTANT CONCERN--WHAT HAPPENS TO THE CHILD CURING THE
EXPERIENCE IS WHAT COUNTS."31
WITH THIS IN MIND, THE WRITER PROPOSED TO USE AN. ART
ACTIVITV TO PROVIDE THE NEEDED MOTIVATION AND REINFORCEMENT
WHICH IS EVIDENT WHEN ONE ACCEPTS THE LEARNING LIMITATIONS OF
THE MENTALLV RETARDED. DUE TO HIS LIMITED MEMORV SPAN, DIREC-
TIONS NEED TO BE GIVEN TO HIM IN A STEP BV STEP FASHION AND THEN
ONLY ONE STEP AT A TIME.
EXHIBITING A COpy O~ THE FINISHED PRODUCT BEFORE HE BE-
GINS HIS WORK IS Or IMPORTANCE TO THE RETARDED CHILO, SINCE HE
LACKS THE ABILITV TO VISUALIZE DIRECTLV ON THE SENSE OF SIGHT,
AS WELL AS HEARING, FOR UNDERSTANDING THE STEPS INVOLVED. IN
ADDITION TO THIS .STEP BV STEP PROCEDURE, INDIVIDUAL HELP WILL BE
NECESSARV ~OR MANV. SUFFICIENT TIME MUST BE ALLOTTED TO HIM TO
COMPLETE THE ACTIVITV FOR A SENSE OF A dOB WELL DONE.
TIME CONCEPTS ARE DIFrlCULT FOR THE RETARDED CHILO. To
31 MARV Jo BURGESS, ItSMALL CHILDREN CAN 00 MANY THINGS,"·
ARTS AND ACTIVITIES, SEPT., 1972, p. 33.
------ --- ------_...
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SPEAK or TWO WEEKS FROM NOW OR LAST MONTH IS OF LITTLE VALUE
TO HIM. WHAT HE OOES UNDERSTAND IS THE HERE AND NOW. THERE-
FORE, THE ART ACTIVITV SHOULO HAVE SOME PERTINENT MEANING TO
THE CHILO AT THE TIME HE IS DOINQ ITt OTHERWISE HIS INTEREST
waLL BE MINIMAL.
MOTIVATION IS IMPORTANT AND SHOULD BE CONCRETE. IT
NEEDS TO BE GaVEN NOT ONLY AT THE BEGINNING or THE LESSON aUT
THROUGHOUT. THIS COULD BE EXPRESSED IN AWA~OING HIM A STAR VOR
rOLLOWING ONE Or THE STEPS IN OIRECTIONS, HOLDING UP HIS PAPER
.
FOR OTHERS TO AO~IRE, OR SOCIAL PRAISE SUCH AS A SMILE OF APPROVAL.
FOR THE YOUNG RETARDED CHILO ALMOST ALL ACTIVITIES ARE
LEAftNINQ SITUATIONS. THE WORLD TO HIM IS BIG, EXCITING AND HAS
MUCH TO SEE, FEEL, SMELL, HEAR AND EXPERIENCE.
"CHILDREN NEED TO BE HELPEO TO SEE, TO FEEL, TO LiSTEN
AND TO THINK, FOR OUT OF THESE ABILITIES COMES THE POWER TO RE-
LATE AND TO INTERPRET THE WORLD AROUND THEM.,,32
THE FACT THAT THE ART ACTIVITIES IN THIS STUDY WERE PRE-
SENTEO IN A QROUP SETTING SEEMED TO OrFEft SOME POSITIVE ADVANTAGES.
THE WRITER OBSERVED THE SHARING ASPECT AND THE MUTUAL SUPPORT AND
PRAISE GIVEN BV THE TEACHER AND OTHEft MEMeE~S OF THE GROUP. IN
THIS SETTING, THE CHILO SHOWED WHAT ~E COULD ACCOMPLISH AS WELL
AS OBSERVING THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF OTHERS.
"THE MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT OF ANY SCHOOL PROGRAM OF ART
EDUCATION fS A CHILO WHOSE INTELLECTUAL. EMOTIONAL AND PERHAPS
32ARNE RANDALL AND RUTH HALVORSEN, PAINTING IN THE CLASS-
!!.2.Q.!!, (WORCHESTER, MASS.: OA,VIS PUBLICATION, INC., 1§6~p. 5
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SOCIAL BEHAViOR HAS BEEN MODIFIED AS A RESULT OF HIS PARTI-
CIPATION IN ARTiSTIC PURSUITS. THIS APPLIES TO ALL CHILOREN
AND THEREFORE, THE TEACHER OF A MENTALLV RETARDEO CHILO SHOULD
FEEL NO CONCERN OVER THE FACT THAT THE QUAL lTV Or OUTPuT IN
THE ART OF SLOW LEARNERS LEAVES MUCH TO BE DESIRED YROM A COM-
PARATIVE VIEWPOINT. THE MOST IMPORTANT EOUCATIONAL GAIN ••• WILL
BE FOUND IN THE GENERAL PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILDREN
THEMSELVES. 33
THE MATERIALS FOR THE ART ACTIVITIES IN THIS CURRICULUM
WERE CHOSEN ON THE BASIS OF AVAILABILITV FOR THE TEACHER AND THE
PRACTICAL lTV FOR THE CHILO AT THIS STAGE or DEVELOPMENT.
THE ACTIVITIES WERE CHOSEN ON THEIR APPROPRIATENESS IN
REINrORCINQ THE CONCEPT OF THE LESSON AND IN MEETING THE INTEREST
"
OF THE CHILO.
REACTIONS TO ART ACTIVITIES
THANK YOu Goo FOR THE GIFT OF MV FEET IS THE CONCEPT
TAUGHT IN LESSON SIX. DURING THE REINFORCING ART ACTIVITV, THE
CHILO HAS HIS FOOT PRINTS OUTLINED ON A LARGE SHEET OF 'APER
ALONG WITH HIS CLASSMATES. ONE BOV IN GROUP TWO COMMENTED,
"LITTLE F'EET,ft AS HE WATCHED THE TEACHER OUTLINE ANOTHER CHILO'S
rEET IN THE GROUP. SHE QUICKLV REPLIED, uNO, LITTLE FEET. ME
A BIG GIRL."
ANOTHER CHILO IN THE SAME GROUP, BECAME VERY INVOLVED AND
EXCITED IN THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON TEN. ArTER LVING STILL
WITH A BIG SMILE ON HER FACE, AS THE TEACHER ouTLINED HER BODY
33CHARLE~ O. GAITSKELL AND MARGARET GAITSKELL, ART Eou-
CATION FOR SLOW lEARNERS (PEORIA, ILL.: CHARLES A. BENNETT~.,
I Ne., 1953)-;-;:- 44.
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IMAGE ON A SHEET OF PAPER, WHILE THE OTHER NINE MEMBERS OF THE
CLASS OBSERVEO; dUMPED UP AT THE SIGNAL OF THE TEACHER AND JOV-
FULLV KEPT REPEATING AND POINTING TO THE PAPER, "THAT'S ME,
THAT'S ME."
IN GROUP ONE, THE CHILOREN WERE VERY PROUD OF THE BANNER
THEV MACE OURING THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON FIVE. THEV ASKED
THE TEACHER TO HANG IT UP. WHENEVER A VISITOR CAME TO THE ROOM
FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEkS, THEV IMMEDIATELV SHOWED THEM THE BANNER
POINTING OUT THE VARIOUS HAND PRINTS, I1 THAT 'S ME, THAT'S JOEV,
THAT'S SEAN. 1t
LESSON EIGHTEEN CALLS FOR THE CHILO TO MAKE A HAPPINESS
BOOK. THIS SERVES AS A MEANS OF REVIEW OVER THE ~ftEVIOUS LESSONS.
DURING THE OFFERTORV OF THE MASS, THE CHILDREN IN GROUP THREE
BROVGHT THEIR COMPLETED BOOKS UP TO THE ALTAR AND PRESENTED THEM
TO THE PRIEST. AFTER MASS, THEV WERE TO BRING THEM HOME TO SHARE
WITH THE FAMILV. ONE CHILO IN HER EXCITEMENT, LEFT HER ~LACE DUR-
ING THE MASS AND WALKED UP TO THE ALTAR. AFTER LOOKING OVER THE
MANY eOOKS PLACED THERE, PICK UP HER BOOK, LOOKED AT THE PRIEST
AND SAID, "MV BOOK. f1 THEN SHE PROCEEDED TO RETURN TO HEft PLACE.
THE ABOVE REMARKS ILLUSTftATE HOW AN ART ACTIVITY CAN BRING
ABOUT A BETTER SELF CONCEPT, PftOVIOE AN ENdOVABLE ACTIVITY TO DO
AND SHARE WITH OTHERS. THIS TYPE OF EXPERIENCE BftlNQS TO ONE'S'
CONSCIOUSNESS A GREATER APPRECIATION OF SELF. OTHERS AND THE THINGS
IN ONE'S ENVIRONMENT.
RECOMMENDATIONS
ART IS RECOMMENDED AS A FORM or REINFORCEMENT ANO A WAY
OF MEASURING RETENTION.
~9
ART PROOUCT WILL NOT BE UNIFORM aUT WILL BE RECOGNIZABLE
TO THE CHILD AS HIS OWN.
HAVE THE CHILDREN EXPERIENCE MANV SUCCESSES. THEREFORE,
MAKE THE ACTIVITIES SUrrlCIENTLV CHALLENGING BUT POSSIBLE OF
COMPLETION.
PRE-CUT MATEfttALS SPELL A GREATER OPPORTUNITY OF SUCCESS
THAN SCISSORS OR PENCIL AT THIS STAGE or DEVELOPMENT.
THE ART ACTIVITIES USED IN THIS STUDY WERE CHOSEN
BASICALLY AS A REINFORCING TECHNIQUE RATHER. THAN FOR CREATIVITV.
CHILDREN NEED THE EXPERIENCE OF ASSEMBLING MATERIALS
TOGETHER IN OftDER TO VISUALIZE WHAT CONSTITUTES WHOLENESS.
CHAPTER 5
PROBLEM
THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY WAS TO FORMULATE AND EVALUATE
A SET or PRE-PENANCE LESSONS FOR THE MENTALLV RETARDED AT THE
PRE-OPERATIONAL STAGE O~ COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT. THESE LESSONS
WOULD BE BASED ON CONCEPTS OF GRATITUDE AND STATED IN BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVES. IN ADDITION, THE WRITER PROPOSED TO PROVIDE READI-
NESS, TO STIMULATE AND TO ftEINrOftCE EACH OF THESE CONCEPTS WITH
AN ART AND A MUSIC ACTIVITV.
POPULATION
THREE GROUPS OF CHILOREN PARTICIPATED IN THIS STUDY.
Two GROUPS WERE STUDENTS AT ST. COLETTA SCHOOL IN JEFFERSON,
WISCONSIN. THE THIRD GROUP CONS~STEO or MENTALLV RETARDED
STUOENTS WHO ATTEND A WEEKLV SPECIAL RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CLASS
HELD AT IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY SCHOOL IN MADISON, WISCONSIN.
THE .GROUPS WERE NOT EQUATED IN ANV WAVe
THE CHILDREN AT ST. COLETTA SCHOOL WHO CONSTITUTED GROUP
TWO, WERE CHOSEN BECAUSE THEY CAME WITHIN THE MENTAL AGE RANQE
WHICH THE WRITER CHOSE TO 00 HER STUDY.
To TEST THE LOWER LIMITS WITH WHICH THE LESSONS COULD BE
EFYECTIVE t A GROUP OF CHILDREN AT ST. COLETTA SCHOOL WHO HAC A
LOWER MENTAL AGE RANGE THAN THE CHILDREN IN GROUP TWO WERE CHOSEN.
THEV ARE REFERRED TO AS QROUP ONE IN THIS STUDY.
jl
THE WRITER WANTED TO TEST THE FEASIBILITV Or USING THIS,
CURRICULUM ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS AS WELL AS 'OR GROUP INSTRUC- ~
TION. THEREFOftE, THE CHILOREN ATTENDING THE SPECIAL ftELIGIOUS
EDUCATION PROGRAM AT IMMACULATE HEART or MARV SCHOOL ENTEftEO THE
STUDY TO CONSTITUTE GROUP THREE. LIKEWISE, THESE CHILDREN,WERE
ALL LIVING AT HOME, HAD VARYING RELIGIOUS TRAINING BACKGROUNDS
AND CONSiSTED OF A GftEA~ER C.A. AGE SPAN THEN THOSE IN QROUPS ONE
AND TWO. FURTHERMORE, THESE CHILDREN FOR THE MOST PART SAW EACH
OTHEft ONLY ON SUNDAVj WHEREAS THE CHILDREN IN GROUPS ONE AND TWO
LIVED TOGETHER AT ST. COLETTA SCHOOL AND ATTENDED CLASSES TOGETH-
ER EACH SCHOOL DAV.
THE FACT THAT THE CHILDREN IN QROUP THREE WERE TAUGHT BV
VOLUNTEER TEACHERS, SOME WHO WERE EXPERIENCED TEACHERS AND OTHERS
INEXPERIENCED OFFERED THE WRITER OTHER ASPECTS TO EXPLORE.
TREATMENT or DATA
EACH LESSON WAS TAUGHT TO GROUPS ONE AND TWO FOR A TWENTV-
MINUTE PERIOD IN THIS SEQUENCE: THE INSTRUCTIONAL LESSON, THE
ART ACTIVITV AND THE MUSIC ACTIVITV. AFTER EACH DAV'S LESSON,
THE TEACHER Or GROUP TWO (THE WRITER) WOULD MEET WITH HEft SUPER-
VtSING TEACHER (THE REGULA~ CLASSROOM TEACHER) AND HEft CO-TEACHER
Or GROUP ONE TO EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE LESSON~ THE
WRITER ACTED UPON THE OBSERVATIONS AND SUQGESTIONS OF THE SUPER-
VISING TEACHER, HER CO~TEACHEft AND HEft OWN OBSERVATIONS IN PLAN-
NING AND REACHING SUBSEQUENT BEHAVIORAL OBdECTIVES.
THE CHILDREN IN GROUP THREE WERE INSTRUCTED ONCE A WEEK
BV VOLUNTEER TEACHERS. PftlOR TO THE INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION PEftlOO
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THE TEACHERS RECEIVED IN-SEftVICE TRAINING BY VIEWING A FIFTEEN
MINUTE VIDEO TAPE PRESENTATION OF THE LESSON TAUGHT BV THE WRITER.
THE VIEWING WAS FOLLOWED BV A DISCUSSION ON THE TEACHING TECHNIQUES
EMPLOYED. AFTER THE FI'TEEN MINUTE INOIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
PERIOD, THE CHILDREN ASSEMBLED FOR A FIFTEEN MINUTE GROUP SESSION.
THIS SESSION CONSiSTED or AN ART OR MUSIC ACTIVITV SPEOIFICALLV
CHOSEN AND TAUGHT BY THE WRITER WITH THE INTENTION or REINrORC-
INQ THE CONCEPT TAUGHT THAT DAV. THE EVALUATION SESSION FOLLOWED
AT WHICH THE TEACHERS COMMENTED IN WRITING ON THE RESPONSES OF
THE CHILO TO THE LESSON, NOTING HIS STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES.
THESE COMMENTS WERE THEN ULITIZED BV THE WRITER IN PLANNINQ SUB-
SEQUENT I N-SERV '.Ct SESS IONS.
IMPLICATIONS
MANV OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS CITED IN THE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS
POINTED OUT IN A DEFINITE WAY THE NEED OF A CURRICULUM WHICH TAKES
INTO ACCOUNT THE OEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS OF THE MENTALLV RETARDED CHILD
. AT THE PRE-OPERATIONAL STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT.
THE FEASIBILITV 0' THE LESSONS IN THIS STUDY SEEM TO BE
CONFIRMED BV THE FACTS:
1. THAT THEV COULD BE USED IN EITHEft A GROUP OR INDIVIDUAL
TEACHING SITUATION.
2. THAT BOTH EXPERIENCED AND INEXPERIENCED TEACHERS WERE
ABLE TO USE THEM Er'£CTIVELV.
3. THAT THE CHILDREN RESPONDED AND GAVE AN ACTIVE AND
CONTINUOUS ATTENT.ION.
4. THE MATERIALS USED IN THE ACTIVITIES WERE PRACTICAL
AND ·READILV AVAILABLE.
5. MANV Or THE RECOMMENDATIONS MADE:' FROM THE STUDY WERE
NOT- NEW 0 I seaVER I ES t aUT, CON" I RMEC THE F I NO,I NQS OF
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OTHER PREVIOUS STUDIES.
IN ADOITION TO THESE RECOMMENDATIONS, THE WRITER MACE
THE FOLLOWING OBSERVATIONS:
1. THE CHILDREN WHO WERE STUDENTS AT ST. COLETTA ~CHOOL
SEEMED TO HAVE AN EASIER TIME IN EXPRESSING GRATITUDE
TO ONE ANOTHER, THE TEACHER AND IN PRAVER. THIS- WAS
PROBABLV QUE TO THE FACT THAT THE CHILDREN KNEW EACH
OTHER AND THE TEACHER FOR A LONGER PERIOD or TIME AND
HAD MORE PRACTICE IN PRAVING TOGETHER THAN GROUP THREE.
2. IN ALL PROBABILITV THE SHORTER TIME LAPSE BETWEEN ONE
CONCEPT TO THE NEXT BROUGHT ABOUT A G~EAT CONTINUITV
rOR THOSE IN GROUP ONE AND TWO.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUOV
DUE TO THE LACK OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDY IN THE FIELD OF
RELIQIOUS EDUCATION FOR THE MENTALLV RETARDED, THERE ARE MANY
ARfAS OPEN FOR FURTHER STUDV. SOME OF THE POSSIBLE PROJECTS
THAT HAVE ARISEN FROM THE PRESENT STUDY ARE:
1. A STUDY or THE SAME KINO ONLY OVER A LONGER PERIOD
or TIME TO DETERMINE ITS EFFECTIVENESS.
2. A STUDY OF THE SAME KINO USEO WITH A GROUP Or OLDER
CHILDREN TO TEST THE UPPER LIMITS AGEWISE OF THE
CURRICULUM.
3. AN INVESTIGATION OF POSSIBLE WAYS OF PREPARING TEACH-
ERS TO USE THIS CURRICULUM, OTHER THAN THE ROUTE OF
VICEO TAPE.
4. To DEVELOP LESSON PLANS WHICH WOULD PROVIDE HOMEWORK
ACTIVITIES AND DIRECT PARENT INVOLVEMENT FOR THE rIFTV-
FOUR LESSONS or THIS CURRICULUM.
5. COMPARE THE PRESENT LESSONS WITH OTHER CURRICULUM
APPROACHES ON THE MARKET FOR THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IN
A RELIGIOUS EOUCATION SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM.
6. A STUDY OF THE SAME KINO TAUGHT BV THE WRITER IN A
GROUP SETTING WITH VOLUNTEER TEACHERS WITHIN THE GROUP
ACTING AS MOOEL RESPONOORS.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
MARIA MONTESSORI ONCE STATEO: "THERE IS ONLY ONE METHOD
OF TEACHING: TO AWAKEN DEEPEST INTEREST AND THEREBV CRAW FROM
THE STUDENTS AN ACTIVE AND CONTINUOUS ATTENTION • .,34 MAY THIS
CURRICULUM BE ONE AMONG MANV WHICH STRIVES TO ~~ ACCOMPLISH THAT
\ "
GOAL FOR HIS SPECIAL ONES.
34ZENETTI, LOTHAR. GOOtS CHILDREN LEARN IN JOY. (NEW
YORK: HERQER AND HERDER, 1905), p. 67. ~ ---
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APPENDIX A
CONCEPTS FOR THE PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
1 • Goo I S OUR SPECIAL rATHEIt AND FRIEND.
2. Goo I S OUR FRIEND \'HO elVES us MANV GIFTS.
3. VJE t.1U ST SAY THANK YOU TO Goo FOR HIS MANY GIFTS. THIS IS
GOOD TO 00.
4. VJHEN WE DON'T SAV THANK YOU TO GOD. THIS I S BAD TO DO.
5. Goo CDAVE us THE GIFT OF OUR HANDS. ~VE SAY THANK YOU TO GOD.
6. GOD GAVE US THE .IFT OF' OUR FEET. WE SAY THANK YOU TO GOD.
7. Goo GAVE US THE 81FT OF OUIt EVES. VJE SAV THANK YOU TO Goo.
s. Goo GAVE US THE G.' '1 OF OUI'l EARS. VJE SAV THANK YOU TO GOD.
9. Goo QAVE us THE GIFT OF OUR MOUTH. \VE SAY THANK YOU TO GOD.
10. Goo GAVE US THE GIFT OF OUftSELVES. VIE SAY THANK YOU TO Goo.
11 • GOD GAVE US THE:
.'''T OF' OUR MOTHER AND DAD. WE SAY THANK YOU
TO Goo.
12. Goo QIVES us THE GIFT or OUR FAMILV. WE SAY THANK VOU TO
GOD.
13. Goo QIVES us THE GIFT OUIt FftIENOS. V/e: SAY THANK YOU TO Goo.
14. Goo GIVES US THE 81FT OUR TEACHER. ViE SAY THANK YOU TO Goo.
'15. Goo GIVES us THE 81'T OF THE TFtEES AND .FLOWERS. WE SAY THANK
VOU TO Goo.
16. GOD GIVES US THE 81FT OF THE SUN AND THE PlAIN. WE. SAY THANK
YOU TO Goo.
17. GOD GIVES US THE GirT OF THE ANIMALS. WE SAV THANK YOU TO <;00.
18. Goo .,VES us THE GIFT OF HAPPINESS. WE SAV THANK YOU TO GOD.
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LESSON 1 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: GOD IS OUR SPECIAL rATHER AND FRIENO. WE SAY THANK YOU
TO Goo.
OBJECTIVE: To REVIEW THE CONCEPTS THAT GOD IS OUR LOVING FATHER
AND FRIEND; THAT Goo IS VERY WONDERFUL, GOD LOVES US, WE A~E IM~
PORTANT TO Goo; HE TAKES CARE OF us AND IS ALWAYS WITH us.
MOTIVATION: ··GUESS VJHO leM THINKING ABOUT" GAME.
HEADINESS: INTRODUCE PUPPET, GIVE IT A NAME AND USE IT TO ESTAB-
LISH RAPPORT WITH THE CHILD BV ASKING HIM A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT
HIMSELF, HIS FAMILY, HIS SUMMER VACATION.
PRESENTATION: ·~PONTANEOUS PRAVER (WITHOUT PUPPET)-TEACHER STARTS
AND INVITES THE CHILD TO PARTICIPATE. (THIS BECOMES A REGULAR
PART OF THE LESSON; THE CHILO IS ENCOURAGED, BUT NEVER FORCED, TO
PARTICIPATE.)
CONVERSE WITH THE HAND PUP~ET TO REVIEW THE MAIN CONCEPT, ASKING
THE CHILD·OR HAVING THE PUPPET ASK) A QUESTION SUMMARIZING THE
CONTENT, E.G.--
TEACHER: I KNOW SOMEBODY VERY SPECIAL. HE'S MV 8EST FRIEND.
PUPPET: WHO?
TEACHER: GUESS! HE'S YOUR BEST rRIEND, TOO.
PUPPET: WELL, WHO IS IT?
TEACHER: IT'S SOMEBODY WHO KNOWS (INSERTS CHILO·S NAME).
PUPPET: HMMM.
TEACHER: IT·5 SOMEBODY WHO IS VERY GOOD.
PUPPET: SOUNDS LIKE GOD.
TEACHER: IT'S SOMEONE WHO LOVES US ALL, VERY MUCH. SOMEONE WHO
LOVES (INSERT CHILO·S NAME) VERY, VERY MUCH.
PUPPET: IT MUST BE Goo, BECAUSE Goo LOVES---MORE THAN ANVBODV ELSE
IN THE WHOLE WORLD.
TEACHER: YOU'RE RIGHT. IT'S GOD. Now I·M THINKING Or SOMEONE WHO
IS VERY, VERY WONDERFUL.
(CONTINUE ALONG SAME LINES, COVERING EACH CONCEPT, GRADUALLV INCLUO-
ING THE CHILD IN THE QUESTIONING.)
COMPREHENSION CHECK: INCLUDEO IN PRESENTATION.
MATERIALS: HAND PUPPET (HUMAN FIGURE CAN SIMPLV 8E KLEENEX WITH
FACIAL FEATURES DRAWN IN.
---- --~-----------l:'G£U<%.~
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LESSON 2 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: Goo IS OUR FRIEND WHO GIVES US MANV GIFTS.
OBJECTIVE: HAVING RECEIVED THE INSTRUCTION THAT GOD MADE ALL
THE THINGS WE SEE, THE PUPIL WILL 8E ABLE TO RECOGNIZE AND NAME
THREE THINGS HE SEES THAT GOD MADE FROM A PICTURE GIVEN TO "HIM
BV THE TEACHER.
~ADINESS: DID YOU EVER GIVE ANVONE A PRESENT? AFTER YOU BOUGHT
IT, OR MADE IT, YOU WRAPPED IT UP IN PRETTY PAPER AND PUT ON A
NICE RIBBON WITH A BOW. You WANTED TO MAKE YOUR FRIEND HAPPY WITH
YOUR GIFT. GOD, OUR SPECIAL FRIEND, MAKES US HAPPY WITH PRESENTS,
TOO. TODAV WE ARE GOING TO TALK ABOUT THEM.
MOTIVATION: UtlO YOU EVER GET A PRESENT THAT WAS TOO BIG TO PUT
IN A BOX OR VJRAP IN PRETTV PAPER? IDiOt You DID, TOO. 1 SEE
PRESENTS THAT YOU GOT, RIGHT HERE--CAN YOU GUESS WHAT I SEE?
PRESENTATION: IT·5 NICE TO GET PRESENTS ON OUR BIRTHDAY, OR ON
CHRISTMAS, BUT THAT'S NOT VERY OrTEN. IT*S NICER TO GET PRESENTS
EVERV DAY. GOD THINKS THAT YOU AND I ARE SO SPECIAL THAT HE GIVES
US PRESENTS EVERY DAV. THAT·S RIGHT! EVERV DAYI
TODAV HE HAS GIVEN us THE PRESENT Or A SUNNY (OR RAINV) DAV. AT
BREAKFAST HE GAVE YOU THE PRESENT Or GOOD THINGS TO EAT. AT
SCHOOL HE GIVES YOU THE PRESENTS Or FRIENDS AND TEACHERS AND BOOKS
AND SWINGS, ETC ••• Goo IS A SPECIAL FRIEND. GOD IS VERY GOOD TO
US.
COMPREHENSION CHECK: 1 *M GOING TO SHOW YOU A PICTURE. LOOK AT
IT VERY CAREFULLY. CAN YOU SEE SOME GirTS IN IT THAT GOD HAS GIVEN
us? TELL ME THREE THINGS YOU SEE.
MATERIALS: PICTURE Or A LAKE, MOUNTAIN, OR OTHER SCENE Or BEAUTV.
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LESSON 5 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
OBJECTIVE: HAVING BEEN INSTRUCTED THAT IT IS GOOD TO SAY THANK
YOU TO Goo AND TO OTHERS FOR ANVTHING GIVEN TO US, THE CHILD WILL
EXPRESS GRATITUDE BV VERBALLY RESPONDING TO THE T.V. PROGRAM IN
THE PRESENTATION OF LESSON AND BY RECEIVING A PIECE OF CANOY AS
A GIFT. .
READINESS: IF YOU WERE ALONE OUTDOORS AND DION-T HAVE ANVTHING
TO PLAY WITH,VOU WOULD rEEL SAO. LET'S PRETEND I CAME OUTDOORS
AND HAD A BIG BALL TO PLAY WITH. I WENT OVER TO YOU AND SAID,
"LET·S PLAY BALL TOGETHER." WOULD YOU LIKE THAT? AFTER WE
PLAVED FOR AWHILE, I SAID, ." HAVE TO GO HOME NOVJ.·· You SAID,
"THANK YOU FOR LETTING ME PLAY WITH YOUR BALL. 1I Do YOU THINK
THAT WOULD MAKE ME FEEL HAPPV? OH VES, WE LIKE TO HEAR PEOPLE
SAY THANK YOU.
MOTIVATION: Do YOU LIKE TO WATCH T.V.? ~O DO I. TODAV, I
BROUGHT ALONG A MAKE BELIEVE T.V. THERE IS A GOOD PROGRAM ON
NOW, ON MV MAKE BELIEVE T.V. IT'S CALLED A THANK YOU TRIP.
LET'S WATCH IT. (TEACHER TURNS ON THE T.V.)
~ESENTATION: (TEACHER TURNS ROLL rOR THE T.V. AND PLAYS TAPE
OF THE SCRIPT BELOW OR NARRATES IT AS SHE GOES ALONG WITH THE T.V.
PICTURES.)
JUDY:
Boa:
JUDV:
BOB:
JUDY:
80B:
JUDV:
JUDV,
JUDV:
80a:
JUDV,
80S:
GOOD MORNING BOVS AND GIRLS. Mv NAME IS JUDV. THIS IS MV
FRIEND, 80B.
H I 1
WOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE A THANK YOU WALK WITH US TODAY.
GOOD. WE ARE GOING TO SEE HOW MANY THINGS
--------WE CAN riND THAT GOD HAS MADE FOR us. WHEN WE FIND SOME-
THING I WILL POINT TO IT WITH MV STICK. O.K.?
O.K.
THEN WE CAN ALL SAY THANK YOU Goo FOR THE • (WHAT-
EVER 1 POINT TO) Goo YOU ARE SO GOOD TO us. LET'S START
WALKING AND SEE WHAT WE CAN FIND.
THIS SHOULD BE FUN.
IT IS NICE TODAV. OH LOOK, BOB, I SEE A GIFT rROM GOD
FLVING IN THE SKY. I SEE THE (SIRDS).
80B, CLASS: THANK YOU GOD FOR THE BIROS. GOD YOU ARE SO
GOOD TO us.
OK, ON THE GROUND OVER THERE, I SEE ONE OF GOO!S GIFTS.
SEE THE (FLOWERS).
I WANT TO SMELL THEM.
808, CLASS: THANK YOU Goo FOR THE FLOWERS. Goo YOU ARE SO
GOOD TO us.
THERE IS A POND. IN THE POND I SEE SOME (FISH).
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LESSON 3 PRE-PENANCE CVCLE (CON'T)
JUDV,
JUDV:
JUDV,
BOB:
JUDV:
80S:
JUDY:
JUDV,
Boa:
JUDY:
JUDV,
JUDV,
BOB, CLASS: THANK VOU Goo rOR THE FISH. Goo YOU ARE SO
GOOD TO us.
LOOK, WHAT IS SHINING SO BRIGHTLV IN THE SKV. IT IS ONE
OF GOD'S GIFTS. IT IS THE (SUN).
808, CLASS: THANK YOU Goo rOR THE SUN. Goo VOU ARE ·SO
GOOD TO us.
WHAT IS THAT MOVING BV THE TREES?
~JHERE:?
OVER THERE.
IT IS ONE Or Goo's GirTS. IT HOPS. lOT IS A (RABBIT).
BOB, CLASS: THANK Vou Goo tOR THE RABBIT. Goo VOU ARE SO
GOOD TO us.
JUDV, I. THINK WE BETTER GO HOME NOW. MOTHER PROMISED THAT
WE COULD HAVE A COOK IE TREAT, WHEN WE GET BACK. AND I'M
GETTING HUNGRV.
ME, ToO. THEN WE CAN SAV ••••••••
808, CLASS: THANK Vou Goo FOR'THE COOKIES. GOD YOU ARE SO
GOOD TO us.
Bas: GooD-BvE EVERVONE.
COMPREHENSION CHECK: TODAV, WE LEARNED A GOOD LESSON. WHEN SOME-
ONE GIVES US A GirT WE SAY (THANK VOU). I WOULD LIKE TO GIVE YOU
SOMETHING NOW. I THINK YOU WILL LIKE IT. (PASS OUT CANOY) LiSTEN
AND SEE WHO SAYS THANK VOU OR SOMETHING SIMILIAR. PRAISE THEM. IF
THEV rAIL TO DO so, REMIND THEM QUIETLY, WHAT DO WE SAY WHEN SOME-
ONE GIVES US A GlrT~
-
PRAVER: (ArTER CANOV IS EATEN. PRAY TOGETHER). THANK YOU Goo
FOR MY FRIENDS, MV TEACHER AND ALL THE FUN I HAD TODAY. AMEN.
~RIALS: MAKE BELIEVE T.V. SET
ROLL Or PAPER FOR SCRIPT
RECORDER (GOOD, BUT NOT NECESSARV)
CANDV
~: T.V. SET CAN BE MADE BV TAKING A BOX (ANV SIZE, JUST SO THE
PROPORTIONS APPROXIMATE A T.V.). THE TOP IS REMOVED AND TWO HOLES
CUT ON ONE SIDE. NEWSPAPER, ROLLED AND TAPED, ARE USEO TO WIND
THE ROLL OF PAPER FOR THE PICTURES. ~IMPLE URAWINGS O~ MAGAZINE
PICTURES MAV BE USED.
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LESSON 3 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE (CON'T)
JUDV,
JUDV:
JUDV,
BOB:
JUDV:
BOB:
JUDV:
JUDV,
Bos:
JUDV:
JUDV,
JUDV,
BOB, CLASS: THANK YOU GOD FOR THE tISH. GOD YOU ARE SO
GOOD TO US.
LOOK, WHAT IS SHINING SO BRIGHTLV IN THE SKY. IT IS ONE
Or GOD·S GIFTS. IT IS THE (SUN).
B08, CLASS: THANK YOU GOD FOR THE SUN. GOD YOU ARE ·SO
GOOD TO us.
WHAT rs THAT MOVING BV THE TREES?
~'VHERE?
OVER THERE.
IT IS ONE or GOD'S GirTS. IT HOPS. IT IS A (RABBIT).
808, CLASS: THANK YOU GOD FOR THE RABBIT. GOD YOU ARE SO
GOOD TO us.
JUDV, 1. THINK WE BETTER GO HOME NOW. MOTHER PROMISED THAT
WE COULD HAVE A COOKIE TREAT, WHEN WE GET BACK. AND I'M
GETTING HUNGRV.
ME, TOO. THEN WE CAN SAV ••••••••
B08, CLASS: THANK YOU Goo FOR'THE COOKIES. GOD VOU ARE SO
GOOD TO us.
Boa: GooD-BvE EVERVONE.
COMPREHENSION CHECK: TODAV, WE LEARNED A GOOD LESSON. WHEN SOME-
ONE GIVES US A GirT WE SAY (THANK you). I WOULD LIKE TO GIVE YOU
SOMETHING NOW. I THINK YOU WILL LIKE IT. (PASS OUT CANDV) LISTEN
AND SEE WHO SAYS THANK YOU OR SOMETHING SIMILIAR. PRAISE THEM. IF
THEV rAIL TO DO SO, REMIND THEM QUIETLV, WHAT 00 WE SAY WHEN SOME-
ONE GIVES us A GlFT1
-
PRAVER: (AFTER CANOY IS EATEN. PRAY TOGETHER). THANK YOU Goo
FOR MV FRIENDS, MV TEACHER AND' ALL THE FUN I HAD TODAV. AMEN.
MATERIALS: MAKE BELIEVE T.V. SET
ROLL OF PAPER FOR SCRIPT
RECORDER (GOOD, BUT NOT NECESSARV)
CANDV
l!2..!!.: .T.V. SET CAN BE MADE BV TAKING A BOX (ANV SIZE, JUST SO THE
PROPORTIONS APPROXIMATE A T.V.). THE TOP IS REMOVED AND TWO HOLES
CUT ON ONE SIDE. NEWSPAPER, ROLLED AND TAPED, ARE USED TO WINO
THE ROLL OF PAPER FOR THE PICTURES. ~IMPLE URAWINGS OH MAGAZINE
PICTURES MAV BE USED.
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LESSON 4 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: WHEN WE DON'T SAY THANK YOU TO Goo, THIS IS BAD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN SEVERAL (5-10) EXAMPLES OF PERSONS WHO DID
NOT SAY THANK YOU TO Goo FOR HIS PRESENTS, THE PUPIL WILL STATE
THAT IT IS BAD NOT ~ SAY THANK YOU TO GOD.
READINESS: I'M GOING TO TELL YOU A STORY ABOUT A BIRTHDAV PARTV.
(PLACE FIGURE OF CHILO ON FELTBOARO.) THIS GIRLiS/aOV's NAME IS
• (INSERT PUPIL1S NAME) SHE IS GOING TO A BIRTHDAV
-P-A-R-T-V--.--~SHE HAS A PRESENT FOR HER FRIEND, (INSERT APPROPRIATE
NAME). HERE SHE IS AT THE PARTV. HERE IS • (PERSON
GIVING PARTV; PLACE SECOND ~IGURE ON FELTBOARO.) GIVES
HER PRESENT. WHAT SHOULD SAY WHEN SHE GETS HER
-P-R-E-S-E-NT? (THANK YOU)
MOTIVATION: Now HERE IS (BIRTHDAV PERSON) AGAIN. (PLACE
FIGURE ON FEL.TSOARD.) AND THERE IS A BEAUTIFUL LAKE. (PLACE
PICTURE ON PELTBOARO) THIS IS A PRESENT rROM GOO.
KNOWS IT IS A PRESENT FROM GOD, BUT SHE DOESNtT SAY THANK YOU.
SHE SAYS SHE DOESNiT WANT TO. THIS IS BAD. WHEN WE DON'T SAY
THANK YOU TO GOD tOR HIS PRESENTS z THIS IS BAD. WHAT CAN vOU-(PLACE FIGURE NAMED FOR CHILO ON rElT80ARD) TELL
TO DO? SHOW HER/HIM HOW TO DO IT. (CLEAR rlGURES FROM FELT-
BOARD. )
PRESENTATION: AND HERE IS (BIRTHDAV PERSON) AGAIN.
(PLACE rlGURE ON FELTBOARD. AND HE~ARE SOME BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.
(PLACE PICTURE ON FELTBOARD.) THIS IS A PRESENT FROM GOD.
KNOWS IT IS A PRESENT FROM GOD, BUT SHE DOESN'T SAY THANK VOU:--
IS THIS GOOD OR BAO? SHOW WHAT SHE/HE SHOULD 00. (PLACE
FIGURE NAMED FOR CHILO ON FELTBOARO.)
REPEAT PROCEDURE USING PICTURES OF PETS, FOOD, HOME, CLOTHING,
rRIENDS, FAMILV MEMBERS. USE A PICTURE OF A MIRROR TO ILLUSTRATE
THANKING GOD FOR GIFTS OF SIGHT, HEARING, ABILITV TO TALK, TO
MOVE ABOUT, TO LOVE.
COMPREHENSION CHEC~: BUILT INTO THE PRESENTATION.
MATERIALS: FELTBOARO, TWO HUMAN FIGURES, PICTURES Or; NATURE
SCENES, rETS, FOOD, HOME, CLOTHING, FRIENDS, RELATIVES,
MIRROR. A PIECE Or SANDPAPER OR FELT ATTACHED TO THE
BACKS OF THE PICTURES WILL HELP THEM TO ADHERE TO THE
FELTBOARD.
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LESSON 5 ~RE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: Goo GAVE ME THE GIFT OF MV HANDS. THANK YOU, GOO.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT OUR HANDS HELP US DO MANV
THINGS AND HAVING COMPLETED THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS WITH THE "TEACHER:
SHAKE HANDS AS SIGN Or FRIENDSHIP, rOLD HANDS AS SIGN Or PRAVER,
CLAP HANDS AS SIGN Or HAPPINESS, HELP WITH YOUR HANDS AS SIGN OF
LOVE rOR OTHERS, THE CHILD SHALL BE ABLE TO DO THEM INDEPENDENTLV;
AND SPONTANEOUSLY EXPRESS THANK FOR HIS/HER HANDS.
READINESS: LOOK AT YOUR HANDS. How MANY 00 YOU HAVE? YOUR
FINGERS ARE PART OF YOUR ~AND. LETIS COUNT AND SEE HOW MANV
FINGERS YOU HAVE? (TEACHER AND CHILD TOGETHER) ONE OF YOUR
FINGERS IS CALLED YOUR THUMB. CAN YOU FIND YOUR THUMB?
MOTIVATION: YOUR HANDS CAN DO MANV THINGS. TODAV, WE ARE GOING
TO 00 SOME THINGS WITH OUR HANDS. (IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE
CHILD IN THE CLASS, THE CHILDREN CAN WORK AS PARTNERS)
PRESENTATION: WHEN TWO PEOPLE MEET ONE ANOTHER, THEY SHAKE
HANDS. THIS MEANS THE V WANT TO BE FRIENDS. THEY SHAKE HANDS
LIKE THIS AND SMILE. (DEMONSTRATE) You DO IT WITH YOUR PARTNER.
SHAKE HANDS AND SMILE.
WHEN WE SAY OUR PRAVERS, WE FOLD OUR HANDS. THIS TELLS EVERVONE
THAT WE ARE TALKING TO GOD AND HE IS SOMEONE SPECIAL. (DEMONSTRATE)
SHOW ME HOW YOU rOLD YOUR HANDS WHEN YOU PRAY.
SOMETIMES WHEN PEOPLE GET VERY EXCITED AND HAPPV ABOUT SOMETHING
THEY CLAP THEIR HANDS. THIS TELLS EVERVONE THEY ARE VERY HAPPV.
SHOW ME HOW YOU CAN CLAP YOUR HANDS TO TELL ME YOU ARE HAPPV.
WITH OUR HANDS WE CAN HELP oTHtR PEOPLE. DID YOU EVER SET THE
TABLE FOR SUPPER? You HAD TO USE YOUR HANDS TO CARRY THE
DISHES AND SILVERWARE.
SOMETIMES UAD MAV ASK YOU TO BRING HIM THE NEWSPAPER. You HAVE
TO PICK," IT UP AND CARRV IT WITH YOUR HANDS. You USE YOUR HANDS
WHEN YOU PICK UP YOUR TOVS AND PUT THEM AWAV.
YES, WE CAN DO MANV THINGS WITH OUR HANDS. OUR HANDS ARE A GirT
FROM GOD. GOD GAVE THEM TO US SO WE CAN HELP OTHER PEOPLE. 1
HOPE YOU TRV TO HELP AT HOME AND AT SCHOOL. CAN YOU THINK OF
SOMETHING YOU DO AT HOME TO HELP?
---
COMPREHENSION CHECK: HERE IS A CARD WITH YOUR NAME ON IT. I AM
GOING TO ASK YOU TO DO SOMETHING WITH YOUR HANDS. IF I CAN 00 IT,
1 WILL PUT A STAR ON YOUR NAME CARD.
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LESSON 5 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE (CON·T)
SINCE WE ARE GOOD FRIENDS, CAN YOU SHAKE HANDS WITH ME?
Goo IS OUR SPECIAL rRIEND. WHEN WE TALK TO HIM WE FOLD OUR
HANDS IN PRAVER. CAN YOU SHOW ME HOW YOU PRAV?
ArTER A GOOD MOVIE WE CLAP OUR HANDS TO SHOW WE LIKE IT. CAN
YOU CLAP YOUR HANDS? WISH OUR HANDS, WE CAN DO THINGS FOR OTHER
PEOPLE; CAN YOU HELp· ME BV (ASK CHILO TO DO SOMETHING).
MATERIALS: WHAT SHOULD WE SAY TO Goo rOR OUR TWO HANDS?
CARD WITH CHILD'S NAME ON IT, GUMMED STAR
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LESSON 6 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: GOD MADE ME THE GIFT Or MV rEET. WE SAY THANK YOU TO
GOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT OUR FEET ARE NECESSARV
TO GET FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER, THE CHILO WILL SHOW HIS CON-
TROL OVER HIS FEET BV ATTEMPTING TO DO THE ACTIONS USED IN THE
SONG ON FEET IN THE COMPREHENSION CHECK AND EXPRESS THANK FOR
HIS FEET.
READINESS: LOOK AT YOUR FEET.' How MANY DO YOU HAVE? AT THE
END OF YOUR FEET YOU HAVE SOME TOES. TRV TO WIGGLE THEM.
(PRAISE HIS EFFORTS.)
MOTIVATION: WE ARE GOING TO TALK ABOUT OUR FEET TODAV. WE
ARE GOING TO FIND OUT THAT WE CAN DO MANV THINGS WITH OUR FEET.
WE ARE GOING TO PLAY A GAME WITH OUR FEET TOO. I THINK VOU'LL
LIKE THAT.
PRESENTATION: WHEN YOU WANT TO MOVE FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER
YOU HAVE TO USE YOUR FEET. IF I WANT TO MOVE FROM HERE (POINT)
TO OVER THERE (POINT), I HAVE TO USE MY FEET AND WALK. ON SUN-
DAV MORNINGS, YOU WALK FROM YOUR CAR TO THIS ROOM FOR CLASS. To
GET FROM YOUR CAR TO THIS ROOM YOU HAVE TO USE YOUR FEET. ArTER
CLASS IS OVER, YOU HAVE TO USE YOUR FEET TO GO BACK TO THE CAR.
OTHER TIMES YOU USE YOUR FEET WHEN YOU PLAY GAMES. WHEN YOU
RIDE YOUR BIKE YOU PUT YOUR FEET ON THE PEDALS AND TURN, TURN,
TURN. WHEN YOU PLAY JUMP ROPE YOU USE YOUR FEET TO JUMP. AND
WHEN YOU PLAY TAG, YOU RUN AND TRY TO CATCH SOMEONE. WHEN YOU
RUN, YOU USE YOUR (FEET). WHEN YOU PLAY FOOTBALL, YOU USE YOUR
FEET TO KICK. GOD ~SPECIAL FATHER AND FRIEND GAVE US THE
GirT OF OUR rEET. WE CAN WALK--RUN--JUMP--HOP--SKIP--AND DANCE
WITH OUR FEET. WE CAN USE OUR FEET TO GO AND HELP OTHERS TOO.
IF SOMEONE HAS THEIR ARMS FULL OF THINGS, WE CAN WALK AND OPEN
THE DOOR FOR THEM.
COMPREHENSION CHECK: Now WE ARE GOING TO PLAY A GAME. (TEACHER
SINGS AND DOES THE 'ACTIONS AS THE CHILDREN WATCH. THEN SHE IN-
VITES THEM TO 00 IT WITH HER.)
SONG'ON FEET (To THE TUNE Or THIS OLD MAN)
1. HERE'S MY fEET,
I HAVE TWO.
I'LL SHOW YOU WHAT MY rEET CAN 00.
STAND UP. TURN AROUND.
WALK AROUND THE FLOOR.
WALKING 18 WHAT FEET ARE FOR.
LESSON 6 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE (CON'T)
2. HERE'S MV rEET.
I HAVE TVJO
THANK YOU, GOD FOR WHAT I CAN 00.
KICK BALLS. PEDAL BIKES.
WALK ALONG THE STREET.
THANK YOU, GOD, FOR MV TWO FEET
(ArTER SONG IS FINISHED) Now WHAT CAN WE SAY TO GOD FOR THIS
PRESENT TO US - OUR FEET?
MATERIALS: NONE
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LESSON 7 PRE-PENANCE CVCLE
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE ME THE GIFT Or MV EVES. WE SAV THANK YOU TO
GOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT OUR EVES ARE A GIFT FROM
Goo WHICH HELP us TO SEE THE COLOR AND THINGS AROUND US, THE
CHILD WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE BLIND FOLDING GAME IN THE COMPRE-
HENSION CHECK OF THE LESSON.
READINESS: HERE IS A PICTURE OF A FACE. SOMETHING IS MISSING
FROM THE SOv·s FACE. CAN VOU TELL -ME WHAT IS MISSING? (EVES)
WATCH ME AS 1 DRAW THEM. WHAT DID 1 DRAW? (EVES) CAN VOU FIND
YOUR EVES? POINT TO THEM. How MANY DO YOU HAVE? WHAT COLOR ARE
THEV?
fv1oTIVATION: ON MV WAY TO CLASS TODAV, I SAW SOME PRETTV LEAVES.
I( FLOVJERS) I BROUGHT SOME TO CLASS FOR YOU TO SEE. LOOK AT THE
PRETTY COLORS IN THIS ONE. (DISCUSS THE DIFFERENT COLORS AND
HOW PRETTV THEV ARE.)
PRESENTATION: WITH VOUR EVES YOU CAN SEE MANV THINGS. You CAN
SEE MANV COLORS. Goo GAVE us OUR EVES TO SEE ALL THE THINGS HE
MADE FOR us. WHEN PEOPLE NEED HELP TO SEE, THEV WEAR GLASSES.
GLASSES HELP SOME PEOPLE TO SEE BETTER. IN THE SUMMERTIME, WE
WEAR SUN GLASSES TO PROTECT OUR EVES FROM THE BRIGHT SUNLIGHT.
PEOPLE TAKE CARE OF THEIR EVES. THEY ARE A GIFT FROM GOD. DID
YOU EVER THINK Or WHAT IT WOULD BE LIKE IF YOUR EVES DIDN 1 T
WORK FOR A DAV? ALL DAY lONG, ALL YOU WOULD SEE WOULD BE BLACK-
NESS. LIKE THIS PIECE OF PAPER. (HOLD UP PAPER) You COULON·T
EVEN SEE WHAT MOTHER FIXED YOU FOR DINNER. AND THAT WOULDN'T
BE MUCH FUN.
COMPREHENSION CHECK: WE*RE GOING TO PLAY A GAME RIGHT NOW. 1 ' M
GO I NG TO BL I NO FOLD VOU. THEN I'M GO I NG TO GIVE YOU SOMETH I NG TO
rEEL. You WILL NOT BE ABLE TO SEE IT BUT MAVBE YOU CAN GUESS
WHAT IT IS BV FEELING IT. (8L'IND FOLD CHILD AND HAND HIM AN
OBJECT: BALL, PENCIL, BOOK, LEAF) WHAT COLOR IS IT? (IF THE
CHilD GUESSES A COLOR) SAV, .. , ilL TAKE OFF THE BLIND tOLD AND
SEE IF VOU ARE RIGHT." (IF CHILO SAYS, "I CANiT SEE") SAY, "WHAT
DO YOU NEED TO SEE"·· ·THEN REMOVE THE BLIN'DFOLD. OH IT IS GOOD
TO HAVE EVES, ISN!T-IT? LET'S TELL GOD OUR rATHER AND FRIEND
THANK YOU tOR OUR EVES. TEACHER AND CHILD PRAY TOGETHER.
MATERIALS: FLOWERS OR lEAVES, BLINDFOLD, A HALF DOZEN SMALL
COMMON ,OBJECTS FOR CHILD TO IDENTIFV BY rEELING.
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LESSON ~ PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE ME THE GIFT OF MV EARS. WE SAY THANK VOU
TO GOO.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT OUR EARS ARE A GIFT .F'ROM
Goo WHICH HELPS US TO HEAR SOUNDS AROUND US, AND THE VOICES OF'
OTHERS, THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE TO LISTEN AND DO WHAT IS ASKED
Or HIM BY THE TEACHER AND EXPRESS IN SPONTANEOUS PRAYER, THANKS
FOR THE GIFT Of EARS.
READINESS: HERE IS A PICTURE Or A BOV%S rACE. My HE LOOKS
HAPPY. oOMETHING IS MISSING FROM HIS FACE. IF' YOU LOOK CARE-
FULLY I THINK VOU WILL SEE WHAT IT IS? (EARS) THAT·S RIGHT.
WHERE WILL I D~AW THEM? (HAVE THE CHILD POINT) POINT TO YOUR
EARS. How MANV DO VOU HAVE?
----
MOTIVATION: RIGHT NOW WE ARE GOING TO PLAV A LISTENING GAME.
I WANT YOU TO COVER YOUR EVES AND LISTEN HARD, THEN TELL ME
WHAT YOU HEAR. (CLAP, WALK, CLOSE DOOR, RING BELL, KNOCK--
HAVE CHILD GUESS SOUND.) TAPE OR RECORD OF COMMON SOUNDS MAV
ALSO BE USED.
PRESENTATION: You COULD HEAR ALL THOSE SOUNDS BECAUSE YOU USED
YOUR EARS:--VOUR EARS ARE A WONDERFUL GIFT FROM Goo. SOMETIMES
WHEN PEOPLE CAN'T HEAR WELL THEV USE A HEARING AID. IT'S LIKE
A LITTLE BOX OR BUTTON NEAR THEIR EAR. A HEARING AID HELPS SOME
PEOPLE HEAR BETTER. SINCE OUR EARS ARE A GIFT FROM GOD, WE
SHOULD TAKE GOOD CARE OF THEM. WE CAN TAKE CARE OF OUR EARS
BV WASHING THEM WELL EACH DAV. IN COLD WEATHER WE SHOULD WEAR
A HAT OR SCARP TO PROTECT OUR EARS FROM THE COLD. ANOTHER BIG
WAY WE CAN SAY THANK YOU TO GOD FOR THE GIFT Or OUR EARS IS BV
DOING WHAT WE ARE TOLD TO 00. WHEN OUR MOTHER OR TEACHER TELLS
US TO DO SOMETHING, WE SHOULD DO IT RIGHT AWAY 50 SHE KNOWS YOU
HEARD HER. ~HOW HER YOU HAVE GOOD EARS. You ARE SHOWING ME YOU
HAVE GOOD EARS BY LISTENING SO WELL RIGHT NOW AND 1 ' M PROUD Or YOU.
COMPREHENSION CHE~: Now MV VOICE WILL TELL YOU TO DO SOMETHING.
You ARE TO 00 WHAT IT TELLS YOU TO DO. READV?
1. Go TO THE DOOR AND OPEN IT.
2. LOOK OUT THE WINDOW AND SEE Ir IT IS RAINING.
3. TELL ME YOUR FAVORITE COLOR.
4. MAKE THREE CIRCLES ON THE BOARD.
5. CLAP YOUR HANDS FIVE TIMES AS I COUNT. 1-2-3-4-5
6. POINT TO SOMETHING YELLOW IN THE ROOM.
Now, WHAT CAN WE SAY TO GOD ABOUT OUR EARS AND BEING ABLE
TO HEAR?
MATERIALS: SMALL BELL (OPTIONAL)
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LESSON 9 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE ME THE GIFT OF MV MOUTH. WE SAY THANK YOU
TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT WE USE OUR MOUTH TO-EAT,
TALK AND SING, THE CHILD WILL BE ENCOURAGED TO EXPRESS THANKS
TO GOD FOR HIS MANY GIFTS BV PRAVING OR SINGING A PRAYER TO HIM.
READINESS: HERE IS A PICTURE OF A GIRL. SHE IS A PRETTV GIRL
BUT SOMETHING IS MISSING FROM HER FACE. Do YOU KNOW WHAT IS
MISSING? CAN YOU TAKE THE CRAYON AND GIVE HER A HAPPY SMILE?
I HOPE YOU HAVE A HAPPV SMILE FOR EVERVONE ToDAV.
MOT I V A T ION: ON E 0 F' THE TH I NGS WE ALL L IKE TO DOl SiT 0 EAT.
THIS IS GOOD IF WE DO NOT EAT TOO MUCH. FOOD MAKES US GROW.
IT HELPS TO KEEP US WELL. WHAT HELPS TO KEEP US WELL? WHEN
YOU EAT YOU USE YOUR MOUTH. You USE YOUR MOUTH WHEN YOU TALK
TOO. TODAY WE ARE GOING TO USE OUR MOUTHS TO HAVE FUN. WE
WILL MAKE OUR VERY OWN TELEPHONE (TWO CANS AND A STRING) AND
THEN USE IT TO TALK ON. (DEMONSTRATE HOW TO TALK AND HOW TO
LISTEN. HAVE THE CHILD DO THE SAME.) TEACHER: (ON TIN-CAN
PHONE) GOD HAS GIVEN ME MANV GIFTS. WHICH ONE AM I USING NOW
(MOUTH)? (ArTER CHILD ANSWERS, ASK:) WHICH Of GOO·S GIFTS ARE
YOU USING NOW?
PRESENTATION: WHEN YOU TALKED INTO THE TELEPHONE, YOU USED
YOUR MOUTH. YOUR VOICE HAS A CERTAIN SOUND. No ONE ELSE HAS
EXACTLY THAT SAME VOICE. GOD OUR FATHER AND FRIEND, GAVE EACH
OF US A SPECIAL VOICE. THAT'S WHY WHEN MOTHER CALLS YOU ON THE
TELEPHONE AND YOU HEAR HER VOICE, YOU KNOW WHO IT IS WITHOUT
SEEING HER. You KNOW ITiS MOTHER BECAUSE YOU KNOW HER VOICE.
You HAVE HEARD IT MANY TIMES. IFI CALLED YOU ON A REAL TELE-
PHONE AND 1 SAID HI! GUESS WHO' THIS IS? VVOULD YOU KNOW VJHO
IT WAS? How WOULD YOU GUESS? SOMETIMES WE USE OUR MOUTHS TO
SING. WE MAKE PEOPLE HAPPV WHEN WE SING HAPPV BIRTHDAV TO THEM
ON THEIR BIRTHDAY. WE TELL GOD WE ARE HAPPY WHEN WE SING A
PRAYER TO HIM IN CHURCH OR WHEN WE PRAY HERE IN CLASS.
COMPREHENSIVE CHECK: (USE TIN-CAN TELEPHONE) GOD GAVE YOU A
BEAUTIFUL GIFT SO YOU COULD EAT. WHAT 15 IT? Goo GAVE YOU A
BEAUTltUL GIFT so YOU COULD TALK. WHAT IS IT? Goo GAVE YOU A
BEAUTIFUL GIFT SO YOU COULD SING. WHAT IS IT? (PUT PHONE DOWN)
WOULD YOU LIKE TO TELL Goo HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT HIS GIFT TO YOu?
(ENCOURAGE PRAYER OR SINGING.)
MATERIALS: PICTURE OF GIRL WITH OUT MOUTH AND TWO TIN CANS
AND A STRING.
.-.....--------------------- _---_ ' ~._.-.__ ..•-•.._._ _---,.• _.. -.-
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LESSON 10 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT OF OURSELr. WE SAY THANK YOU
TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: HAVING BEEN INSTRUCTED THAT EACH PERSON IS "SPECIAL"
TO GOD BECAUSE HE MADE EVERYONE UNIQUE, THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE
TO EXPRESS HIS UNIQUENESS BV ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
ABOUT HIMSELF: WHO ARE yOU? How OLD ARE vouf WHERE DO YOU
LIVE? WHY ARE YOU SPECIAL TO GOD?
READINESS: HERE ARE SOME PICTURES ON CARDS. THEV SHOW DIFrERENT
PARTS Or YOUR BODY. LET'S SEE IF YOU CAN NAME THEM. (SHOW ONE
PICTURE AT A TIME) EVES, EARS, MOUTH, NOSE, HANDS, FEET.
MOTIVATION: You USE CERTAIN PARTS Or YOUR BODV TO 00 CERTAIN
THINGS. LET·S PLAY A GAME AND SEE It YOU CAN GUESS WHAT PART
OF YOUR BODV 1 1 M THINKING OF: You CAN HEAR WITH YOUR
-----You CAN SEE WITH YOUR , You CAN EAT WITH YOUR
You CAN SMELL WITH YOUR -, You CAN CARRY THINGS WITH YOUR
, You CAN RUN WITH YOUR .(*IF CHILD IS HAVING
-O-I-r-r--ICULTV SHOW PICTURE CARDS OR POINT TO BODV PARTS.)
PRESENTATION: YES, YOU CAN DO MANY THINGS WITH YOUR BODV.
YOUR BODV IS A GirT FROM GOD. GOD MADE SOME PEOPLE SHORT AND
OTHER PEOPLE TALL. Goo MADE SOME PEOPLE THIN AND OTHER PEOPLE
rAT. SOME PEOPLE HAVE A BIG SMILE, OTHERS HAVE LITTLE SMILES.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE BROWN HAIR AND OTHERS HAVE RED OR BLACK. GOD
GAVE SOME PEOPLE BLUE EVES, OTHER PEOPLE HAVE BROWN, BLACK OR
GRAV. EACH PERSON IN THIS WHOLE WIDE WORLD IS DIFFERENT. Goo
010 NOT MAKE ANVONE THE SAME. THERE IS ONLY ONE PERSON LIKE
YOU AND THAT IS "You." GOD MADE YOU JUST THE WAY HE LIKES YOU
TO BE. THAT'S WHY YOU ARE SPECIAL TO GOD. THAT·S WHV EVERYONE
IS SPECIAL TO GOD. HE MADE US AND HE TAKES SPECIAL CARE OF us.
COMPREHENSION CHECK: IF t DIDN'T KNOW \\1HO YOU ARE, I WOULD ASK
YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOURSELF. LET'S SEE HOW MANV YOU CAN
ANSWER. READV? WHO ARE You? How OLD ARE VOu? WHERE 00 YOU
LIVE? WHV ARE VOU SPECIAL TO GOO? UIO Goo MAKE ALL PEOPLE
LOOK ALIKE? DID GOD MAKE ANVONE ~UST LIKE You?
MATERIALS: PICTURE CARDS OF EVES, EARS, NOSE, MOUTH, HANDS AND
FEET. PICTURES OF PEOPLE.
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LESSON 11 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: Goo GAVE US THE GJ,F"T Or MOM AND DAO. WE SAY THANK
YOu TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT MOM AND DAD ARE Goo"S
GIFTS TO US AND THAT WE SHOW OUR GRATITUDE TO THEM AND TO 'GOD
BY OBEYING AND HELPING THEM. THE CHILD WILL STATE TWO WAYS HE
CAN HELP AT HOME.
READINESS: WHEN YOU TRY HARD TO DO YOUR VERY BEST, MOM AND DAD
SAY THEV ARE PROUD OF you. IF YOU WIN A PRIZE FOR BEING THE
FASTEST RUNNER, YOU ARE PRouD OF YOUR PRIZE. OR IF YOU CLEAN
UP YOUR BEDROOM AND PUT AWAY VOUR CLOTHES AND TOVS WITHOUT
MOTHER TELLINGfVOU, MOM SAYS, "I'M PROUD OF YOU," AND THAT
MAKES YOU HAPPY, DOESN'T IT?
MOTIVATION: TODAY, I'M GOING TO TELL YOU ABOUT TwO GIFTS THAT
GOD GAVE YOU AND ME. THEV ARE TWO GirTS THAT WE CAN BE VERY
PROUD OF'.
PRESENTATION: GOD HAS GIVEN US MANY GIFTS. Two OF HIS BEST
GirTS TO US IS MOM AND UAD. THEY 00 SO MANV THINGS FOR us.
LET'S TALK ABOUT SOME OF THE THINGS MOM AND DAD 00 FOR us.
(USE PICTURES TO EXPLAIN THE FOLLOWING)
MOM FIXES rooD FOR US TO EAT. SHE WASHES AND IRONS OUR CLOTHES.
MOM LISTENS TO US WHEN WE WANT TO TALK TO HER.
UAD IS GOOD TO US TOO. HE GOES TO WORK EACH DAV TO MAKE MONEV
FOR THE FAMllv. DAD FIXES THINGS AROUND THE HOUSE WHEN THEV
DON'T WORK. AND SOMETIMES DAD TAKES US PLACES WE LIKE TO GO.
YES, MOM AND DAD DO SO MANV THINGS FOR US. THAT MAKES US PROUD
Or THEM. BEING A MOM OR DAD IS A BIG JOB. SO YOUR MOM AND DAD
NEED YOUR HELP. You CAN HELP THEM IN TWO WAVS. ONE WAY IS BV
DOING WHAT MOM AND DAD TELL YOU TO DO. (SHOW PICTURES Or CHILDREN
HELPING AT HOME.) THE OTHER WAY IS BV PRAVING TO Goo FOR MOM AND
DAD. You CAN ASK GOD TO HELP MOM AND DAD WITH THEIR BIG JOB.
CAN YOU REMEMBER TO 00 THE THINGS MOM ASKS YOU TO DO?
WHAT DOES MOM ASK YOU TO DO SOMETIMES?
---WHAT DOES DAD ASK YOU TO DO SOMETIMES?
---
You KNOW WHEN WE TALK TO Goo WE CALL THAT PRAVING. WOULD YOU
LIKE TO PRAY TO Goo NOW AND TELL HIM THANK YOU FOR MOM AND UAO?
(CHILD AND TEACHER PRAY TOGETHER.)
COMPREHENSION CHECK: HERE ARE SOME PICTURES OF SOYS AND GIRLS
WITH THEIR MOM OR/AND DAD. (SHOW PICTURES AND OISCUSS WHAT IS
-----------------------------------.--.........-..-aa;;,...::-,t.'""
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LESSON 11 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE (CON'T)
HAPPENING) EG. WHAT IS THIS BOY DOING TO HELP HIS DAD?
WHAT COULD YOU 00 TODAV TO SHOW MOM THAT YOU SAY THANK YOU FOR
ALL SHE DOES FOR yOU?
WHAT COULD YOU DO TODAY TO SHOW DAD THAT YOU SAY THANK YOU FOR
ALL HE DOES FOR YOU?
VJHAT COULD 'YOU SAY TO Goo FOR GIVING YOU THE GIFTS OF' YOUR
MOM AND DAD?
MATERIALS: ~ICTURES OF MOM DOING TASKS FOR THE FAMILY.
PICTURES OF DAD DOING TASKS FOR THE FAMILY.
PICTURES OF CHILDREN DOING ACTIVITIES WITH THE
F'AMllV OR FOR THE FAMILV.
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LESSON 12 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: Goo GAVE US THE GIFT or OUR FAMILV. WE SAV THANK VOU
TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT A FAMILV IS A GROUP OF
PEOPLE LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSE AND HAVING THE SAME MOM AND
DAD, THE CHILD WILL SE ABLE TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
CONCERNING HIS FAMILV: WHAT IS YOUR FAMILV NAME? How MANV
BROTHERS DO VOU HAVE? How MANV SISTERS DO VOu-HAVE?
WHAT DOES YOUR FAMILV-rlKE TO DO TOGETHER? AND WILL-sTATE
THAT HE CAN SAY "THANK VOU .. TO GOD FOR HIS~ILV BV DOING KIND
THINGS FOR THEM.
EEAD1NESS: LAST WEEK, I ASKED VOU TO BRING A PICTURE OF YOUR.
FAMILV. I S~E YOU HAVE ONE. WHO IS THIS IN THE PICTURE?
Is THIS YOUR SISTER? WHAT IS HER NAME? SHE IS oLOER
(BIGGER) THAN VOU, ISN'T SHE? (CONTINU~ DISCUSS ALL THE
PEOPLE IN THE PICTURE) -
MOTIVATION: TODAV I WANT TO TELL YOU ABOUT A FAMILV I KNOW.
I HAVE A PICTURE Or THEM.
PRESENTATION: USE THE rELT BOARD.
THIS IS JOHN. HE IS A BOV AS OLD AS YOU ARE. HE GOES TO SCHOOL
AND HE HELPS HIS MOM AND DAD AT HOME. (GIVE EXAMPLES AS HOW HE
MIGHT HELP ACCORDING TO HIS AGE.)
JOHN HAS A BROTHER MIKE. HE IS OLDER THAN JOHN. SOMETIMES
JOHN AND MIKE PLAV FOOTBALL TOGETHER. THEV HAVE FUN.
JOHN AND MIKE HAVE A BABV SiSTER. HER NAME IS BARBARA. BARBARA
DOES NOT GO TO SCHOOL. SHE IS TOO LITTLE. SHE PLAYS WITH HER
TEDDV BEAR AT HOME.
JOHN, MIKE AND BARBARA ALL LIVE IN THE SAME HOUSE. THEV HAVE
THE SAME MOM AND DAD WHO TAKES CARE Or THEM. WHEN PEOPLE LIVE
TOGETHER IN THE SAME HOUSE AND HAVE THE SAME MOM AND DAD, WE CALL
THEM A FAMILV.
FAMILIES DO THINGS TOGETHER. THEY HAVE FUN TOGETHER.
PICTURES Or FAMILIES. DISCUSS WHAT THEV ARE DOING.)
(SHOW
EACH FAMILV HAS A NAME. YOUR FAMILY NAME IS THE SAME AS YOUR
LAST NAME. Mv FRIEND DAVID SMITH BELONGS TO THE SMITH FAMILY.
AND MV FRIEND SUE JOHNSON BELONGS TO THE JOHNSON FAMILY. AND
YOU BELONG TO THE FAMilY.
~ 4 ... _~ ..__ .... _ ...... ,...,.,
---
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LESSON 12 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
MOM AND DAD TAKE CARE OF THE FAMILY. THEV HELP US IN MANV
WAYS. THEY ARE A SPECIAL GIFT FROM GOD TO US. Goo WANTS US
TO LOVE THEM BY DOING WHAT THEV TELL US. Bv HELPING AROUND THE
HOUSE AND OBEVING MOM AND DAD, WE SAY THANK YOU TO GOD FOR ~OM
AND DAD. Bv SHARING OUR TOVS AND TAKING TURNS, WE CAN SAY THANK
YOU TO GOD FOR OUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS.
COMPREHENSION CHECK: LET'S SEE HOW MUCH YOU CAN TELL ME ABOUT
YOUR F'AMILY.
WHAT IS YOUR FAMILV NAME? IT IS THE SAME AS YOUR LAST NAME.
How MANY BROTHERS DO yOU HA'VE IN YOUR FAMILV? How MANY
SISTERS 00 VOUtHAVE IN YOUR FAMILV? WHAT CAN YOU DO TO SAY
THANK YOU TO Goo FOR MOM AND DAD? WHAT CAN YOU DOTO SAY THANK
YOU TO GOD FOR YOUR BROTHER(S)? FOR YOUR SISTER(S)?____
.MATER I ALS: CHILD'S FAMILY PICTURE
FELT BOARD
THREE HUMAN FIGURES: 2 BOVS, 1 GIRL
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LESSON 13 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
CONCEPT: Goo GAVE US THE GIFT OF OUR rRIENOS. WE SAY THANK YOU
TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT A FRIEND IS A PERSON WHO
LIKES YOU AND YOU LIKE HIM, THE CHILD WILL SHOW HE CAN BE A
FRIEND BY SHARING WITH ANOTHER CHILO OR THE TEACHER, A TOV HE
HAS BROUGHT FROM HOME OR ONE GIVEN TO HIM BV THE TEACHER.
READINESS: You KNOW 1 1 M HAPPY THAT YOU CAME TO CLASS TODAY.
~M HAPPV BECAUSE I LIKE TO BE WITH yOU. 1 WANT TO BE YOUR
FRIEND.
MOTIVATION: WOULD YOU LIKE TO MEET ANOTHER FRIEND OF MINE?
HIS NAME IS HENRV. (HOLD UP THE PUPPET)
PRESENTATION: TEACHER: HI HENRV!
HENRY: Hit ~VHO IS THIS (PUPPET LOOKS AT CHILD)?
TEACHER: THIS IS MY FRIEND--iCHILO'S NAME).
HENRV: OH, (CHILO'S NAM~ IS yOUR FRIEND?
TEACHER: YES, WE LIKE TO 00 THINGS TOGETHER. DONIT WE, ?
HENRV: BUT 1 THOUGHT 1 WAS YOUR FRIEND.
TEACHER: You ARE MV FRIEND.
HENRV: THEN YOU-HAVE TWO FRIENDS.
TEACHER: No HENRY, I HAVE MANY FRIENDS. A FRIEND IS SOMEONE
WHO LIKES YOU AND YOU LIKE HIM. You TALK, PLAY OR SOMETIMES
SING TOGETHER.
HENRV: I DIDN'T KNOW COULD SING.
TEACHER: WELL, HE/SHE CAN. CAN'T YOU, ?
HENRV: HEV, SINCE YOU, AND ME ARE ALL FRIENDS, LETiS
. SING TOGETHER.
TEACHER: WHAT COULD WE SING?
HENRV: WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SING ? (IF CHILD DOESN~T
RESPOND, HENRY ASKS THE TEACHER.)
TEACHER: HENRV, DO YOU KNOW THAT SONG?
HENRY: OH YES, THAT'S ONE OF MV FAVORITES.
TEACHER: HENRY, YOU START TO SING THE SONG AND AND I
WILL SING WITH YOU.
HENRV: O.K. (HE STARTS TO SING)
TEACHER: THAT WAS FUN. IT·5 ALWAVS FUN TO BE WITH YOUR FRIENDS.
I 'M GLAD YOU AND ARE MY FRIENDS. BUT I HAVE ANOTHER
FRIEND WHO IS VERY SPECIAL TO ME TOO. HE IS SPECIAL BECAUSE
HE SHARES MANY PRESENTS WITH ME EVERY DAV. I LIKE HIM AND HE
LIKES ME.
HENRY: I KNOW VJHO THAT IS. THAT'S YOUR MOM.
TEACHER: No, THIS PERSON IS MORE SPECIAL THAN MOM.
HENRY: OH, NOW I KNOW WHO IT IS. IT'S YOUR DAD.
LESSON 13 PRE-PENANCE CYCLE
I HOPE TO SEE YOU AGAIN ••
---
TEACHER: No, IT'S NOT UAD. THIS SPECIAL FRIEND TAKES SPECIAL
CARE OF YOU AND ME EVERV DAV. HE MADE US AND THE WHOLE WORLD.
HENRV: Do VOU.KNOW WHO THAT SPECIAL FRIEND IS ?
TEACH'ER: THAT 1 S RIGHT. ITiS GOD.
HENRV: Goo IS EVERYONE'S SPECIAL rRIENO.
TEACHER: GOD IS EVERYONE'S SPECIAL FRIEND. OH, HENRY, YOU WERE
THINKING THE SAME THING I WAS.
HENRV: IT SURE IS NICE TO HAVE FRIENDS! MAKES ME FEEL GOOD.
TEACHER: RIGHT! I SAY THANK YOU TO GOD FOR MV FRIENDS EVERVDAV.
HENRV: THAT'S A GOOD IDEA. How DO YOU DO IT?
TEACHER: OH, SOMETIMES I COME RIGHT OUT AND SAY, flTHANK YOU,
Goot li AND SOMETIMES I .2.!:!.9!!. GOD I AM THANKFUL rOR MV FRIENDS BY
SHARING THINGS WITH THEM.
HEN R V : WE L L , I HAVET 0 GO NOW,
TEACHER: BYE, HENRY.
COMPREHENSION CHECK: SINCE WE ARE FRIENDS, I BROUGHT A NEW TOV
TO CLASS TODAY. I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE IT WITH YOU. Do VOU KNOW
WHAT THIS IS? (DISCUSS THE TOV AND PLAY TOGETHER. OBSERVE AND
SEE IF THE CHILD IS WILLING TO SHARE WITH YOU ANO WAIT HIS TURN,
ETC •••• )
MATERIALS: PUPPET
A TOV TO SHARE
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CONCEPT: GOD GAVE ME THE GIFT Or MV TEACHER. WE SAY THANK YOU
TO GOD.
O~JECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT A TEACHER IS A FRIEND
WHO HELPS US, THE CHILO WILL BE ABLE TO ANSWER TWO Or THE THREE
QUESTIONS: WHO IS MY TEACHER? WHAT CAN I 00 TO HELP MY TEACHER?
How CAN I SAY THANK YOU TO MV TEACHER?
READINESS: EVERVONE LIKES TO HAVE FRIENDS, RIGHT? SOME Or OUR
FRIENDS-ARE OLDER (BIGGER) THAN WE. SOME OF OUR FRIENDS ARE
VOUNGER (SMALLER) THAN WE. SOME Or OUR FRIENDS ARE THE SAME
AGE AS WE ARE. LET'S LOOK AT SOME PICTURES Or SOME FRIENDS.
WHAT IS HE/SHEtDOING FOR HIS/HER FRIEND? Do YOU THINK THEV
ARE HAVING FUN TOGETHER?____
MOTIVATION: TODAV WE'RE GOING TO TALK ABOUT A FRIEND WHOM WE
SEE EVERV DAV WHEN WE COME TO SCHOOL. THIS FRIEND IN SCHOOL
HELPS US LEARN ABOUT MANV THINGS. Do YOU KNOW WHO THAT rRIENO
15?_ YES, IT'S YOUR TEACHER. Do YOU KNOW THE NAME OF YOUR
TEACHER?
-
PRESENTATION: TEACHERS ARE GOOD FRIENDS. THEV HELP US DO MANV
THINGS. BUT TEACHERS CANNOT DO ALL THE WORK BY THEMSELVES. THEV
NEED YOUR HELP. You HELP YOUR TEACHER WHEN YOU LiSTEN WELL TO
WHAT SHE SAYS. You HELP YOUR TEACHER WHEN YOU 00 YOUR WORK EVERV
DAY THE VERY BEST YOU CAN. lr YOU DO THAT YOU ARE BEING A FRIEND
TO YOUR TEACHER. FRIENDS HELP EACH OTHER. THEV ARE HAPPV TO BE
TOGETHER.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLAY A GAME WITH ME? WE'RE GOING TO PLAY
SCHOOL. LET'S PRETEND THAT YOU ARE THE TEACHER. THAT'S RIGHT.
You ARE (TEACHER'S NAME). I WILL BE YOU (CHILD'S NAME). '
LET'S PRETEND WE ARE IN SCHOOL AND YOU ASK ME TO DO SOME WORK.
(GIVE THE CHILD TIME TO RESPOND; IF HE DOESN'T, HELP HIM ALONG.
PRAISE HIM rOR HIS EFFORTS.)
1 ' M HAPPV YOU HAVE (TEACHER'S NAME) rOR YOUR TEACHER, AREN'T
you? LET'S SAY THANK YOU TO GOD rOR YOUR GOOD TEACHER FRIEND.
(Bow HEAD AND FOLD HANDS. IF THE CHILD IS CAPABLE, LET HIM LEAD
THE PRAVER.)
COMPREHENSION CHf.£Ii: CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT YOUR TEACHER?
WHAT IS HER NAME? WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP HER? ~CAN
YOU SAY THANK VOU~VOUR FRIEND? WHAT CAN vou-sAV TO Goo
FOR GIVING YOU YOUR TEACHER? ----
-----
MATERIALS: PICTURES OF .FRIENDS (OLOER/VOUNGER/SAME AGE AS THE
CHILD); SOME SUPPLIES WITH WHICH TO PLAY SCHOOL.
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CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT Or THE TREES AND FLOWERS. WE
SAY THANK YOU TO ·GOO.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT THE TREES AND THE
FLOWERS ARE GIFTS FROM GOD TO MAKE THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL FOR.
US, THE CHILD WILL 8E ASKED TO ARRANGE SIX FRESH OR ARTIFICIAL
FLOWERS IN A VASE AND PUT THEM IN A PLACE Or HONOR IN THE ROOM
SUCH AS THE PRAYER CORNER OR TAKE THEM HOME AND SHARE THEM WITH
THE REST OF THE FAMILV.
READINESS: WHEN GOD MADE THE WORLD, HE MADE MANY TREES AND
rLOWERS; HE MADE SOME TREES TO GROW VERY TALL. (SHOW PICTURE).
BIRDS COULD COME AND MAKE THEIR NESTS IN THE BRANCHES OF THE
TREES. THE LEAVES ON THE TREES GIVE US SHADE IN THE HOT
WEATHER, TOO. DID YOU EVER SIT UNDER A TREE IN THE SUMMER-
TIME AND HAVE A PICNIC? YES, THAT'S ALWAVS LOTS Or rUN.
MOTIVATION: Do YOU LIKE TO WATCH T.V.? LET'S SEE WHAT IS ON
MV MAKE BELIEVE T.V. OH LOOK, IT'S A FLOVJER SHOVJ. LET'S WATCH
IT.
PRESENTATION: WELCOME TO THE FLOWER SHOW. EVERVONE LIKES
FLOWERS. SOME PEOPLE HAVE THEM IN THEIR VARDS. OTHER PEOPLE
LIKE TO PICK THEM AND BRING THEM IN THE KOUSE. THEV LOOK PRETTV
IN A VASE ON THE TABLE. SOMETIMES PEOPLE GET FLOWERS AS A PRE-
SENT FOR THEIR BIRTHDAY. FLOWERS ARE BROUGHT TO PEOPLE WHO ARE
SICK IN THE HOSPITAL. THE SICK PERSON CAN LOOK AT THE PRETTV
COLORS IN THE FLOWERS. FLOWERS ARE ALL DIFFERENT COLORS. SOME
ARE RED. OTHERS ARE YELLOW OR ORANGE. HERE ARE SOME PURPLE
ONES. GOD MADE THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL WHEN HE MADE THE FLOWERS.
THANK YOU GOD FOR ALL THE PRETTV FLOWERS IN THE WORLD.
WELL, THAT WAS A GOOD PROGRAM, WASN'T IT.
COMPREHENSION CHECK: HERE ARE SOME FLOWERS I BROUGHT TO CLASS
TO DAY • AR E N I T---:rHEV PRE T TV? LET' SSE E H0 \\1 MAN V THE REA RE • HE L P
ME COUNT THEM, • CAN YOU TELL ME WHAT COLORS THEY ARE?
WHICH ONE DO VOu-LIKE BEST Or ALL? SINCE THEY ARE SO PRETTV
MAVBE YOU COULD PUT THEM IN THE PRAYER CORNER SO WE CAN ALL SEE
THEM.
OR
SINCE THEV ARE SO PRETTy MAVBE YOU COULD TAKE THEM HOME AND
SHARE THEM WITH THE REST Or THE FAMILV. WOULD YOU LIKE TO DO
THAT?
WHO MADE THE TREES AND FLOWERS? WHAT CAN WE SAY TO GOD FOR THE
TREES AND FLOWERS?
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MATERIALS: PICTURES Or TALL TREES
SIX FRESH OR ARTIFICAL FLOWERS
A VASE
A MAKE BELIEVE T.V. SET
A ROL~ OF PAPER FOR THE SCRIPT (10 SCENES)
PICTURES FOR THE SCREEN: PICTURES Or FLOWERS, IN THE
VARD, IN THE HOUSE, IN VASES, PEOPLE RECEIVING FLOWERS
IN HOSPITAL, PEOPLE RECEIVING FLOWERS FOR BIRTHDAV
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CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GirTS Or THE SUN AND THE RAIN. WE
SAY THANK YOU TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT THE SUN AND THE RAIN
ARE BOTH NECESSARY rOR PLANT LirE, THE CHILD WILL CARE rOR'
A SMALL HOUSE PLANT.
READI~: SOME DAVS WHEN IT GETS CHILLY OUTDOORS AND YOU FEEL
A LITTLE COLD, YOU PUT ON YOUR SWEATER. YOUR SWEATER HELPS YOU
TO rEEL WARM AGAIN. SOMETIMES ArTER YOU PLAY A GAME, YOU ARE
THIRSTY. SO YOU TAKE A DRINK OF WATER. THE WATER IS SO COLO
AND WET IT MAKES YOU' FEEL GOOD AGAIN.
MOTIVATION: Do YOU KNOW WHAT THIS IS? (SHOW A SMALL PLANT)
I HAD THIS PLANT OUTDOORS IN MY BACK yARD: I BROUGHT IT IN SO
WE CAN TALK ABOUT IT.
PRESENTATION: REMEMBER WE SAID, WHEN YOU GET COLD, YOU PUT ON
YOUR SWEATER TO HELP YOU GET WARM AGAIN. WELL, WHEN THIS PLANT
GETS COLD IT CAN'T PUT ON A SWEATER TO GET WARM. INSTEAD GOD
SENDS SOME SUNSHINE TO THIS PLANT AND THE SUNSHINE MAKES IT WARM
AGAIN.
WHEN YOU GET THIRSTV, YOU GET A DRINK Or WATER. WHEN THIS PLANT
GETS THIRSTY, Goo SENDS SOME RAIN TO GIVE IT A DRINK. J~N'T THAT
WONDERFUL. Ir Goo DIDN'T MAKE SUNSHINE AND RAIN FOR PLANTS, THEV
WOULD DIE.
GOD TAKES GOOD CARE Or ALL THE PLANTS. HE SEES THAT THEY HAVE
WHAT THEV NEED. AND THEY NEED (RAIN) AND(SUNSHINE). THAT'S WHY
SOME DAVS HE GIVES US SUNNY OAYS-;ND SOMETIMES GOD GIVES US RAINV
DAVS. THE SUN AND THE RAIN ARE TWO IMPORTANT GIFTS FROM Goo.
HERE IS A SHEET OF PAPER AND A CRAVON. CAN YOU DRAW ME A PIC-
TURE OF' THE SUN IN THE SKY? MAKE IT BIG AND 8RIGH'T. (PRAISE
HIM FOR HIS EFFORTS) WHAT DOES THE SUN 00 FOR THIS PLANT?~
I T HELPS TO KEEP I T (~).
LET'S TURN THE PAPER OVER. CAN YOU DRAW A PICTURE OF THE RAIN
FALLING FROM THE CLOUDS? PRETEND IT IS A RAINY, RAINV DAY.
(PRAISE HIM FOR HIS EFFORTS) WHAT DOES THE RAIN DO FOR THIS
PLANT? IT (WATERS) IT. IT GIVES IT A DRINK SO THE PLANT CAN
LIVE.
LET'S SAY A PRAVER TO Goo AND TELL HIM THANK YOU POR THE SUN AND
THE RAIN. (Bow HEAD AND FOLD HANDS.)
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COMPREHENSION CHECK: WOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE THIS PLANT HOME
WiTH YOU! AND TAKE CARE OF IT? IF YOU KEEP IT IN THE HOUSE, yOU
WILL HAVE TO PUT IT BV THE WINDOW SO THE SUN CAN SHINE ON IT
AND KEEP IT WARM. WHAT CAN WE SAY TO GOD FOR GIVING US SUNSHINE
AND RAIN?
EACH DAV YOU WILL HAVE TO PUT WATER ON THE PLANT SO THAT IT
DOESN'T GET THIRSTV. CAN YOU REMEMBER TO 00 THAT? IF YOU
DO THIS LITTLE PLANT WILL GROW TO BE A BIG PLANT SOME DAV.
MATERIALS: A SMALL PLANT
A SHEET OF PAPER
A CRAVON
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CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT OF ANIMALS. WE SAY THANK YOU
TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT PETS ARE ANIMALS, peTS
DEPEND ON MAN FOR FOOD/VJATER, HOME/LOVE, AND THAT PETS ARE GIFTS
FROM GOD TO US, THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE TO TELL WHAT PETS NEED
FOR THEIR WELL BEING AND EXPRESS THANKS TO Goo.
READINESS: HERE IS A PICTURE OF A BOY WITH HIS DOG. THE SOV
LIKES HIS DOG VERY MUCH. WHEN PEOPLE HAVE AN ANIMAL THAT THEY
LIKE TO TAKE CARE OF, THE ANIMAL IS CALLED A PET. A PET IS LIKE
A GOOD FRIEND. You DO THINGS TOGETHER. WHAT 00 YOU CALL AN ANI-
MAL YOU LIKE VERY MUCH?
MOTIVATION: JUST ABOUT ANY KIND or ANIMALS CAN 8E A PET. IF YOU
LIKE AN ANIMAL AND TAKE CARE OF HIM LIKE A GOOD FRIEND, YOU CAN
CALL HIM YOUR PET. I ASKED MY FRIEND JERRY TO BRING HIS PET DOG
TO CLASS TODAV TO SHOW HIM TO you. I KNOW YOU'LL LIKE HIM.
PRESENTATION: JERRY, WOULD YOU TELL US ABOUT YOUR PET? (JERRV
\~OULDOE S CRIB E HIS PET TOT HE CLAS S , INC LUDIN G THE F" 0 LlOW I NGIN-
FORMATION) WHAT IS HIS NAME? WHAT COLOR IS HE? WHAT DO YOU
FEED HIM? WHEN DO YOU rEED HIM? WHERE DOES HE LIVE? WHAT DO
YOU 00 TOGETHER? WHY DO YOU LIKE YOUR DOG?
**Ir A LIVE PET WERE NOT AVAILABLE, THE PRESENTATION COULD BE
DONE BY MEANS OF A PICTURE BOOK ON A PET WHICH GIVES SIMILAR IN-
FORMATION OR BV MEANS OF A SHORT FILM ON PET CARE OR BY USING A
SERIES OF" MAGAZINE PICTURES SHOWING CHILDREN WITH THEIR PETS.
BOTH THE FILM AND THE PICTURE BOOKS COULQ BE AVAILABLE FROM THE
LOCAL PUBLIC LIBRARV.
COMPREHENSION CHECK: JERRY LOVES HIS PET DOG. HE TAKES VERY GOOD
CARE Or HIM. WHAT DID HE DO FOR HIS DOG TO MAKE HIM HAPPV?
WHERE DOES JERRV'S DOG LIVE? Do YOU THINK THE DOG KNOWS TH-A-T----
JERRY LIKES HIM? WHY? WHAT DOES JERRV SAY TO Goo FOR HIS DOG?
**IF YOU USE A BOOK OR FILM BASE QUESTIONS FROM IT.
YES, JERRY LIKES HIS PET AND TAKES VERY GOOD CARE Or HIM. HE
KNOWS THAT ANIMALS ARE A GirT FROM Goo. THAT'S WHY WE TAKE GOOD
CARE OF THEM.
MATERIA~: PICTURE OF A BOY WITH HIS DOG.
PICTURES OF CHILDREN WITH PETS.
BOOK - FILM - OR SERIES OF MAGAZINE PICTURES ON PETS
OR QUEST SPEAKER AND .HIS PET
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CONCEPT: Goo GIVES US THE GIFT OF HAPPINESS. WE SAY THANK
YOU, GOO.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT WE ARE HAPPV WHEN WE
REMEMBER THAT Goo IS OUR SPECIAL FATHER AND FRIEND WHO LOVES
US AND TAKES CARE OF US, THE CHILD WILL RECALL THE CONCEPTS
PRESENTED IN PREVIOUS LESSONS BV DOING THE ACTIVITIES LISTED
IN THE FOLLOWING.
PROCEDURE: WE HAVE TALKED MANV TIMES ABOUT THE PRESENTS Goo
GIVES US. HE GIVES US THESE PRESENTS BECAUSE HE LOVES US. HE
WANTS US TO BE HAPPV •
.
HERE IS A BIG BOX. IT IS ALL WRAPPED UP LIKE A PRESENT. WOULD
YOU LIKE TO KNow WHAT IS INSIDE THIS BIG BOX? WELL, INSIDE
ARE PICTURE CARDS. THESE PICTURE CARDS ARE WRAPPED UP LIKE
PRESENTS. THEV ARE TO REMIND US THAT GOD GIVES US MANV PRE-
SENTS EVERY DAV. WHAT SHOULD WE DO WHEN WE GET PRESENTS FROM
GOD OR FROM OTHER PEOPLE? THAT'S RIGHT, WE SAY THANK yOU. IT
IS GOOD TO SAY THANK YOU, GOD.
You CAN REACH INTO THE BIG BOX AND PICK OUT A PRESENT. OPEN IT
UP. WHAT IS IT? Is THAT A PRESENT FROM GOD? THANK YOU
GOD F'OR THE (CONTJNUEWITH THE OTHER GIFTS IN THE BOX)
TODAV WE ARE GOING TO MAKE A BOOK. WE ARE GOING TO CALL THIS
BOOK THE HAPPINESS BOOK. WE WONIT FINISH THE BOOK TODAV, AS IT
WILL HAVE MANV PAGES IN IT.
TODAY, WE ARE GOING TO MAKE THE COVER FOR OUR BOOK. HERE IS A
SHEET OF PAPER FOR THE COVER. ON THE COVER ARE THE WORDS "HAPPI-
NESS IS ..... THAT MEANS WE ARE GOING TO PUT PICTURES IN OUR SOOK
THAT MAKE US Hf.PPV. WHAT ELSE 00 YOU SEE ON THE COVER?_ YES,
FIVE CIRCLES.' I WANT YOU TO MAKE FACES WITH BIG SMILES IN THE
CIRCLES, LIKE THIS (OEMONSTRATE) THE SMILEV FACES WILL REMIND US
TO BE HAPPV AND SMILE.
*THE FOLLOVJING EXPLANATIONS ARE BRIEF INSTRUCTION·S FOR THE
ACTIVITY PAGES FOR THE HAPPINESS BOOK. THESE CAN BE COMPLETED
IN AS MANV CLASS SESSiONS AS THE TEACHER JUDGES NECESSARY WITH
HIS CHILD OR CLASS IN MIND. REMIND THE CHILO AS HE COMPLETES
EACH ACTIVITY THAT YOU WILL PUT IT IN HIS HAPPINESS BOOK.
FIRST~: REPEAT Or THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 1. OUTLINE ON
A SHEET OF COLORED CONSTRUCTION PAPER, TWO .FIGURES OF BOVS OR
GIRLS, FACING EACH OTHER. THEN GIVE THE CHILD A BOX OF CRAVONS.
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TELL HIM THAT HE AND HIS FRIEND ARE IN THE PICTURE. THEV ARE
OU~OOORS TO PLAY A GAME OF BALL. ASK HIM TO DRAW A RED BALL FOR
THEM TO PLAY WITH. Now DRAW SOME GREEN GRASS BV YOUR FEET. You
AND YOUR FRIEND ARE HAVING A GOOD TIME PLAVING BALL. As vqu ARE
PLAVING, Goo IS WATCHING YOU AND YOUR FRIEND. HE IS TAKING GOOD
CARE OF yOU. WE CANNOT SEE Goo BUT HE IS ALWAVS WITH US. WHO IS
THIS IN THE PICTURE? (POINT TO ONE Or THE FIGURES. WHO IS
THIS? (POINT TO TH~THER FIGURE.) WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
WHO Is-TAKING GOOD CARE OF YOU AS YOU ARE PLAVING BALL?~---GOD
IS OUR GOOD FATHER AND FRIEND.
SECOND~: REPEAT Or THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 5. HAVE ON
HAND A SHEET OF COLORED CONSTRUCTION PAPER AND A BLACK CRAVON.
REVIEW HOW WE CAN USE OUR HANDS: HANDSHAKE, FOLDED FOR PRAVER,
CLAP FOR HAPPINESS, 00 THINGS FOR OTHER PEOPLE.
TRACE THE OUTLINE OF THE CHILD'S HAND ON THE PAPER. PRINT THANK
YOU GOD FOR MV HANDS ON THE PAPER.
THIRD~: REPEAT OF THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 6.
REVIEW THE MANV ACTIVITIES WE CAN DO WITH OUR FEET BV SINGING
THE SONG ON FEET FOUND IN LESSON 6. TRACE THE OUTLINE OF THE
CHILOiS FOOT ON THE PAPER WITH THE WORDS THANK VOU Goo FOR MV
FEET.
FOURTH PAGE: REPEAT OF THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 7.
GIVE THE CHILD A PICTURE OF A FACE WITHOUT EVES. ASK HIM WHAT
IS MISSING? ASK HIM TO GIVE THE BOV A PAIR OF EVES. WHAT CAN
WE DO WITH OUR EVES?
FIFTH~: REPEAT OF THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 8.
USE THE SAME PROCEDURE AS ABOVE ONLY ·WITH EMPHASIS ON THE GIFT
Or OUR EARS.
~IXTH~: REVIEW THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 10.
STRESS THE FACT THAT WE ARE ALL UNIQUE. BECAUSE Or OUR UNIQUE-
NESS, WE ARE ALL VERY SPECIAL TO GOD. POINT OUT THE FACT THAT
THE DIFFERENT SHAPE AND COLOR OF OUR FACIAL FEATURES, MAKES US
LOOK DIFFERENT. GIVE THE CHILO A PIECE OF PAPER WITH AN OVAL
SHAPE TO REPRESENT A rACE. ASK HIM TO MAKE A PICTURE Or HIS rACE.
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SEVENTH~: REPEAT THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 15.
STRESS THE BEAUTV OF TREES AT ANV TIME OF VEAR. REPEAT THE ART
ACTIVITV AS GIVEN IN LESSON 15 ONLY SHOWING THE TREES AS T~EV
ARE IN THE SUMMERTIME BV PASTING PRE-CUT GREEN SQUARES FOR- THE
LEAVES.
EIGHTH~: REVIEW THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 16.
GIVE THE CHILD A SHEET OF CONSTRUCTION PAPER DIVIDED IN TWO
PARTS BY A LINE. IN ONE SECTION, PRINT AT THE BOTTOM THANK YOU
GOD FOR THE SUN. ON THE OTHER SECTION THANK YOU GOD FOR THE
RAIN. GIVE THE CHILD A BOX OF CRAVONS. POINT OUT THE FACT THAT
ALL PLANTS NEED TWO THINGS IN ORDER TO LIVE AND GROW. CAN VOU
TELL ME WHAT PLANTS NEEO? INSTRUCT THE CHilO TO DRAW THE PICT~RE
OF THE SUN AND TO DRAW- A PICTURE Or THE RAIN ON THE PAPER PROVIDED.
NINTH~: HEFER TO THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 17.
RECALL THE FACT ALL ANIMALS ARE A GIFT tROM GOD BV USING MAGAZINE
PICTURES OF PETS. POINT ~UT HOW THEV LOOK TO US FOR PROPER CARE
AND LOVE. HAVE THEM PICK OUT A rAVORITE PET FROM THE PICTURES
PROVIDED AND PASTE IT ON TO A SHEET OF CONSTRUCTION PAPER.
ASSEMBLE THE BOOK BV PUNCHING TWO HOLES AT THE SIDE AND HOLD TO-
GETHER BV MEANS Or VARN.
LET THE CHILO READ THROUGH THE BOOK BV HIMSELF FIRST. THEN ASK
HIM TO READ IT FOR VOU. SEND THE BOOK HOME WITH THE CHILO AND
ENCOURAGE HIM TO READ IT AT HOME.
APPENDIX B
6S
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LESSON 1 ART ACTIVITY
CONCEPT: GOD IS OUR SPECIAL FATHER AND FRIEND WHO TAKES CARE OF
US.
OBJECTIVES: GIVEN THE F'OLLOWING MATERIALS: TWO PRE-CUT FI'GURES
Or BOYS OR GIRLS, A REO PAPER BALL, GREEN STRIPS OF PAPER, A
PAPER TREE, A COLORED SHEET OF 9XL2 CONSTRUCTION PAPER AND PASTE,
THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE WITH THE HELP OF THE TEACHER TO ASSEMBLE
THE MATERIALS INTO A PICTURE AS A REMINDER THAT Goo IS ALWAVS
WITH US DURING OUR WORK AND OUR PLAY.
PROCEDURE: WE ARE GOING TO MAKE A PICTURE TODAV. WE ARE GOING
TO DO IT TOGETHER. HERE IS A SHEET OF PAPER FOR OUR PICTURE.
(PASS OUT CONS~RUCTION PAPER)
IN OUR PICTURE, WE ARE GOING TO HAVE SOME GRASS. LET'S PUT THE
GRASS ON THE BOTTOM Or THE PAPER. (PASS OUT THE GREEN STRIPS OF
PAPER)
NEXT LET'S PUT A NICE BIG TREE IN OUR PICTURE. (PASS OUT THE' TREE)
LOOK HOW TALL THE TREE IS.
HERE ARE TWO CHILDREN FOR OUR PICTURE. LETIS PRETEND ITS YOU
AND YOUR FRIEND. (PASS OUT THE FIGURES) You AND YOUR FRIEND ARE
PLAVING BALL. (PASS OUT THE BALL) As VOU AND YOUR FRIEND ARE
PLAYING BALL OUTDOORS ON THIS NICE DAV, Goo IS TAKING CARE OF YOU.
You CANNOT SEE GOD IN THE PICTURE, BUT HE IS WITH US ALL THE TIME.
HE" IS WITH US TO TAKE GOOD CARE OF US WHEN WE WORK, WHEN WE PLAY,
AND WHEN WE SLEEP. GOD IS OUR SPECIAL FATHER AND FRIENO.
POINT TO THE TREE IN THE PICTURE, NOW TO THE GREEN GRASS. POINT
TO YOUR FRIEND AND YOURSELF. WHAT ARE:VOU AND YOUR rRIEND DOING
IN THE PICTURE? WHO IS TAKING CARE OF YOU WHILE YOU ARE PLAYING
BALL? (PRAISE~M FOR HIS EFFORTS)
LET'S SAY THANK YOU TO Goo FOR BEING SO GOOD TO us. CAN YOU BOW
YOUR HEAD AND FOLD YOUR HANDS, LIKE THIS? (VEACHER ANO CHILO PRAY
TOGETHER)
MATERIALS: TWO PRE-CUT FIGURES.OF GIRLS OR BOVS
A RED PAPER BALL"
GREEN STRIPS OF PAPER FOR GRASS
A PAPER TREE
A COLORED SHEET OF 9XL2 CONSTRUCTION PAPER
PASTE
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LESSON 2 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: Goo IS OUR SPECIAL FATHER AND FRIEND, WHO GIVES US GIFTS.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE rOLLOWING MATERIALS: A TREE BRANCH (ANCHORED
IN A COFFEE CAN WITH STUrFED NEWSPAPER), EIGHT SHEETS OF WHITE
2x3 PAPER AND A BOX OF CRAYONS, THE CHILD WILL DRAW A PICTURE OF
A BIRO, A FLOWER, A BALL, A HOUSE, AN APPLE, MOM, DAD AND A DOG.
HE WILL THEN HANG THESE PICTURES ON THE TREE BRANCH AND EXPRESS
THANKS TO GOD FOR THEM.
PROCEDU~~: SOMETIMES WHEN WE LOOK AT A PRESENT, IT MAKES US THINK
OF THE PERSON WHO GAVE IT TO US. WE REMEMBER HOW GOOD OUR FRIEND
VJAS TO US.
I RECEIVED THIS GIFT FROM MV FRIEND (SHOW SOMETHING) WHEN 1
WEAR IT OR USE IT, IT MAKES ME THINK OF MV FRIEND.
To HELP US REMEMBER THAT Goo GAVE US MANV GIFTS, WE ARE GOING
TO MAKE A GIFT TREE. A GIFT IS THE SAME AS A PRESENT. THIS TREE
WILL HELP US REMEMBER THAT GOO CARES FOR US. HE GIVES US MANY
PRESENTS EVERV DAV.
HERE IS ONE OF' GOD'S GI'Frs. IT IS A FLOWER. (SHOW A PICTURE)
IT IS SO PRETTV. WHAT COLOR IS IT? I WANT YOU TO MAKE A
FLOWER ON THIS PAPER. HERE IS A CRAYON. LET ME SEE HOW WELL
YOU CAN DRAW A FLOWER. (PRAISE HIM FOR HIS EFFORTS) Now YOU
CAN HANG IT ON THE GirT TREE. THAT WILL HELP YOU AND ME TO RE-
MEM e'ER T HA T FLOWER S ARE PR ESEN T8 FROM Goo.
CONTINUE IN LIKE MANNER WITH THE OTHER PICTURES, UNTIL ALL THE
PICTURES ARE ON THE TREE.
To SAY THANK YOU TO GOD FOR ALL HiS PRESENTS TO US, LET'S JOIN
HANDS IN A CIRCLE AROUND THE GIFT TREE AND SING THE SONG GOo's
~. (FROM LESSON 1)
MATERIALS: TREE BRANCH
COFFEE CAN
NEWSPAPER
VARN/STAPLER
CRAVONS
EIGHT SHEETS Or WHITE PAPER (2x3)
*IF THE CHILO IS TOO VOUNG TO DRAW, MAGAZINE PICTURES OF FOOD,
CLOTHING, HOUSE, PARENTS, FRIENDS, TOVS, ANIMALS, BIRDS AND
FLOWERS MAV BE USED.
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LESSON 3 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: WE MUST SAY THANK YOU TO Goo FOR HIS MANV GIFTS. THIS
IS GOOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS: STENCILS or A~ ~PPLE,
A HOUSE, A FLOWER, A TREE, A CLOUD, A BOV, A GIRL, A BOV AND A
BOX OF CRAVONS; THE CHILO WILL COLOR THE OBJECTS AND HELP THE
TEACHER HANG THEM ON THE MOBILE.
PROCEDURE: I'M GOING TO SHOW YOU SOME PICTURES. CAN VOU NAME
THEM FOR ME,? (CHILO NAMES EACH PICTURE AS THE TEACHER SHOWS
IT. PRAISE HIM FOR HIS EFFORTS.)
ALL OF THESE PICTURES REMIND ME OF GOD. GOD SENDS US PRESENTS
EVERV DAV. HE MAKES THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL WITH MANY FLOWERS AND
TALL TREES. THE SKY IS BEAUTIFUL WITH FLUFFY CLOUCS. BIROS
SING A SONG rOR us. Goo SEES THAT WE HAVE A HOME TO LIVE IN AND
THAT 'WE HAVE FOOD TO EAT EVERV CAV. Goo IS SO GOOD TO us.
I WANT YOU TO COLOR THESE PICTURES. THEN WE ARE GOING TO 00
SOMETHI"NG VERY SPECIAL WITH THEM. WHICH PICTURE 00 YOU WANT
TO COLOR FIRST? LET'S SEE HOW PRETTV VOU CAN MAKE ·IT LOOK.
(PRAISE HIM FOR HIs EFrORTS) Now COLOR THIS PICTURE. (CONTINUE
WITH THE OTHER STENCILS)
Mv, YOU MADE ALL Or THE PICTURES LOOK VERY REAL. Now I ~M GOING
'TO PUNCH A HOLE IN EACH PICTURE AND PUT A PIECE OF BLACK THREAD
THROUGH EACH HOLE. You CAN HELP ME HANG THE PICTURES BV HOLDING
THE HANGERS. (TEACHER HANGS EACH PICTURE ON THE MOBILE FRAME.)
EACH TIME WE LOOK AT THE MOBILE IT WILL REMIND US TO SAY THANK
YOU TO GOD FOR HiS MANV PRESENTS TO us. LETts SAY THANK YOU TO
GOD RIGHT NOW rOR BEING so GOOD TO us.
MATERIALS: STENCILS or AN APPLE, A HOUSE, A FLOWER, A TREE,
A BOV, A GIRL, A BIRO
BLACK THREAD
CRAYONS
PAPER PUNCH
Two COAT HANGERS TIED TOGETHER TO FORM A MOBILE FRAME
---~------_ .._._.-._._--_ •..__._.
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LESSON 4 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: WHEN WE DON'T SAY THANK YOU TO GOO. THIS IS BAD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT IT IS BAD NOT TO SAY THANK
YOU TO Goo FOR THE GIFTS OF NATURE, NAMELV THE SUN, THE TREES
AND THE LAKE, THE CHILO WILL EXPRESS THANKS rOR THE ABOVE AS HE
FRAMES THE PICTURE FOR HIS HOME.
PROCEDURE: IT'S FUN TO GET A PRESENT ALL WRAPPED UP FROM A FRIEND
ISN'T IT? How EXCITING IT IS TO UNWRAP IT AND SEE WHAT'S IN-
SIDE. WHA~SHOULO WE SAV WHEN SOMEONE GIVES US A PRESENT?
IF I GAVE VOU A PRESENT RIGHT NOW, WHAT WOULD VOU SAY TO ME~
(TEACHER GIVES THE CHILO A SMALL GIFT)
Goo GIVES US PRESENTS TOO. SOMETIMES PEOPLE LOOK AT Goe's PRE-
SENTS, BUT FORGET TO SAY THANK VOU TO GOD. THIS IS BAD. HERE
ARE SOME PICTURES OF PRESENTS FROM GOO. (SHOW A LAKE SCENE)
THIS BEAUTIFUL LAKE IS A PRESENT FROM GOD. SOME PEOPLE LOOK AT
IT OR SWIM IN IT, BUT THEY DON'T REMEMBER TO SAY THANK YOU TO
GOD. THIS IS BAD.
HERE IS ANOTHER PRESENT FROM GOD. (SHOW PICTURES OF TREES) SOME
PEOPLE SIT UNDER THE TREES TO KEEP COOL IN THE SUMMERTIME.
OTHERS PICK APPLES OFr THE APPLE TREES AND NEVER SAY THANK YOU
TO GOD. THIS IS BAD.
ANOTHER PRESENT FROM GOD IS THE SUN. IT SHINES SO elG AND BRIGHT.
IT KEEPS EVERVTHING WARM. SOME PEOPLE SIT OUT IN THE SUN AND GET
A SUN TAN. THEV LIKE THE WARM SUN, BUT THEV DON'T SAY THANK YOU
TO Goo FOR IT. THIS IS BAD.
To HELP YOU REMEMBER THAT THE LAKE, THE TREES AND THE SUN ARE
GIFTS FROM Goo AND THAT YOU SHOULD SAY THANK YOU TO GOD FOR THEM,
WE'RE GOING TO MAKE THESE PICTURES SO THAT YOU CAN HANG THEM ON
THE WALL AT HOME.
HERE IS A SHEET OF PAPER AND SOME PASTE. PUT SOME PASTE ON THE
BACK S I DE OF TH.E PICTURE. Now PASTE I T TO THE PAP ER. HERE ARE
SOME BLACK STRIPS Or PAPER TO PUT DOWN AROUND THE EDGE Or THE
PICTURE. THAT WILL HELP IT LOOK LIKE A PICTURE FRAME. PASTE
THE PIECES Or BLACK PAPER TO THE PICTURE. I WILL PUT A PAPER
CLIP ON THE BACK SO YOU CAN HANG IT UP AT HOME.
CONTINUE IN LIKE MANNER WITH THE OTHER PICTURES IF TIME AND
INTEREST PERMIT.
MATERIALS: A SMALL WRAPPED GIFT FOR THE CHILD
PICTURES Or A LAKE SCENE, SOME TREES, A SUNSET
PASTE/PAPER CLIPS
THREE SHEETS Or CONSTRUCTION PAPER
BLACK STRIPS OF CONSTRUCTION PAPER FOR THE FRAMES
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LESSON 5 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT Or OUR HANDS. WE SAY THANK YOU TO
GOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS: A TEMPERA PAINT SOLU-
TION, A SHALLOW CONTAINER AND A PIECE Or CLOTH SUITABLE rOR A
BANNER, THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE WITH THE HELP OF THE TEACHER TO
PUT HIS HAND INTO THE PAINT AND PRESS IT ON BANNER.
IF PAINT IS NOT AVAILABLE, THE CHILD COULD CHOOSE HIS FAVORITE
COLOR CRAVON AND WITH THE HELP Or THE TEACHER TRACE HIS HAND PRINT
ON A PIECE Or COLORED CONSTRUCTION PAPER.·
PROCEDURE: WE'SHAKE HANDS WITH ONE ANOTHER TO SHOW THAT WE WANT
TO BE FRIENDS. WHEN WE MEET SOMEONE NEW, WE SHAKE THEIR HAND
AND SAY ~LLO. SOMETIMES WHEN WE VISIT SOMEONE, WE WELCOME THEM
BV SHAKING THEIR HAND.
TODAV, WE ARE GOING TO MAKE A FRIENDSHIP BANNER TO HELP us REMEMBER
THAT WE ARE ALL FRIENDS AND THAT GOD IS OUR BEST FRIEND.
WATCH ME AND I WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO MAKE YOUR HANDPRINT ON THE
BANNER. FIRST, YOU· PUT ONE HAND INTO THE PAINT LIKE THIS.
(TEACHER DEMONSTRATES) Now PUT YOUR HAND CAREFULLV ON THE CLOTH.
HOLD IT STILL FOR A MINUTE. Now LIFT UP YOUR HAND CAREFULLV.
SEE THERE'S MV HANDPRINT. Now IT'S YOUR TURN.
PUT YOUR HAND INTO THE PAINT. SPREAD YOUR FINGERS OUT A LITTLE.
THAT'S GOOD. Now PUT YOUR HAND CAREFULLV ON THE CLOTH. KEEP IT
THERE FOR A MINUTE. Now LIFT IT UP CARErULLV. SEE THERE'S YOUR
HANDPRINT. (IF THERE ARE SEVERAL IN THE CLASS, COMMENT ON THE
OlrFERENT HAND SIZES)
LET ME HANG UP THE BANNER SO THAT IT CAN DRV AND WE CAN ALL SEE
IT. LET'S FOLD OUR HANOS NOW AND SAY THANK YOU TO Goo rOR GIVING
us OUR HANDS WHICH HELP US so MANV WAYS.
MATERIALS: TEMPERA PAINT
A PIECE Or CLOTH SUITABLE FOR A BANNER
CONTAINER FOR PAINT MIXTURE
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LESSON 6 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GirT Or OUR FEET. WE SAY THANK YOU TO
GOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS: A SHEET OF WHI~E ROLL
PAPER, CRAVONS, NAME CARDS FOR EACH CHILD AND PASTE; THE CHILD
WILL BE ABLE TO CHOOSE HIS rAVORITE COLOR FROM THE BOX OF CRAYONS,
REMOVE HIS SHOES AND STAND STILL ON THE PAPER AS THE TEACHER OUT-
LINES THE SHAPE Or HIS rEET ON THE PAPER.
PROCEDURE: WHEN WE MADE THE BANNER OF OUR HANDS, WE SAW THAT
SOME PEOPLE HAVE SMALL HANDS, WHILE OTHERS HAVE LARGE HANDS.
BUT EVERVONE CAN USE THEIR HANDS TO HELP OTHER PEOPLE. WE FOLD
OUR HANDS WHEN·WE PRAY, AS WE ARE TALKING TO SOMEONE SPECIAL.
THAT SOMEONE SPECIAL IS Goo. LET'S TALK TO Goo RIGHT NOW. (TEACHER
AND CHILO PRAV TOGETHER) .
ON THE FLOOR I HAVE A LARGE SHEET Or PAPER. ON THAT PAPER, 1 1M
GOING TO DRAW AN OUTLINE Or YOUR FEET WITH A CRAVON. WHEN l'M
FINISHED YOU CAN PASTE YOUR NAME CARD BY YOUR FOOT PRINT, SO THAT
WE WILL REMEMBER THAT THEY ARE YOURS.
TAKE OFt YOUR SHOES. Now BRING ME YOUR FAVORITE COLOR CRAVON
FROM THE BOX. (PRAISE HIM rOR HIS EFFORTS) STAND ON THE PAPER
AND I WILL OUTLINE YOUR rEET. You CAN STEP OFF THE PAPER NOW.
TAKE A LOOK AT YOUR FOOTPRINT. You HAVE GOOD STRONG FEET, DON'T
You? You CAN GO TO THE TABLE. FIND YOUR NAME CARO. You CAN
PASTE IT NEAR YOUR FOOTPRINT. (REPEAT THE PROCEDURE UNTIL EVERY-
ONE HAS HAD A TURN)
BEFORE YOU PUT YOUR SHOES BACK ON, 1 'M GOING TO ASK YOU TO DO
SOMETHING WITH YOUR FEET. READV. LISTEN. JUMP' UP AND DOWN WITH
YOUR FEET THREE TIMES. READY. JUMP. (PRAISE HIM)
SKIP TO THE OTHER SIDE OF THE ROOM WITH YOUR FEET. DANCE WITH
YOUR FEET. VERY GOOD. HERE'S ONE MORE THING I WANT YOU TO 00.
LISTEN. PUT YOUR SHOES BACK ON.
MATERIALS: A SHEET OF WHITE ROLL PAPER
CRAVONS
PASTE
A NAME CARD FOR EACH CHILD
z.
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LESSON 7 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: Goo GAVE US THE GIFT OF OUR EVES. WE SAY THANK YOU TO
GOO.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS: SIX DIFFERENT COLORED
CIRCLES, SIX DIFFERENT COLORED SQUARES, EIGHT STRIPS OF DIFFERENT
COLORED CONSTRUCTION PAPER (6" LONG, 1 f WIDE) AND PASTE, THE CHILO
WILL BE ABLE WITH THE GUIDANCE OF THE TEACHER TO PASTE EIGHT
STRIPS TOGETHER IN THE FORM OF A CHAIN.
PROCEDURE: WITH OUR EVES, WE ARE ABLE TO SEE MANY THINGS. WE
CAN SEE MANY PRETTV COLORS AROUND US TOO. LET'S PLAY THE GAME
CALLED 1 1 M THINKING OF A COLOR. IN FRONT OF YOU ARE SOME SQUARES
AND CIRCLES. You SEE IF YOU CAN FIND THE ONE 1 1 M THINKING OF AND
POINT TO IT. READY. LISTEN. 1 1 M THINKING OF A GREEN CIRCLE, .A
YELLOW SQ~ARE,' A PURPLE SQUARE, ETC ••• (PRAISE THE CHILO FOR HIS
EFFORTS)
TODAV I HAVE SOME PRETTV COLORED PAPER WITH ME. WE ARE GOING TO
USE THIS PAp·ER TO MAKE A COLORED CHAIN. DOES THAT SOUND LIKE FUN?
LET'S WORK TOGETHER. HERE IS A RED STRIP OF PAPER. WHAT COLOR
IS IT? WATCH ME PASTE THE ENDS OF THE PAPER TOGETHER. Now
I HAVE ;-RED RING. HERE IS A RED STRIP or PAPER tOR YOU AND
SOME PASTE. You CAN MAKE A RED RING TOO. PUT PASTE ON THE ONE
END OF THE PAPER. Now PUT THE OTHER END ON TOP OF IT. HOLD IT
TIGHTLV FOR A MINUTE. THERE IS YOUR REO RING.
HERE IS ANOTHER PRETTV COLOR. THIS IS THAT'S RIGHT, IT'S
BLUE. PUT THE BLUE STRIP Or PAPER IN T~ENTER Or THE REO
STRIP, LIKE THIS. (DEMONSTRATE) PASTE THE TWO ENDS OF THE BLUE
STRIP TOGETHER. Now YOU HAVE TWO RINGS.
WHAT COLOR IS THIS STRIP OF PAPER? IT IS THE SAME COLOR AS
THE GRASS. PUT THE GREEN STRIP IN THE CENTER Or THE BLUE STRIP.
PASTE THE TWO ENDS Or THE GREEN STRIP TOGETHER. Now WE HAVE
THREE RINGS.
CONTINUE WITH THE OTHER STRIPS. GIVE THE CHILD ONE STRIP AT A
TIME AND REPEAT THE DIRECTIONS rOR EACH COLOR. (ORANGE/aLAC~/
PURPLE/BROWN/YELLOW)
Mv YOU MADE A PRETTV COLORED CHAIN. Do YOU THINK WE COULD SAY
THANK VOU TO GOD FOR GIVING US SUCH A WONDERFUL PRESENT AS OUR
EVES. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAY THE PRAVER? __ (TEACHER AND CHILO
PRAY TOGETHER)
MATERIALS: SIX VARIOUS COLORED PAPER CIRCLES
SIX VARIOUS COLORED PAPER SQUARES
EIGHT STRIPS OF VARIOUS COLORED PAPER (6"xl")
PASTE
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LESSO~ 8 ART ACTIVITY
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT OF OUR EARS. WE SAY THANK YOU TO
GOO.
OBJECTJV~: GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITV TO SEE HOW POPCORN IS MADE,
THE CHILO WILL USE HIS SENSES TO OBSERVE AND DESCRIBE TO THE
TEACHER THE FOLLOWING:
WITH HIS EVES •••• THE SHAPE AND COLOR OF THE KERNELS BEFORE AND
AFTER THEV ARE POPPED.
WITH HIS NOSE •••• THE SMELL OF THE POPCORN AS IT IS BEING POPPED.
WITH HIS EARS •••• THE SOUND OF THE KERNELS GOING INTO THE POPPER.
WITH HIS MOUTH ••• THE TASTE ,OF FRESHLY POPPED POPCORN.
PROCEDURE: I HOPE YOU FEEL WIDE AWAKE TODAV AS WE'RE GOING TO
00 SOMETH'ING S·PECIAL. FOR OUR GAME TODAV, YOU WILL NEED TO 'USE
YOUR EVES, YOUR EARS, YOUR NOSE, YOUR MOUTH AND YOUR FINGERS.
(POINT TO EACH SENSE AS YOU NAME IT)
HERE ARE SOME POPCORN KERNELS. THE KERNELS ARE SMALL AND HARD.
LOOK AT THEM AND FEEL HOW HARD THEY ARE. (PASS THE CONTENTS IN
A PLASTIC BAG TO THE CHILO) CAN YOU EAT THIS POPCORN, AS IT
IS NOW?__ WHAT 00 I HAVE TO 00 WITH IT7__ THAT'S RIGHT, I
HAVE TO POP IT.'
ALL I NEED IS A POPCORN POPPER, SOME OIL AND SOME POPCORN. AND
GUESS WHAT I HAVE RIGHT HERE IN THIS BOX?__ THAT'S RIGHT, A
POPCORN POPPER, SOME OIL AND SOME POPCORN KERNELS.
FIRST, I HAVE TO PUT SOME OIL INTO THE POPPER AND HEAT IT.
LISTEN AS I POUR IN THE KERNELS. Now IN A FEW MINUTES, THE CORN
WILL BEGIN TO LOOK DIFFERENTLY. LET'S WATCH IT.
THERE IT STARTSl
KERNELS LOOK NOW.
LISTEN TO IT popl LOOK HOW DIFFERENTLV THE
CAN YOU SMELL IT?__ How DOES IT SMELL?__
IT IS ALL FINISHED POPPING. WOULD YOU LIKE TO TASTE IT?
How DOES IT TASTE? WHAT DO PEOPLE USUALLY PUT ON popcORN?
THAT'S RIGHT, BUTTER AND SALT. How DOES IT TASTE THEN?__ --
IT'S FUN TO SE WITH YOUR FRIENDS AND HAVE A POPCORN PARTY.
LET'S SING A THANK VOU SONG TO GOD. WE CAN SAY THANK YOU Goo
FOR ALL THE GIFTS HE GIVES US. WHAT SONG WOULD VOU LIKE TO SING?
(TEACHER AND CHILO SING TOGETHER)
.USE AN ELECTRIC POPPER WITH A PLASTIC OR GLASS TOP COVER SO
THE CHILD CAN OBSERVE THE POPPING OF THE CORN.
MATERIALS: POPCORN KERNELS IN A SMALL PLASTIC BAG
AN ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPER
OIL/SUTTER/SALT
POPCORN KERNELS
NAPKINS
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LESSON 9 ART ACTIVITY
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT Or ouR MOUTH. WE SAY THANK YOU
TO GOO-.
OSJECTIV£: GIVEN THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS: A SMALL PAPER PLATE
WITH VARN TRIM POR HAIR AND A BOX Or CRAVONS, THE CHILO WILL
DRAW IN THE FACIAL FEATURES IN THE CORRECT POSITION ON THE PLATE.
PROCEDURE: WHEN GOD MADE US, HE GAVE US EACH A FACE. ON OUR
FACE HE PUT OUR EVES, OUR EARS, OUR NOSE AND OUR MOUTH. (TEACHER
POINTS TO HER FACE AS SHE NAMES THE SENSES)
WE ALL HAVE EVES, EARS, NOSE AND A MOUTH. YET, WE ALL DON'T LOOK
THE SAME. THE COLOR AND THE SHAPE OF OUR EVES ARE DIFFERENT.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A LITTLE NOSE, OTHER PEOPLE HAVE BIGGER NOSES.
WE ALL HAVE A MOUTH, BUT THE SHAPE AND THE SIZE OF OUR SMILE ARE
DIFFERENT.
THAT'S WHY WHEN WE LOOK AT EACH OTHER WE A~L LOOK A BIT OlrFERENT.
It WE DIDN'T LOOK DIFFERENT, I WOULD BE CALLING YOU JOEV WHEN YOU
ARE REALLY • CALLING YOU SUSAN WHEN YOU ARE REALLV • I'M
GLAD I DON'r-HAVE TO GET ALL MIXED UP LIKE THAT. ISN'T-.T WON-'
DERFUL THAT GOD MADE EACH ONE OF us DIFFERENT AND SPECIAL? WHAT
CAN WE SAY TO HIM FOR ALL THESE GIFTS? LET'S SAV A PRAYER ANO
THANK Goo FOR MAKING YOU AND MAKING METHE WAV HE 010. (TEACHER
AND CHILD PRAY TOGETHER)
, 'M GOING TO GIVE YOU A PAPER PLATE. THIS PLATE IS TO MAKE YOU
THINK Or YOUR FACE. AROUND THE PLATE IS SOME YARN. WHAT DOES
THAT MAKE VOUTHINK OF?_ CAN YOU POINT TO YOUR HAIR? _WHAT
COLOR IS I T?_
Now TAKE VOUR BLUE CRAVON. I WANT YOU TO DRAW EYES ON THE PAPER
PLATE rACE. (PRAISE HIM) Now TAKE YOUR BLACK CRAVON. DRAW A
NOSE ON THE FACE. WHAT ELSE DOES YOUR ,PAPER FACE NEEO? TAKE
YOUR REO CRAVON ANDORAW A MOUTH. Mv, THAT FACE HAS A BIG SMILE
ON IT.
I SEE YOU HAVE A BIG SMILE ON vou~ rACE TOO. I'M GLAD YOU ARE
HAPPV. I'M SURE Goo IS HAPPV TO SEE VOUR BIG SMILE, TOO.
*IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE CHILD IN THE ROOM, DISCUSS HOW DIFFER-
ENTLV EACH FACE LOOKS WHEN COMPLETED. HANG IN THE ROOM FOR ALL
TO SEE.
MATERIALS: A SMALL PAPER PLATE WITH YARN TRIM ON IT FOR HAIR
A BOX Or CRAVONS
LESSON 10 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT OF OURSELF ••• WE SAV THANK YOU TO
GOD.
OBJECTIVE: \ GIVEN THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE: tROM THE
TEACHER, THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE TO SHOW GROWTH IN SELF AWARENESS
BV ACTIVELV PARTICIPATING IN DRAWING A LirE-SIZE PORTRAIT Or
HIMSELF BV LVING ON A PIECE Or PAPER AND ALLOWING THE TEACHER TO
TRACE HIS BODY IMAGE AND BV DRAWING AND COLORING IN HIS FACIAL
FEATURES.
PROCEDURE: You ARE AN IMPORTANT PERSON. IMPORTANT MEANS SPECIAL.
You ARE SPECIAL BECAUSE THERE IS NO ONE ELSE EiXACTLV LIKE YOU.
GOD MADE ONLY ONE OF YOU. To SHOW EVERVONE THAT THERE IS JUST
ONE OF VOU, I'M GOING TO MAKE A PICTURE OF you. WILL VOU HELP
ME?
ON THE FLOOR THERE IS A BIG PIECE Or PAPER. I WANT YOU TO LIE
DOWN ON YOUR BACK ON THE PAPER. PUT YOUR ARMS NEAR THE SIDE Or
YOUR BODV. READV. (TEACHER TRACES THE OUTLINE OF THE CHILO,
TALKING TO HIM OF WHAT SHE IS DOING AS SHE IS DOING IT)
GET UP NOW AND TAKE A LOOK AT VOURSELr ON PAPER. DID YOU KNOW
YOU WERE so TALL?
-
POINT TO YOUR HEAD ON THE PAPER. Do YOU THINK YOU COULD TAKE
THESE CRAVONS AND COLOR IN YOUR HAIR? WHAT COLOR WILL YOU
USE? Is THAT THE COLOR Or VOUR HAIR?___
CAN VOU MAKE SOME EVES ON YOUR rACE? WHAT COLOR ARE YOUR
EVES? LET ME SEE HOW WELL VOU CAN DRAW VOUR EVES. CONTINUE WITH
NOSE, MOUTH AND EARS IN LIKE MANNER.
*CLOTHING WilL BE DRAWN AND COLORED IN LESSON '1.
LET'S SAY THANK VOU TO GOD FO~ MAKING YOU AND ME SO SPECIAL.
MATERIALS: A LARGE SHEET Or PAPER
CRAVONS'
--------------------------------Q-I4\.V~':'t·
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LESSON 11 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: Goo GAVE US THE GIFT Or OUR MOM AND DAD. WE SAY THANK
YOU TO Goo.
OS4ECTIVE: GIVEN THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS: AN OUTLINED PICTURE
o;;-~SBODV ·IMAGE (MADE IN LESSON 10) AND A BOX Or CRAVONS, THE
CHILD WITH THE GUIDANCE Or THE TEACHER WilL BE ABLE TO SHOW
GROWTH IN SELF AWARENESS BV ACTIVELV PARTICIPATING IN NAMING,
DRAWING AND COLORING HIS CLOTHING ON THE PAPER BODV IMAGE •
.
. PROCEDURE: BRING OUT THE PAPER OF THE CHILds IMAGE. IF THE
CHILD DIDN'T FINISH THE FACIAL FEATURES DURING THE LAST LESSON
HELP HIM TO COMPLETE THEM.
TODAV WE f RE Got, NG TO DRAW AND COLOR YOUR CLOTH I NG OF YOU ON TH E
PAPER. WHAT ARE YOU WEARING TODAV? DIscuss THE DIFFERENT
ART I CL ES 0 F CLOT H I NG T'HE CHI LDIS wEAR I NG• ( AS V 0 U 0 I SCUS S. EACH
ARTICLE OF CLOTHING, DRAW IT ON THE PAPER WITH THE HELP OF THE
CHILO)
WHAT COLOR DO YOU WANT YOUR SHOES TO BE? LET ME SEE HOW
WELL YOU CAN COLOR THEM? WHAT COLOR SHOULD WE USE FOR YOUR
SHIRT/DRESS? DOES IT~VE LONG OR-SHORT SLEEVES? COLOR
IT MAKING IT-;$ PRETTV AS YOU CAN. (CONTINUE IN LIK~ANNER
UNTIL ALL THE CLOTHING IS COLORED)
AFTER THE FIGURE IS COMPLETED, THE TEACHER WILL cuT IT OUT.
DISCUSS AND ADMIRE THE COMPLETED PROJECT WITH THE CHILO. COM-
MENT ON: HOW TALL THE CHILD IS GROWING/THE COLOR Or HIS EVES
OR HAIR/HOW NICE AND CLEAN HE KEEPS HIS CLOTHING/ YOUR SHOES
ARE SHINY.
LET'S SAY A THANK YOU PRAYER TO Goo FOR MAKING YOU SO SPECIAL.
*Ir THERE ARE OTHER CHILDREN IN THE CLASS, THE FIGURES CAN BE
HUNG, SO IT LOOKS AS IF THEY ARE JOINING HANDS.
*THIS LESSON DOESN'T DIRECTLV FIT IN WITH THE CONCEPT OF LESSON
11, BUT IT WAS NECESSARV TO DEVOTE ANOTHER PERIOO TO THE ART
ACTIVITV Or LESSON 10.
MATERIALS: OUTLINED PICTURE OF THE CHILO'S BODV IMAGE
A BOX OF CRAVONS
A PAIR Or SCiSSORS
go
LESSON 12 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT OF OUR FAMILV. WE SAY THANK YOU,
GOD.
08JECTIV~: GIVEN THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS: A PRE-CUT PAPER HOUSE
FRAME, PRE-CUT PAPER FIGURES Or PEOPLE AND SOME PASTE, THE CHILO
WILL SHOW KNOWLEDGE OF HIS FAMILV BV CHOOSING THE CORRECT NUMBER
OF FIGURES TO REPRESENT EACH MEMBER IN THE FAMILV AND BV STATING
HIS FAMILV NAME.
PROCEDURE:' WHEN PEOPLE HAVE THE SAME MOM AND DAD AND LIVE IN THE
SAME HOUSE, WE CALL THEM A FAMILV. (SHOW PICTURES OF FAMILIES OO~
INQ THINGS TOGETHER)
A FAMILV WORKS TOGETHER. THEV HELP EACH OTHER OUT. THEV PLAY
TOGETHER SHARING THEIR TOVS AND GAMES, BV TAKING TURNS. A FAMILV
PRAYS TOGETHER TOO. THEV ASK GOD TO HELP THEM TO BE GOOD TO EACH
OTHER.
TODAV WE'RE GOING TO THINK ABOUT YOUR FAMILY. LET'S PRETEND THIS
IS YOUR HOUSE. (TEACHER PASSES OUT HOUSE FRAME) HERE ARE SOME
PAPER PEOPLE. (TEACHER SETS OUT PAPER FIGURES BEFORE THE CHILD)
I WANT YOU TO PICK OUT A PAPER FIGURE THAT MAKES YOU THINK OF MOM.
Now PUT MOM IN THE HOUSE.
WHO ELSE IS IN YOUR rAMllV? Now PICK OUT A PAPER FIGURE THAT
MAKES YOU THINK OF DAD. Pur-DAD IN THE HOUSE WITH MOM.
Do VOU HAVE ANV BROTHERS? WHAT ARE THEIR NAMES? LET'S PICK OUT.
PAPER PEOPLE FOR YOUR BROTHER(S). PUT THEM IN TH~OUSE WITH MOM
AND DAD.
Do YOU HAVE ANV SISTERS? WHAT ARE THEIR NAMES? LET'S PICK
OUT PAPER PEOPLE FOR VOUR SISTERS. CAN YOU PUT THEM IN THE HOUSE
WITH THE REST OF YOUR FAMILV?___
THERE IS SOMEONE ELSE WHO LIVES IN YOUR FAMILV TOO. Do VOU KNOW
WHO THAT IS? THINK HARD. (REPEAT THE NAMES OF THE MEMBERS OF
THE FAMILV AS-; HELP TO THE CHILD) THAT'S RIGHT, YOU BELONG TO
VOUR FAMILV, TOO. LET'S PICK OUT A PAPER FIGURE FOR YOU AND PUT
YOU IN THE HOUSE WITH THE REST OF THE FAMILY.
SINCE EVERVONE IN THE FAMllV IS IN THE HOUSE, WE ARE GOING TO PASTE
THEM IN. (TEACHER PASSES OUT PASTE)
WHO LIVES IN THIS HOUSE? (TEACHER POINTS TO THE PAPER HOUSE)
LET'S PUT YOUR FAMILV NA~AT THE TOP Or THE HOUSE SINCE YOU LIVE
HERE. WHAT IS YOUR F'AMILV NAME?_' ILL GIVE YOU A HINT, IT'S THE
SAME AS YOUR LAST NAME. Now 00 YOU KNOW YOUR rAMILV NAME?
(TEACHER PRINTS ON THE HOUSE THE FAMILY) ---
LET'S ASK Goo TO TAKE GOOD CARE Or YOUR FAMILV. (TEACHER AND CHILO
PRAY TOGETHER)
8'
LESSON 12 ART ACTIVITY (CON'T)
*IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE CHILD IN THE CLASS, THE TEACHER CAN
COMPARE THE NUMBER Or CHILDREN IN EACH FAMILV. DIscuss WHO HAS
THE MOST BROTHERS, THE MOST SisTERS. WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO WITH
YOUR FAMILV?___
MATERIALS: PRE-CUT HOUSE FRAME
PRE-CUT FIGURES OF FAMILV MEMBERS
PASTE
LESSON 13 ART ACTIVITY
CONCEPT: Goo GIVES US THE GirT OF OUR FRIENDS. WE SAY THANK
YOU, GOO.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT HAVING A FRIEND AND BEING
A FRIEND GIVES US THE OPPORTUNITV TO DO THINGS rOR ONE ANOTHER,
THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE TO DESIGNATE ONE ADULT FRIEND FOR WHOM HE
WILL MAKE A PRESENT AND GIVE IT TO HIM.
PROCEDURE: PEOPLE WHO LIKE TO BE TOGETHER ARE CALLED FRIENDS.
THEV LIKE TO BE TOGETHER TO TALK, WORK AND PLAY. (SHOW PICTURES
OF FRIENDS) I 8ET YOU HAVE MANY FRIENDS, DONIT you? WHAT IS
THE NAME Or ONE OF YOUR FRIENDS? WHAT DO YOU LIK~O DO To-
GETHER? SOME OF OUR FRIENDS AR~HE SAME AGE AS WE ARE. OTHER
FRIENDs-;RE OLDER,AND BIGGER THAN WE ARE. THESE FRIENDS WE CALL
GROWN-UP FRIENDS. CAN YOU TELL ME THE NAME OF ONE OF YOUR GROWN-
UP FRIENDS? WHAT 00 YOU AND YOUR GROWN-UP FRIEND LIKE TO 00
TOGETHER?_-
OF ALL YOUR FRIENDS WHOM 00 YOU THINK IS YOUR VERY BEST FRIENO?
YES, GOD IS OUR VERY BEST FRIEND. AND WE SHOULD BE HIS VERY GOOD
FRIEND, TOO. LETIS TALK TO OUR VERY BEST FRIEND RIGHT NOW. (TEACHE~
AND CHILO PRAY TOGETHER) ,
TODAV, I THOUGHT WE COULD MAKE A NICE PRESENT FOR A GROWN-UP
FRIEND Or YOURS. WHOM WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE THE PRESENT FOR?__
I THINK YOUR FRIEND WOULD LIKE A PRETTV FLOWER LIKE THIS ONE.
(SHOW A COMPLETED FLOWER) LET'S MAKE ONE FOR HER/HIM.
FIRST, YOU NEED A STEM FOR YOUR FLOWER. HERE IS ONE FOR you. (PASS
OUT PRE-MADE STEM) Now TO MAKE THE FLOWER, YOU NEED THIS SHEET OF
PAPER. (PASS OUT A PIECE OF TISSUE PAPER) PICK UP THE SHEET OF
TISSUE PAPER IN THE MIDDLE AND TURN IT OVER. (DEMONSTRATE) Now
I WILL STAPLE IT TO THE TOP OF THE STEM. WHAT ELSE DO WE NEED TO
PUT ON THE STEM? THAT'S RIGHT, LEAVES. HERE ARE TWO LEAVES.
(PASS OUT PRE-CU~EAVES) PASTE THEM ON THE STEM.
LOOK AT THE PRETTY FLOWER YOU MADE. Do YOU THINK YOUR FRIEND ,WILL
LIKE IT? To MAKE IT SMELL LIKE A REAL rLOWER, LET ME SPRAY SOME
PERrUME ON IT. OH, DOES THAT SMELL NICE! LET'S PUT A LITTLE NOTE
ON THE FLOWER BEFORE YOU GIVE I T TO YOUR FR I END. I T SAYS, "TO MV
FRIEND FROM YOUR FRIEND "
*IF TIME AND INTEREST PERMIT, MAKE A VASE FOR THE FLOWER USING AN
EMPTV poP CAN. ROLL A PIECE Or CONSTRUCTION PAPER AROUND THE CAN
AND TAPE IT SECURELY. HAVE THE CHILO PASTE TORN PIECES OF TISSUE
PAPER TO THE CONSTRUCTION PAPER FOR A MOSAIC PATTERN.
MATERIALS: PICTURES Ot FRIENDS DOING THINGS TOGETHER
A PIECE OF ROLLED GREEN TISSUE PAPER FOR STEM Or rLOWER
A PIECE Or COLORED TISSUE PAPER FOR THE FLOWER
TWO PRE-CUT LEAVES MADE FROM GREEN TISSUE PAPER
AN EMPTV POP CAN/SHEET OF CONSTRUCTION AND TISSUE
PAPER FOR THE VASE
STAPLER/STAPLES
•
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LESSON 14 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GIVES US THE GJFT OF OUR TEACHER. WE SAY THANK
VO·UTOGOD.
OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT A TEACHER IS A rRIEND WHO
LIKES ME AND HELPS ME LEARN MANV NEW THINGS, THE CHILD WILL SHOW
HIS APPRECIATION TO HER BV M~KINQ FOR HER AND PRESENTING TO HER A
THANK YOU CORSAGE.
PROCEDURE: ONE OF OUR GOOD FRIENDS AT SCHOOL IS THE TEACHER. SHE
HELPS US LEARN MANV NEW THINGS. WE HAVE rUN IN SCHOOL BECAUSE OUR
TEACHER IS KIND TO us. HERE IS A PICTURE OF A TEACHER HELPING THE
BOVS AND GIRLS IN HER CLASS WITH THEIR WORK. Do THE CHILDREN LOOK
HAPPV? Do YOU THINK THE TEACHER IS PLEASED WITH THE WORK THE
BOYS A~GIRLS ARE DOING? How CAN YOU TELL? DOES YOUR TEACHER
SMILE AT YOU WHEN YOU 00 GOOD WORK? ---
TODAV WE WOULD LIKE TO SURPRISE YOUR TEACHER BV MAKING HER A PRE-
SENT. THIS PRESENT IS OUR WAV OF SAVING THANK YOU TO HER FOR BEING
OUR FRIEND. 1 THOUGHT IT WOULO BE NICE TO MAKE YOUR TEACHER A
CORSAGE. THAT MEANS SOME FLOWERS SHE CAN WEAR.
THIS HOW YOU MAKE A CORSAGE. FIRST, WE MAKE FIVE LITTLE FLOWERS.
WE MAKE LITTLE FLOWERS BY TAKING A SMALL SHEET OF PAPER AND STAPL-
ING IT TO A GREEN STEM, LIKE THIS. (DEMONSTRATE) LET'S SEE IF
YOU CAN DO SOME LIKE THiS TOO. (PASS OUT PAPER AND STEM TO CHILO)
NEXT PASTE A GREEN LEAr ON THE STEM NEAR THE FLOWER. (PASS OUT
LEAF AND PASTE) CONTINUE IN LIKE MANNER UNTIL ALL riVE FLOWERS
ARE MADE.
Now WE CAN PUT THESE FLOWERS TOGETHER AND MAKE OUR CORSAGE.
(ASSEMBLE THE CORSAGE BV OVERLAPPING THE STEMS AND STAPLING THEM)
To MAKE THE CORSAGE SMELL LIKE A REAL ONE, I'M GOING TO SPRAY ON
SOME PERFUME. DON'T YOU THINK YOUR TEACHER WILL BE SURPRISED WHEN
SHE SMELLS IT1__ REMEMBER WE WANT TO TELL HER THANK YOU FOR BEING
SUCH A GOOD TEACHER FRIEND.
LET'S SAY A PRAVER FOR YOUR TEACHER FRIEND RIGHT NOW. IT IS OUR
WAY OF SAVING THANK YOU GOD FOR GIVING ME SUCH A GOOD FRIEND.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAY THE PRAVER?___
MATERIALS: PICTURE Or A TEACHER HELPING HER CLASS OR A STuDENT
COLORED TISSUE PAPER FOR THE FLOWERS, STEM AND LEAVES
STAPLER/STAPLES
PASTE
PERFUME
S4
LESSON 15 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GIVES US THE GirT OF THE TREES AND rLOWERS. WE
SAY THANK YOU TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: HAVING RECEIVED THE INSTRUCTION THAT TREES ARE,·A
GIFT FROM GOD AND ADD TO THE BEAUTV or THE WORLO, THE CHILO WILL
SHOW HIS APPRECIATION BV ACTIVELY PARTICIPATING IN THE ART
ACTIVITV.
PROCEDURE: MANY OF THE GIFTS THAT GOD HAS GIVEN US ARE BEAUTIFUL.
WE ARE GOING TO LOOK AT SOME OF THEM RIGHT NOW. (SHOW PICTURES
OR SLIDES OF A LAKE, A BIRD, A SUNSET, ETC •• ) GOD MADE ALL THE
BEAUTIFUL TREES AND FLOWERS, TOO. (SHOW PICTURES OF TREES AND
FLO\VERS)
ON THE BRANCHES OF THE TREES, ARE LEAVES. IN THE SUMMERTIME, THE
LEAVES ARE BIG AND GREEN. IN THE FALL, THE LEAVES CHANGE TO PRETTV
COLORS Or REO, YELLOW AND BROWN; AND THEN FALL TO THE GROUND. WHEN
WINTER COMES THERE ARE NO LEAVES ON THE TREES. INSTEAD THE SNOW
LIES ON THE BRANCHES. WHEN THE WARM WEATHER COMES AGAIN, NEW
LEAVES COME OUT ON THE BRANCHES.
TODAV, WE ARE GOING TO MAKE A PICTURE OF A TREE IN THE WINTER TIME.
HERE IS A PICTURE OF A TREE. I WANT YOU TO MAKE THE TREE BEAUTIFUL
BY COLORING IN THE TRUNK OF THE TREE (POINT TO IT) AND THE BRANCHE&
(POINT TO THEM) SHOW ME HOW WELL YOU CAN COLOR IN THE TREE.
SINCE IT IS WINTER TIME AND THERE ARE NO LEAVES ON THE TREE, LET'S
PRETEND THERE IS SNOW ON THE BRANCHES. HERE IS SOME COTTON TO MAKE
SNOWY BRANCHES. (GIVE THE CHILO A COTTON SALL)
FIRST, PULL THE COTTON BALL APART INTO SMALLER PIECES, LIKE THIS.
(DEMONSTRATE) Now PUT SOME PASTE ON THE BRANCHES LIKE THIS.
(DEMONSTRATE) NEXT PICK UP THE COTTON AND PUT IT ON TOP OF THE
PASTE. DON'T PUSH IT DOWN. WE WANT THE SNOW TO LOOK WHITE AND
FLUrrY. LET ME SEE YOU DO ANOTHER BRANCH. CONTINUE UNTIL ALL THE
BRANCHES ARE COVERED.
How BEAUTIFUL THE TREES LOOK. LET'S SAY A THANK YOU PRAVER TO Goo
FOR GIVING US ALL THE BEAUTIFUL TREES IN THE WORLD. (TEACHER AND
CHILO PRAY TOGETHER)
MATERIALS: PICTURES OR SLIDES OF NATURE
OUTLINE OF A TREE FOR THE CHILD TO COLOR
CRAVONS
PASTE
COTTON BALLS FOR SNOW OR GREEN PAPER SQUARES FOR
LEAVES
LESSON 16 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GIVES US THE GIFT OF THE SUN AND THE RAIN. WE
SAY THANK YOU TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: HAVING RECEIVED THE EXPLANATION THAT RAINDROPS,
DARK CLOUDS, AND AN UMBRELLA ARE SYMBOLS OF RAINV WEATHER AND
THAT WHITE CLOUDS, THE SUN AND A BALL FOR OUTDOOR PLAY ARE SIGNS
OF SUNNY WEATHER; THE CHILD WILL ACTIVELV PARTICIPATE IN THE ART
ACTIVITV BV NAMING THE SYMBOLS, STATING WHAT TVPE OF WEATHER THEV
SIGNIFV AND BV PASTING THE SYMBOLS GIVEN HIM ON THE PAPER BLOCK.
PROCEDURE: HERE IS A PLANT I HAVE GROWING IN MV HOUSE. IN ORDER
FOR IT TO GROW IT NEEDS TWO THINGS. 00 YOU KNOW WHAT THEV ARE?
THAT·S RIGHT, ALL PLANTS NEED SUN AND WATER. IF PLANTS 00 NOT --
GET SUNSHINE AND WATER THEV WILL DIE. THAT·S WHY Goo GIVES US
SOME.~.;..SUNNV DAVS AND SOME RAINV DAVS. THE SUN WARNS THE PLANTS.
THE RAIN KEEPS IT FROM GETTING THIRSTY.
TODAY, WE ARE GOING TO SAV THANK YOU TO Goo FOR THE SUN AND THE
RAIN. Bv MAKING SOMETHING THAT WilL HELP US REMEMBER HOW GOOD
Goo IS TO US. HERE IS A PAPER BLOCK. IT'S NOT VERY PRETTV BE-
CAUSE IT OOESN-T HAVE ANY PICTURES ON IT. You ARE GOING TO MAKE
IT PRETTY BV PASTING PICTURES ON THE SIDES. UOESN'T THAT SOUND
L.I KE FUN?_
EACH PICTURE I GIVE YOU WILL. MAKE YOU THINK Or A SUNNY DAV OR A
RAINV DAV. HERE IS A PICTURE OF AN UMBRELLA. Do PEOPLE USE AN
UMBRELLA ON A SUNNY DAV OR A RAINV DAV? YES, THE UMBRELLA HELPS
TO KEEP US DRV ON A RAINV DAY. LET·S Pur-SOME PASTE ON THE BACK OF
THE PICTURE AND PASTE IT ON THE BLOCK.
HERE IS A PICTURE Or A DARK CLOUD. Do BLACK 'CLOUDS COME IN THE
SKY ON A RAINV DAY OR A SUNNY OAV? DISCUSS AND PASTE.
HERE IS A PICTURE OF THE SUN. DOES THE SUN SHINE ON A RAINV CAV
OR A SUNNY OAV? DISCUSS AND PASTE.
HERE IS A PICTURE OF A WHITE CLOUO. ARE WHITE CLOUDS IN THE SKY
ON A RAINV DAV OR A SUNNY OAV? DISCUSS AND PASTE.
HERE IS A PICTURE OF A BALL. 00 YOU LIKE TO PLAY BALL WITH A
rRIEND OUTDOORS? Do YOU AND YOUR FRIEND PLAY BALL OUTDOORS
ON A RAINV DAV oRA SUNNY OAV? DISCUSS AND PASTE.
WHAT 00 YOU THINK THESE ARE?_ (SHOW RAINDROPS) THAT'S RIGHT,
RAINDROPS. VVOULO YOU SEE RAINDROPS ON.A SUNNV DAV OR A RAINV
OAY? DISCUSS AND PASTE.
LESSON,6 ART ACT1VITV (CON'T)
Now LOOK AT YOUR BLOCK. IT IS FILLED WITH PICTURES.
LET'S PLAY A GAME AND ROLL THE BLOCK ON THE FLOOR. (LIKE PLAV-
ING OICE) LET'S SEE WHAT PICTURE LANDS ON THE TOP Ot THE BLOCK,
WHEN YOU ROLL IT. IF IT IS A RAINV CAY SIGN, I GET THE POINT IN
THE GAME. IF IT IS A SUNNY DAY SIGN, YOU GET THE POINT IN THE
GAME. I'LL MARK THE POINT DOWN ON THIS PAPER SO I WON'T FORGET
THEM. You CAN ROLL THE BLOCK FIRST. THEN I WILL TAKE MY TURN
NEXT. (PLAV FOR FIVE POINTS)
I ENJOVED PLAVING THAT GAME WITH YOU. You MAV TAKE THE BLOCK
HOME AND PLAY THE GAME AGAIN WITH SOMEONE AT HOME. WHEN YOU
LOOK AT THE PICTURES ON THE BLOCK, THEY WILL REMIND YOU OF SOME-
ONE WHO LOVES YOU VERY MUCH. SOMEONE WHO SENDS YOU MANV GIFTS
EACH DAV. You KNOW WHO THAT IS, DON'T YOU? LET'S TELL HIM
THANK YOU RIGHT NOW FOR GIVING US SUNNY AND~INV DAVS. CAN
YOU BOW YOUR HEAD AND FOLD VOUR HANOS?___
MATERIALS: A SMALL PLANT
A PAPER BLOCK
PRE-CUT SYMBOLS or AN UMBRELLA, RAINDROPS, A BLACK
CLOUD
PRE-CUT SVM'BOLS OF THE SUN, A BALL AND A WH I TE
CLOUD
LESSON 17 ART ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GIVES US THE GIFT OF THE ANIMALS. WE SAY THANK
YOU TO GOO.
OBJECTIVE: THE TEACHER HAVING SHOWN FIVE PICTURES Or zoo ANIMALS,
IDENTIFVING THEM BV NAME AND DESCRIBING-THEIR COLOR; THE CHILD
WILL BE ABLE TO IDENTIFV ONE ANIMAL BV SEEING THE OUTLINE, COLOR
IT AND EXPRESS THANKS TO Goo FOR GIVING US ANIMALS.
PROCEDURE: ALL ANIMALS ARE A GIFT FROM GOD. SOME ANIMALS ARE
SPECIAL TO PEOPLE AND ARE CALLED PETS. (SHOW A PICTURE OF A DOG,
CAT, BIRD, FISH AND DISCUSS HOW THEV ARE SPECIAL TO PEOPLE)
OTHER ANIMALS ARE CALLED ZOO ANIMALS AND LIVE AT THE zoo. DID YOU
EVER GO TO THE ZOO? WHAT ANIMALS 010 YOU SEE? I HAVE SOME
PICTURES OF ZOO ANIMALS. LET'S LOOK AT THEM. (sHOW ONE PICTURE
AT A TIME)
THIS IS A BIG ZOO ANIMAL. IT IS CALLED AN ELEPHANT. ELEPHANTS
LOOK LIKE THEV HAVE TWO TAILS. THE TAIL IN THE FRONT IS CALLED
A TRUNK. CAN YOU SAY THAT WORO? HE USES HIS TRUNK TO HELP
HIM EAT AND TO MOVE THINGS. WHAr-TS THE NAME OF THIS ANIMAL WITH
A TRUNK?
-
THIS IS A GIRArrE. HE IS A TALL ANIMAL BECAUSE HE HAS A VERY LONG
NECK. HE LIKES TO EAT THE LEAVES OFF THE TREES FOR HIS DINNER.
THIS ANIMAL IS CALLED A •
HERE IS A LION. HE LIVES AT THE ZOO TOO. WHEN HE OPENS HIS
MOUTH, HE MAKES A BIG LOUD GROWL. A LION LOOKS LIKE A BIG CAT.
HERE IS ANOTHER BIG ANIMAL. HE LIKES TO SLEEP IN THE WATER. HE
CAN'T RUN TOO FAST IN THE GRASS BECAUSE HE IS VERV rAT. THIS ANI-
MAL IS CALLED A HIPPOPOTAMUS.
DID YOU EVER SEE AN ANIMAL LIKE THIS ONE? (BEAR) WHAT IS IT?
THATiS RIGHT, IT IS A BEAR. HE LIKES TO GO IN THE WATER FOR A --
SWIM SOMETIMES. WHEN HE DOES, THERE IS A BIG SPLASH BECAUSE HE
IS VERY BIG.
'(SHOW PICTURES AGAIN) THE ELEPHANT, GIRAFFE, LION, HIPPOPOTAMUS
AND BEAR ALL LIVE AT THE zoo. THE MAN AT THE ZOO, THE ZOO KEEPER,
TAKES GOOD CARE Or THE ANIMALS. HE SEES THAT THEV HAVE A PLACE TO
LIVE. HE GIVES THEM FOOD TO EAT AND WATER TO DRINK. HE LIKES THE
ANIMALS. MANV PEOPLE COME AND VISIT THE ANIMALS AT THE zoo. THEV
KNOW THAT ALL ANIMALS ARE GIFTS FROM GOD. WHEN WE ARE NICE TO THE
ANIMALS, IT'S LIKE SAVING THANK YOU TO Goo FOR GIVING US ALL THE
ANIMALS.
gg
LESSON 17 ART ACTIVITY (CONtT)
TODAY, WE ARE GOING TO MAKE A PICTURE OF A ZOO ANIMAL.
MAKE IT TOGETHER. UO YOU KNOW WHAT ANIMAL THIS IS?
OUTLINE OF ONE OF THE ANIMALS DISCUSSED PREVIOUSLY.")
TO COLOR IT. Do YOU KNOW WHAT COLOR TO MAKE HIM?
-HOW WELL YOU CAN COLOR IT.
"'IE WILL
(SHOW AN
I WANT YOU
LETts SEE
NEXT CAN YOU MAKE SOME GRASS FOR THE ? LET'S PRETEND IT
IS A SUNNY DAV. CAN YOU MAKE YOUR PICTURE LOOK LIKE A SUNNY DAV?
DOES YOUR AN I MAL LOOK HAPPY OUT I N THE SUN "AND FRESH GREEN GRASS?
WHY DON'T WE STOP NOW AND TELL GOD THANK YOU FOR ALL THE ZOO ANI-
MALS. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAY THE PRAVER?____
MATERIALS: PICTURES OF PETS: DOG,· CAT, BIRD AND FISH
PICTURES OF ZOO ANIMALS: LION, ELEPHANT, GIRAFFE,
BEAR AND HIPPOPOTAMUS.
STENCIL OF A ZOO ANIMAL TO TRACE FOR THE CHILO TO COLOR
CRAVONS
SHEET OF PAPER
LESSON 18
CONCEPT: GOD GIVES US THE QIFT OF HAPPINESS. WE SAY THANK YOU
GOO.
OSdECTIVE: GIVEN THE INSTRUCTION THAT WE ARE HAPPV WHEN WE
REMEMBER THAT Goo IS OUR SPECIAL FATHEft AND FftlENC WHO LOVES
US AND TAKES OARE Or us, THE- CHILD WILL PtECALL THE CONCEPTS
PRESENTED IN PREVIOUS LESSONS BV DOINQ THE ACTIVITIES LISTED IN
THE PRESENTATION.
READINESS: WE HAVE TALKEO MANV TIMES ABOUT THE PRESENTS GOD GIVES
us. HE GIVES US THESE PRESENTS BECAUSE HE LOVES us. HE WANTS us
TO BE HAPPV.
MOTIVATION: "HERE IS A BIG BOX. IT IS ALL WRAPPED UP LIKE A
PRESENT. WOUL~ YOU LIKE TO KNOW WHAT IS INSIDE THIS elG BOX?
WELL, INSIDE ARE PICTURE CARDS. THESE PICTURE CARDS AftE WRAPPED
UP LIKE PRESENTS. THEV ARE TO REMIND US THAT Goo GIVES US MANV
PRESENTS EVERV DAV. WHAT SHOULD WE DO WHEN WE GET P~ESENTS rftOM
Goo OR FROM OTHER PEOPLE? THAT'S RIGHT, WE SAY THANK YOU. IT IS
QOOD TO SAY THANK YOU Goo,. .
You CAN REACH INTO THE BIQ BOX AND PICK OUT A PRESENT. OPEN IT
UP. WHAT IS IT? Is THAT A PRESENT FROM Goo? THANK YOU
Goo FOR THE =C-CONTINUE WITH THE OTHER QIFTS-rN THE BOX).
PRESENTATION: TODAV WE ARE GOING TO MAKE A BOOK. WE ARE GOING
TO CALL THIS BOOK THE HAPPINESS BOOK. WE WON'T FINISH THE BOOK
TODAV, AS IT WILL HAVE MANV PAGES IN IT.
TODAV, WE ARE aOING TO MAKE THE COVER FOft OUR BOOK. HERE IS A
SHEET OF PAPER rOR THE COVER. ON THE COVER ARE THE WORDS
"HAPPINESS IS ...... THAT MEANS WE ARE GOING TO PUT PICTURES IN
OUR BOOK THAT MAKE US HAPPV. WHAT ELSE 00 YOU SEE ON THE COVEft?
VES, FIVE CIRCLES. I WANT YOU TO MAKE FACES WITH BIG SMILES IN
THE CIRCLES, LIKE TH1S (DEMONSTRATE). THE SMILEV FACES WILL RE-
MIND US TO BE HAPPV AND SMILE.
**THE FOLLOWING EXPLANATIONS ARE BRIEF INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
ACTIVITV PAGES FOR THE HAPPINESS BOOK. THESE CAN BE COMPLETED
IN AS MANY CLASS ESSIONS AS THE TEACHER dUOGES NECESSARY WITH
HIS CHILO OR CLASS IN MINC. REMIND THE CHILO AS HE COMPLETES
EACH ACTIVITY THAT YOU WILL PUT IT IN HiS HAPPINESS Bool<.
FIRST PAGE: REPEAT OF THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 1. OUTLINE ON
A SHEET OF COLORED CONSTRUCTION PAPER, TWO FIGURES OF BOVS OR
GIRLS, FACING EACH OTHER. THEN GIVE THE CHILO A BOX OF CRAYONS.
TELL HIM THAT THIS IS HE AND HIS FRIEND IN THE PICTURE. THEV
ARE OUTOOORS TO PLAY A GAME of BALL. ASK HIM TO DRAW A REO BALL
FOR THEM TO PLAV WITH. Now DRAW SOME QREEN GRASS BV YOUR FEET.
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You AND YOUR FRIEND ARE HAVING A QOOD TIME PLAVING BALL. As
YOU ARE PLAVING, Goo IS WATCHING YOU ANO YOUR rRJENO. HE IS
TAKING GOOD CARE OF YOU. WE CANNOT SEE Goo auT HE IS ALWAVS
WITH us. WHO IS THIS IN THE PICTURE? (POINT TO ONE OF THE
FIGURES.) WHO IS THIS? (POINT TO T~OTHEft FIGURE.) WHAT
ARE YOU OOINQ? WHO IS~KINQ QOOC CARE or YOU AS YOU ARE PLAV-
ING BALL? GOo-Ts OUR QOOD FATHER AND FRIENO •
.........
SECOND PAGE: REPEAT OF THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 5. HAVE ON
HAND A SHEET OF COLORED CONSTRUCTION PAPER ANO A BLACK CRAYON.
REVIEW HOW WE CAN' USE OUR HANDS: HANOSHAKE, FOLDED FOR PRAVER,
CLAP FOR HAPPINESS, 00 THINGS FOR OTHER PEOPLE.
THIRD PAGE: REPEAT OF THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 6. REVIEW
THE MANV ACTIVITIES WE CAN DO WITH OUR FEET BV SINQINQ THE SONQ
ON FEET FOUND IN LESSON 6. TRACE THE OUTLINE OF THE CHILO'S
FOOT ON THE PAPER,WITH THE WORDS THANK YOU Goo FOR MV FEET.
FOURTH PAGE: FEPEAT OF THE ART ACTIVITY IN LESSON 7. GIVE THE
CHILO A PICTURE OF A rACE WITHOUT EVES. ASK ,HIM WHAT IS MISSINQ.
ASK HIM TO GIVE THE BOY 'A PAIR OF EVES. WHAT CAN WE DO WITH OU~
EVES?
FIFTH PAGE: REPEAT OF THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON S. USE THE
SAME PROCEOURE AS ABOVE ONLY WITH EMPHASIS ON THE GIYT OF OUR
EARS.
SIXTH PAGE: REVIEW THE ART ACTIVITV IN LESSON 10. STRESS THE
FACT THAT WE ARE ALL UNIQUE. BECAUSE- OF OUR UNIQUENESS, WE ARE
ALL VEftV SPECIAL TO Goo. POINT OUT THE FACT THAT THE DIFFERENT
SHAPE AND COLOR OF OUR FACIAL rEATURES. MAKES us LOOK DIFFERENT.
GIVE THE CHILO A PIECE or PAPER WITH AN OVAL SHAPE TO REPRESENT
A FACE. ASK HIM TO MAKE A PICTURE OF HIS FAOE.
SEVENTH PAGE: REPEAT THE ART ACTIVITY IN LESSON 15. STRESS THE
BEAUTV OF TREES AT ANV TIME OF VEAR. REPEAT THE ART ACTIVITV AS
QIVEN IN LESSON 15 ONLY SHOWING THE TftEES AS THEV ARE IN THE
SUMMERTIME BY PASTING PRECUT GREEN SQUARES FOft THE LEAVES.
EIGHTH PAGE: REVIEW THE ART AOTIVITV IN LESSON 16. GIVE THE
CHILD A SHEET OF CONSTftUCTION PAPER DIVIDED IN TWO PARTS BY A
LINE. IN ONE SECTION, PRINT AT THE BOTTOM THANK YOU GOD FOR THE
SUN. ON THE OTHER SECTION THANK YOU GOD FOR THE RAIN. GIVE THE
CHILO A BOX OF CRAVONS. POINT OUT THE ~ACT THAT ALL PLANTS NEED
TWO THINGS IN OROER TO LIVE AND GROW. CAN YOU TELL ME WHAT PLANTS
NEED. INSTRUCT THE CHILD TO DRAW THE PICTURE OF THE SUN AND TO
DRAW A PICTURE or THE RAIN ON THE PAPER P~OVIOED.
MINTH PAGE: REFER TO THE ART ACT1VITV IN LESSON 17. RECALL THE
FACT THAT ALL ANIMALS ARE A GIFT FROM Goo BV USINQ MAGAZINE PIC~
TURES OF PETS. POINT OUT HOW THEV LOOK TO us rOft PROPER CARE AND
LOVE. HAVE THEM. PICK OUT A FAVORITE PET FROM THE PICTUftES PRO-
VIDED AND PASTE IT ONTO A SHEET OF CONSTRUCTION PAPER.
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ASSEMBLE THE BOOK BY PUNCHING TWO HOLES AT THE SIDE AND HOLD
TOGETHER BV MEANS OF VARN.
LET THE CHILD READ THROUGH THE BOOK BV ~IMSELF FIRST. THEN ASK
HIM TO READ IT FOft YOU. SEND THE BOOK HOME WITH THE CHILD AND
ENOOUftAGE HIM TO READ IT ~T HOME.
APPENDIX C
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LESSON 1 MusIc ACTIVITY
t~
CONCEPT: GOD IS OUR SPECIAL FATHER AND FRIEND WHO TAKES CARE OF
US.
OBJECTIVE:" AFTER LISTENING TO THE WORDS AND MUSIC OF THE SONG,
GOD'S CARE, SUNG OR PLAYED BY THE TEACHER, THE CHILD WILL BE
ABLE TO ~OIN IN SINGING WITH THE TEACHER AND ANSWER THE QU~STION:
WHO TAKES CARE OF YOU EVERY CAY?
PROCEDURE: (TEACHER SHOWS SOMETHING SHE HAS RECEIVED AS A GIFT)
I WANT TO SHOW YOU MV PRETTV • My FRIEND GAVE IT TO ME AS
A PRESENT. I TAKE CARE OF IT BECAUSE MV FRIEND GAVE IT TO ME.
Goo MADE YOU. SO YOU ARE SPECIAL TO GOO. You BELONG TO Goo,
SO HE TAKES CARE OF VOU. HE TAKES CARE OF YOU EVERY DAV.
TODAV, WE ARE GOING TO LEARN A NEW SONG. THE NAME OF THE SONG
IS GOo's CARE. I WANT YOU TO LISTEN TO IT. (TEACHER SINGS IT)
IT'S A VERVSHORT SONG, ISN'T IT? LET'S LiSTEN TO IT AGAIN.
Now LET'S SING THE SONG TOGETHER. THAT WAS FUN. LET'S 00 IT
AGAIN. READV. SING. (PRAISE HIM FOR HIS EFYORTS)
CAN YOU TELL ME WHO TAKES CARE OF YOU EVERY DAY? -- YES, Goo
DOES. HE IS OUR SPECIAL FATHER AND FRIEND.
LET'S PRAY TO OUR SPECIAL FATHER AND FRIEND AND TELL HIM THANK
YOU FOR BEING SO GOOD TO US. (TEACHERANO CHILO PRAY TOGETHER)
MATERIALS: EVERETT, REVEREND WILLIAM. SONGTIME FOR SPECIAL ONES.
WISCONSIN ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDEO CHILOREN: MAOISON, WISCONi1N7
GOD'S~
GOD WILL TAKE CARE OF ME, EVERV DAV, EVERV DAV.
Goo WILL TAKE CARE OF ME. Goo WILL TAKE CARE OF ME.
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LESSON 2 MusIc ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: Goo IS OUR SPECIAL FATHER AND FRIEND WHO GIVES us GIFTS.
OBJECTIVE: ArTER LISTENING TO THE WORDS AND MUSIC Or THE ~ONG,
Goo's CARE, THE CHILO WILL JOIN IN SINGING WITH THE TEACHER AND
8E ABL~ ANSWER THE QUESTION: WHEN DOES Goo TAKE CARE Or us?
~~OURE: To SHOW THAT WE LOVE SOMEONE, WE 00 NICE THINGS FOR
THEM. YOUR MOM AND DAD LOVE YOU, SO THEV 00 MANV, MANV THINGS
FOR YOU. YOUR MOM FIXES YOU SOMETHING TO EAT EVERV DAY. SHE
WASHES AND I~ONS YOUR CLOTHES. DAD GOES TO WORK EVERY DAY, SO
HE CAN EARN MONEY TO TAKE CARE OF you. HE FIXES THINGS AROUND
THE HOUSE SO YOU HAVE A NICE HOUSE TO LIVE IN. MOM AND DAD 00
THESE THINGS F6R YOU BECAUSE THEY LOVE YOU.
GOD LOVES YOU TOO. HE TAKES GOOO CARE OF YOU. HE GIVES VOU
MANY PRESENTS EVERV DAV.
LAST WEEK, WE LEARNED A SONG ABOUT Goo's CARE. ·1 WANT VOU TO
LiSTEN TO IT. AS I SING IT. READV. LISTEN.
Now I WANT YOU TO SING IT WITH ME. READV.
rOR HIS EFFORTS) LET'S 00 IT ONCE AGAIN.
SING.
READV.
(PRAISE HIM
SING.
LET'S JOIN HANDS AND MAKE A CIRCLE. Goo OUR SPECIAL FATHER AND
FRIEND IS SO GOOD TO us. HE TAKES CARE Or us. LET'S SAY THANK
YOU TO HIM BY SINGING OUR SONG THE VERY BEST WE CAN FOR HIM.
(TE,ACHER AND CHILDREN ·SING TOGETHER AS THEV TURN IN A CIRCLE)
LET'S SIT DOWN AND PLAY A GAME. Goo TAKES CARE'OF US EVERY DAV
AS WE EAT OUR LUNCH. LET'S SING AND PRETEND WE ARE EATING OUR
LUNCH. (SING AND DO THE ACTIONS Or EATING) Goo TAKES CARE Or us
EVERY DAV AS WE WALK TO SCHOOL. LET'S SING AND PRETEND WE ARE
WALKING TO SCHOOL.
CONTINUE IN LIKE MANNER WITH PICKING UP VOUR TOVS. SAVING YOUR
PRAYERS AND HELPING MOM 00 THE CISHES.
CAN YOU TELL ME WHEN DOES Goo TAKE CARE OF us?
MATERIALS: EVERETT, REVEREND WILLIAM. SONGTIME FOR SPECIAL ONES.
WiSCONSIN ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN: MADISON. WISCONS1N7
GOD'S CARE
GOD WILL TAKE CARE Or ME, EVERY DAV. EVERV OAV.
Goo WILL TAKE CARE OF ME. GOD WILL TAKE CARE Or ME.
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LESSON 3 MUSIC ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: WE MUST SAY THANK YOU TO Goo FOR HIS MANV GIFTS. THIS
IS GOOD.
OBJECTIVE: AFTER LISTENING TO THE WORDS AND MUSIC OF THE qONG,
THANK You LORD, THE CHILO WILL JOIN IN SINGING WITH THE TEACHER
AND BE-;aL~ ANSWER THE QUESTION: WHAT CAN WE SAY TO Goo AND
TO OTHER PEOPLE WHEN THEV 00 NICE THINGS FOR US?
PROCEDURE: Goo IS SO GOOD TO US. HE GIVES US MANV PRESENTS EVERV
DAV. ONE Or HIS BEST PRESENTS TO US IS OUR LIFE. To BE ALIVE
TO SEE AND USE ALL Ot GOo's PRESENTS IS A WONDERFUL THING.
Goo IS TAKING pARE OF US ALL THE TIME. To HELP us TELL Goo,
WE ARE HAPPV THAT HE GIVES US LIFE, WE ARE GOING TO LEARN A NEW
SONG. I TIS CALLED THANK 'You LORD. LORD I S ANOTHER WORD FOR GOO.
LISTEN WHILE I SING IT rOR-VOU:--REAOV, LISTEN.
ISN'T THAT A NICE WAY TO SAV THANK YOU TO Goo? LISTEN TO THE
SONG ONCE MORE. READV. LiSTEN. (TEACHER SINGS~E SONG) THIS
TIME YOU TRY TO SING WITH ME. READV. SING. (TEACHER AND CHILO
SING TOGETHER) LET'S TRV TO DO IT ~GAIN. READV. SING.
THAT WAS VERY GOOD. THIS TIME LET'S SEE IF WE CAN SING THE SONG
AND CLAP OUR HANDS, LIKE THIS. (TEACHER DEMONSTRATES) READY.
SING.
Now, LET'S WALK AROUND THE ROOM AS WE SING THE SONG AND CLAP OUR
HANDS, READV. SING. (TEACHER AND CHILO SING AND CLAP AS THEY
WALK AROUND THE ROOM.)
I'M SURE Goo WAS VERY PLEASED WITH THAT THANK YOU SONG. Do YOU
THINK YOU COULD TEACH THAT SONG TO MOM AND DAD WHEN YOU GO HOME
TODAV? I THINK THEV WOULD LIKE TO SAY THANK YOU TO Goo FOR
GIVING THEM LirE TOO.
MATERIALS:
RESOURCES:
LANDRV, CAREV. HI~. NORTH A'MER I CAN L I TURQV
CINCINNATI, OHIO:-
TH AN K ~ !:.2!!.e.
THANK'VOU LORD rOR GIVING us LIFE.
THANK YOU LORD FOR GIVING US LIFE.
THANK yOU LORD FOR GIVING us LIFE.
RIGHT WHERE YOU ARE.
OH, ALLELUIA PRAISE THE LORD.
ALLELUIA, PRAISE THE LORD.
ALLELUIA, PRAISE THE LORD.
RIGHT WHERE WE ARE.
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LESSON 4 MUSIC ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: WHEN WE DON'T SAY THANK YOU TO GOO, THIS IS BAD.
OBJECTIVE: ArTER LISTENING TO THE SONG, THANK ~ LORD SUNG
BV THE TEACHER, THE CHILO WILL BE ABLE TO ~OIN IN SINGING WITH
THE TEACHER AS AN EXPRESSION OF THANKS FOR THE GIFT OF LIFE.
PROCEDURE: WHEN YOU RECEIVE A PRESENT FROM SOMEO'NE IT MAKES YOU
FEEL HAP;V. WE TELL OUR FRIEND, WE ARE HAPPV BV SAVING THANK
yOU. Goo GIVES us MANV PRESENTS EACH DAV. HE HAS GIVEN US THIS
SUNNY DAV AND THE BEAUTIFUL LEAVES ON THE TREES. Goo SEES THAT
WE HAVE SOMETHING TO EAT AND A PLACE TO SLEEP. Goo IS SO GOOD
TO us. WHEN WE SAY THANK YOU TO Goo, TH'IS IS GOOD. WHEN WE
DON'T SAY THANX YOU TO Goo, THIS IS BAD. ONE OF GOo's BEST
PRESENTS TO US IS OUR LIFE. THAT'S WHY IN OUR THANK You LORD
SONG WE SING THANK YOU TO Goo FOR OUR LIFE. LISTEN WHILE-r-iING
IT rOR YOU. (TEACHER SINGS THE SONG)
Now YOU SING IT WITH ME. (PRAISE HIM rOR HIS EFYORTS) REPEAT
THE SONG THREE OR rOUR TIMES TOGETHER. TRV TO VARY THE SINGING
BV HAVING THE CHILO CLAP AND SING, MARCH AND SING OR TAP TWO
PENCILS TOGETHER AND SING.
MATERIALS:
RESOURCES:
LANDRV, CAREV •. HI Goo. NORTH AMERICAN LITURGV
CINCINNATI, OHIO:-
THANK ~~
THANK yOU LORD FOR GIVING us LirE.
THANK YOU LORD FOR GIVING US LIFE.
THANK yOU LORD FOR GIVING'US LIFE.
RIGHT WHERE WE ARE.
OH ALLELUIA, PRAISE THE LORO.
ALLELUIA, PRAISE THE LORD.
ALLELUIA, PRAISE THE LORD.
RIGHT WHERE WE ARE.
LESSON 5 MUSIC ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT or OUR HANDS. WE SAY THANK YOU
TO Goo.
OBJECTIVE: AFTER LISTENING TO THE EXPLANATION Or THE TEACHER
THAT CLAPPING IS AN OUTWARD SIGN or OUR INNER HAPPINESS, THE
CHILO WilL EXPRESS HIS ~OV BY ~OINING IN THE SINGING OF THE SONG
AND CLAPPING ON THE WORDS CLAP-CLAP-CLAP.
PRO~~: PEOPLE CLAP THEIR HANDS TO SHOW THEV ARE HAPPY ABOUT
SOMETHING. DID YOU EVER .CLAP YOUR HANDS WHEN MOM AND DAD TOLD
YOU THE FAMILV WAS GOING TO THE LAKE FOR A PICNIC AND A SWIM?
DID YOU EVER CLAP YOUR HANDS AT THE EXCITING PART Or A T.V. PRO-
GRAM? THAT ME~NS YOU LIKED THE T.V. PROGRAM.
I KNOW A SONG ABOUT CLAPPING YOUR HANDS. IT GOES LIKE THIS.
(TEACHER SINGS THE SONG AND CLAPS ON THE WORDS CLAP-CLAP-CLAP)
DID YOU HEAR ME CLAP-CLAP-CLAP? LISTEN AGAIN AND WATCH WHAT I
00. (TEACHER REPEATS AS BEFORE)
THIS TIME WHEN I SING I WANT YOU TO CLAP YOUR HANDS WHEN I SING
CLAP-CLAP-CLAP. READV. LISTEN.
Now IT'S YOUR TURN TO SING WITH ME. LET'S SING THE WHOLE SONG
TOGETHER AND CLAP ON THE WOROS, CLAP-CLAP-CLAP.
LET'S JOIN HANDS IN A CIRCLE. I THINK WE SHOULD SAY THANK YOU
TO Goo tOR GIVING US OUR HANDS. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAY THANK YOU
TO Goo WITH ME? (TEACHER AND CHILD PRAY TOGETHER)
MATERIALS: GINN AND Co. !£ SING AND PLAY.
ACTIO~ SONG
TAKE YOUR LITTLE HANDS AND GO CLAP-CLAP-CLAP.
TAKE YOUR LITTLE HANDS AND GO CLAP-CLAP-CLAP.
TAKE YOUR LITTLE HANDS AND GO CLAP-CLAP-CLAP.
CLAP-CLAP-CLAP JUST so.
------......q
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LESSON 6 MUSIC ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT OF OUR FEET. WE SAY THANK YOU TO
GOO.
QBJECTI~: AFTER LISTENING TO THE TEACHER SING THE WOROS,To THE
ACTION SONG AND OBSERVING THE TAPPING PATTERN DONE BV THE TEACHER
THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE TO JOIN IN SINGING AND DOING THE ACTION
WITH THE TEACHER.
PROCEDURE: Do YOU REMEMBER THE SONG WHICH WE SANG THAT ASKED
US TO CLAP-CLAP-CLAP? . IT WENT LIKE THIS. (TEACHER SINGS AND
CLAP ON THE WORDS CLAP=CLAP-CLAP) I KNEW YOU WOULD REMEMBER THAT
rUN SONG. THIS TIME YOU SING AND CLAP WITH ME. (PRAISE HIM FOR
HIS EFFORTS) t
TODAV, WE ARE GOING TO SING SOME NEW WORDS TO THAT SAME SONG.
IT TELLS WHAT WE CAN 00 WITH OUR FEET. LISTEN AND WATCH ME.
(TEACHER SINGS THE NEW WORDS AND DOES THE TAPPING WITH HER FEET)
Now LISTEN AND WATCH ONCE MORE. (TEACHER REPEATS SONG AND ACTIONS)
ARE YOU READV FOR VOUR TURN? TRV TO SING AND TAP YOUR FEET
WITH ME. READV. SING. THAT-WAS rUN. LET'S DO IT AGAIN. READV.
SING. .
*IF TIME PERMITS AND INTEREST IS MAINTAINED, YOU CAN SUBSTITUTE
THE WORDS SKIP-SKiP-SKIP OR HOP-HOP-HOP IN THE PLACE OF TAP-TAP-
TAP. THE CHILD CAN THEN PERFORM THE ACTION ACCORDINGLV.
MATERIALS: GINN AND Co. !£~~ ~.
ACTION~
TAKE YOUR LITTLE FEET AND GO TAP-TAP-TAP.
TAKE YOUR LITTLE rEET AND GO TAP-TAP-TAP.
TAKE YOUR LITTLE FEET AND GO TAP-TAP-TAP.
TAP-TAP-TAP, JUST so.
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LESSON 7 MUSIC ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: Goo GAVE US THE GIFT Or OUR EVES. WE SAV THANK YOU TO
GOD.
OBJECTIVE: AFTER LISTENING TO THE WORDS AND MUSIC TO R~VTHMICS
ANATOMV AND OBSERVING THE MOVEMENTS, THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE- TO
JOIN IN SINGING AND DOING THE MOVEMENTS OF THE SONG WITH THE
TEACHER.
PROCEDURE: WE ARE GOING TO LEARN A NEW SONG TODAV. IN THIS SONG
WE ARE GOING TO NAME AND POINT TO DIFFERENT PARTS OF OUR BODV.
LET'S STAND UP. As I NAME THE BODV PART YOU POINT TO IT. REAOV.
LISTEN.' POINT TO YOUR EARS. POINT TO VOUR EVES. POINT TO YOUR
CHIN. POINT TO YOUR LEGS. Mv, YOU LISTENED VERV WELL.
LET'S SIT DOWN NOW. I WANT TO TELL YOU ABOUT YOUR EARS, EVES,
CHIN AND LEGS. You LiSTEN AND WATCH. (TEACHER SPEAKS THE WORDS
OF THE SONG AND DOES THE ACTION.)
THESE ARE MV EARS AND I HAVE TWO. (POINT TO YOUR EARS)
THESE ARE MV EVES AND I SEE YOU. (POINT TO VOUR EVES)
THIS IS MV CHIN, THAT MOVES TO TALK. (POINT TO YOUR CHIN)
AND I USE MV LEGS, TO TAKE A WALK. (POINT TO YOUR LEGS)
Now IT'S VOUR TURN. SAY THE WORDS WITH ME AND 00 THE ACTIONS.
LET'S SEE IF WE CAN STAV TOGETHER. (REPEAT THE ABOVE WORDS AND
ACTIONS.)
THIS TIME I WILL SING THE WORDS AND 00 THE ACTIONS. IF VOU LiSTEN
AND WATCH CAREFULLV, YOU WILL KNOW HOW TO 00 IT SOON. READV.
LiSTEN. (TEACHER SINGS THE SONG TO THE TUNE OF 1 CAN'T SPELL
HIPPOTAMUS.
You DO IT WITH ME THiS TIME. READV. SING. (TEACHER AND CHILO
SING TOGETHER AND 00 THE MOVEMENTS. REPEAT TWO OR THREE TIMES)
You DID THAT SO WELL. THIS TIME LET'S LINE UP AND TAKE A WALK
AROUND THE ROOM. As WE WALK, LET'S SING AND POINT TO OUR BODY
PARTS THAT ARE NAMED IN THE SONG. READV. SING.
COME AND SIT DOWN FOR AWHILE. WE HAD FUN TODAV, DIDN'T WE?
BEFORE WE GO LET'S SAY THANK YOU TO GOD FOR GIVING US OUR EVES,
OUR EARS, OUR MOUTH AND OUR LEGS. (TEACHER AND CHILO PRAY TO-
GETHER.
MATERIALS: FERRIS & JANNET ROBINS. EOUCATIONAL RHVTHMICS FOR
MENTALLY AND PHVSICALLV HANDICAPPED CHILDREN: ASSOCIATION pRESs,
NEW YORK.---
RHVTHMIC ANATOMV
THESE ARE MV EARS AND I HAVE TWO. THESE ARE MV EVES AND I SEE YOU.
THIS IS MV CHIN, THAT MOVES TO TALK. AND I USE MV LEGS TO TAKE
A WALK.
&
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LESSON 8 MUSIC ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFT OF OUR EARS. WE SAY THANK YOU TO
GOD.
OBJECTIVE: AFTER LISTENING TO THE WORDS OF THE SONG, RHVTHMICS
ANATOMV SUNG BV THE TEACHER AND OBSERVING THE MOVEMENTS PUT TO
THE SONG, THE CHILO WILL BE ABLE TO ~OIN IN SINGING WITH THE
TEACHER AND DO THE MOVEMENTS.
PROCEDU~: I HAVE SOME PICTURE CARDS TO SHOW YOU. THEV ARE
PICTURES OF SOME PARTS OF YOUR BODV. As I SHOW YOU THE CARD,
YOU TELL ME THE NAME OF THIS PART OF VOUR BODV. (SHOW PICTURES
OF EVES, EARS, NOSE, MOUTH, CHIN, HANDS, FEET AND LEGS)
You PLAVED THAT GAME WELL. LET'S PLAY ANOTHER GAME. THIS TIME
I WANT YOU TO TELL ME WHAT YOU CAN 00 WITH VOUR EVES? (SEE,
LOOK) VJHAT CAN YOU DO WITH YOUR EARS?_(HEAR, LISTEN)-VJHAT CAN
YOU 00 WITH YOUR NOSE? (SMELL, SNl'rr) WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH YOUR
MOUTH?__ (TALK, EAT). THAT WAS FUN.
TODAV I'M GOING TO SING A SONG ABOUT PARTS OF YOUR BODV. As I
SING THE SONG, VOU LISTEN AND POINT TO THE PART 1 1 M SINGING
ABOUT. IF' I SING ABOUT YOUR FEET POINT TO YOUR FEET. IF I SING
ABOUT YOUR EVES POINT TO YOUR EVES. READV. LISTEN. (TEACHER
SINGS)
THIS TIME, LET'S SING AND POINT TOGETHER. ~TEACHER AND CHILD
SING TOGETHER AND POINT TO BODV PARTS) LET S TRV THAT AGAIN.
AS WE SIN G T HIS TIM E, I WA,N T V 0 U TOP 0 I N T TOM V EAR S , EYE S ,
CHIN AND LEGS AND I'LL POINT TO YOURS.
DID YOU KNOW THAT OUR EVES (POINT), OUR MOUTH, OUR EARS AND OUR
LEGS ARE GIFTS FROM GOO? LET'S SAY A THANK YOU PRAVER RIGHT NOW
(TEACHER AND CHILD FOLD HANDS AND BOW HEAD AND TRAV TOGETHER).
MATERIALS: FERRIS AND JENNET ROBINS, EDUCATIONAL RHYTHMICS FOR
MENTALLY AND PHVSICALlV HANDICAPPED CHILDREN: ASSOCIATION pRESs,
NEW YORK.-
PICTURE CARDS OF EVES, EARS, CHIN, MOUTH, HAND, FOOT,
NOSE AND LEGS.
RHVTHMIC ANATOMV
THESE ARE MV EARS AND I HAVE TWO.
THESE ARE MV EVES AND I SEE YOU.
THIS IS MV CHIN, THAT MOVES TO TALK.
AND I USE MV LEGS TO TAKE A WALK.
'·'5 ..' ..
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LESSON 9 MUSIC ACTIVITY
CONCEPT: Goo GAVE US THE GIFT Or OUR MOUTH. WE SAY THANK YOU
TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: AFTER LI'STENING TO THE WORDS OF THE SONG BE CAREFUL
SUNG BV THE TEACHER AND OBSERVING THE ACTIONS Or THE SONG, THE
CHILD WILL 8E ABLE TO JOIN IN SINGING THE SONG AND DOING THE
ACTIONS WITH THE TEACHER.
PROCEDURE: DID YOUR MOTHER EVER TELL YOU TO BE CAREFUL WHEN YOU
CROSS THE STREET?__ SHE WANTED YOU TO LOOK BOTH WAYS FOR CARS
BEFORE YOU CROSSED THE STREET.
DID DAD EVER TELL YOU TO BE CAREFUL WHEN VOU CLIMBED UP THE LAO-
DER OR ON A CHAIR?__ HE DIDN'T WANT YOU TO FALL Orr AND HURT
VOURSELF.
GOD WANTS US TO BE CAREFUL IN WHAT WE SAY TO OTHER PEOPLE. Ir
WE TALK NICELV TO ONE ANOTHER, WE CAN MAKE EACH OTHER HAPPY.
IT'S FUN TO TALK TO OUR FRIENDS AND TELL THEM ALL THE THINGS WE
LIKE TO 00. BUT SOMETIMES BOVS AND GIRLS USE THEIR MOUTH TO SAY
BAD OR MEAN THINGS TO OTHER PEOPLE. WHEN WE 00 THAT WE MAKE
PEOPLE SAO.
THERE IS A ,SONG I KNOW THAT WILL HELP YOU TO REMEMBER TO SAY
KIND WORDS TO EACH OTHER. LISTEN AS I SING. (TEACHER SINGS)
THIS TIME I WILL USE MY HANDS AS I SING. READY. LISTEN.
(TEACHER SINGS AND DOES THE ACTIONS) Now IT'S YOUR TURN TO SING
AND DO THE ACTIONS. You HAVE 6EEN LISTENING AND WATCHING SO WELL,
I'M SURE YOU CAN 00 IT. READV. SING. (TEACHER AND CHILD SING
AND DO THE ACTIONS TOGETHER) LETIS TRV IT AGAIN. REPEAT TWO OR
THREE TIMES.
GOD WANTS US TO USE OUR MOUTH TO TALK TO HIM TOO. WE SHOULD
TALK TO Goo BECAUSE HE IS OUR SPECIAL FATHER AND FRIEND. WHEN
WE TALK TO GOD, WE CALL THAT PRAVING. LET'S PRAY TO GOD RIGHT
NOW. (TEACHER AND CHILO PRAY TOGETHER)
MATERIALS: LANDRV, CAREV. ill~, NORTH AMERICAN LITURGY
RESOURCES.
BE CAREFUL
-----
. BE CARErUL LITTLE MOUTH, WHAT YOU SAVe (POINT TO YOUR MOUTH)
tI t1 IIBE CAREFUL LITTLE MOUTH, WHAT YOU SAVe
FOR GOD UP ASqVE, IS LOOKING DOWN WITH LOVE (RAISE HANDS up)
BE CAREFUL LITTLE MOUTH, WHAT YOU' SAY. (FOLO HANDS AS IN PRAYER)
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LESSON 10 MusIc ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: Goo GAVE US THE GIFT OF OURSELVES. WE SAY THANK
YOU TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: ArTER LISTENING TO THE WORDS OF THE SONG, 1 ~·SPECIAL
SUNG BV THE TEACHER, THE CHILO WILL BE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITV TO
SHOW HIS GROWTH IN SELF AWARENESS BV" BEING ABLE TO LOOK INTO A
MIRROR, SMILE AND POINT TO HIMSELF AS HE SINGS WITH THE TEACHER.
PROCEDURE: WHEN SOMEONE GIVES YOU A PRESENT, YOU TRV TO TAKE GOOD
CARE Or IT. You ARE"CAREFUL WHEN YOU USE THE PRESENT. WHEN YOU
ARE FINISHED WITH IT YOU PUT IT IN A SAFE PLACE.
You ARE VERY SPECIAL TO Goo. GOD TAKES GOOD CARE OF YOU. Do
YOU KNOW WHY YOU ARE SO SPECIAL TO Goo? You ARE GOD'S SPECIAL
PRESENT. HE MADE ONLY ONE OF YOU. THERE IS NO ONE ELSE IN THIS
WHOLE WIDE WORLD WHO IS JUST LIKE YOU. SO YOU ARE VERY SPECIAL
TO GOD.
I KNOW A SONG ABOUT YOU. IT TELLS ABOUT YOUR BEING SPECIAL.
LET ME SING IT FOR YOU. READY. LISTEN. (TEACHER SINGS WHILE
CHilO LISTENS). I LIKE THAT SONG. LiSTEN· WHILE I SING IT ONCE
MORE.
Now IT'S YOUR TURN TO TRV IT WITH ME. READV. SING.
LET'S 00 IT AGAIN. THINK ABOUT THE WORDS WHILE YOU SING THEM.
YES, EACH PERSON IS VERY SPECIAL TO Goo. Goo LOVES ALL or US.
HERE IS A MIRROR. WHEN YOU LOOK INTO THE MIRROR, WHOM DO YOU
SEE? YES; THAT'S yOU. AND YOU ARE SOMEONE SPECIAL. GOD
TAKES-GOOD CARE Or YOU BECAUSE YOU BELONG TO HIM. LET'S SING
TOGETHER AS YOU LOOK INTO THE MIRROR. CAN YOU SMILE? POINT
TO YOURSELF WHEN WE SING THE LAST LINE OF THE SONG, "VEs, IT'S
ME. YES, IT'S ME." READV. SING. (PRAISE HIM FOR HIS EFFORTS)
MATERIALS: SADLIER, WILLIAM. SONGS.I2. OUR FATHER.
1 ~ SPECIAL
1 AM SPECIAL. I AM ,SPECIAL.
TAKE A LOOK, YOU WILL SEE.
SOMEONE VERY SPECIAL. SOMEONE VERY SPECIAL.
YE S J I TIS ME. YE S, IT'S ME.
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LESSON 11 MusIc ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GAVE US THE GIFTS OF MOM AND DAD. WE SAY THANK·
YOU TO GOD.
OBJECTIVE: AFTER LISTENING TO THE WORDS OF THE SONG, ~ ~
NEED~ONE ANOTHER, SUNG BV THE TEACHER, THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE TO
JOIN IN SINGING THE SONG WITH THE TEACHER.
PROCEDURE: SOMETIMES WHEN WE WORK, WE DO OUR WORK AS PARTNERS.
Do YOU EVER HELP MOM WITH THE DISHES? Do YOU WASH OR DRV
THE DISHES? You AND MOM WORK AS PARTNERS. You WORK TOGETHER.
SOMETIMES WE NEED A PARTNER WHEN WE PLAY. IT'S FUN TO PLAY BALL
WITH A PARTNER TOO. ONE THROWS THE BALL, THE OTHER ONE CATCHES
IT. '
AT HOME YOUR MOM HELPS YOUR DAD. (SHOW PICTURES) SHE HELPS HIM
BV GETTING HIM SOMETHING TO EAT, BV WASHING AND IRONING HIS
CLOTHES. YOUR DAD NEEDS MOM TO HELP H 1M' TO MAKE A NICE HOME FOR
VOU.
SOMETIMES YOUR DAD HELPS YOUR MOM BV FIXING BROKEN THINGS AROUND
THE HOUSE. (SHOW PICTURES) HE HELPS BV GOING TO WORK TO EARN
MONEV FOR THE FAMILV. YOUR MOM NEEDS YOUR DAD TO HELP HER TO MAKE
A NICE HOME FOR YOU.
TODAY WE ARE GOING TO LEARN A NEW SONG. IT'S ABOUT MOM AND DAD.
IT'S ABOUT YOU AND ME TOO. LISTEN WHILE I SING IT. READV. LiSTEN.
( T'E ACH ER SIN GS )
SINCE THE SONG HAS MANV WORDS IN IT, LISTEN TO JUST THE FIRST
LINE. (TEACHER SINGS-THE FIRST LINE) Now YOU TRV IT WITH ME.
(TEACHER AND CHILD TOGETHER) LISTEN TO THE NEXT PART. Now YOU
TRV IT WITH ME. Now LET'S SING BOTH PARTS TOGETHER THIS TIME.
CONTINUE WITH THE REST Or THE SONG, SINGING ONE LINE AT A TIME.
*To INVOLVE THE CHILO TO A GREATER EXTENT, TRV TO ACT OUT THE
SONG. ApPOINT SOMEONE TO BE MOM, SOMEONE TO BE DAD AND ANOTHER
CHILO TO BE "VOU." MOM AND DAD COULD WEAR HATS, IF AVAILABLE.
MATERIALS: SADLIER, WILLIAM. SONGS 12 OUR FATHER.
Y!£ ALL~ ONE ANOTHER
I NEED MOM AND I NEED DAD. (CHILD SINGS AND POINTS TO PARENTS)
AND THEV BOTH NEED EACH OTHER. (MOM AND DAD ~OIN HANDS)
I NEED YOU AND YOU NEED ME. (CHILO POINTS TO OTHER CHILO/HIMSELF)
WE ALL NEED ONE ANOTHER. (ALL JOIN HANDS)
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LESSON 12 MusIc ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: Goo GIVES US THE GirT OF OUR FAMILV. WE SAY THANK
VOU, GOD.
OBJECTI~: ArTER LISTENING TO THE WORDS Or THE SONG, ~ AL.L NEED
ONE ANOTHER SUNG BV THE TEACHER, THE CHILO WILL BE ABLE TO'SING
ALONG WITH THE TEACHER.
PROCEDURE: WE ALL BELONG TO A FAMILV. THE NAME OF YOUR FAMILV
IS THAT'S RIGHT, IT'S THE SAME AS YOUR LAST NAME. How
MANV GIRLS ARE IN YOUR rAMILV? How MANV BOVS ARE IN YOUR
FAMILV?
-
WHEN PEOPLE BElONG TO A FAMILV, THEV DO THINGS TOGETHER. ONE
THING A FAMILV DOES TOGETHER IS EAT. (SHOW PICTURES) MOM PRE-
PARES THE rOOD. SOMEONE ELSE SETS THE TABLE. DAD CUTS THE MEAT.
SOMEONE ELSE POURS THE MILK AND COFFEE. THEN EVERVONE SITS DOWN
TO EAT. IT'S GOOD TO BE ABLE TO HELP.
I KNOW A SONG ABOUT A FAMILV. 1 .THINK YOU KNOW IT, TOO.
CALLED WE ALL NEED ONE ANOTHER. LISTEN WHILE I SING IT.
SING IT-rH~Exr-TIME7 REA0V7 LiSTEN. (TEACHER SINGS)
YOUR TURN. READV. SING. VERY GOOD. LET'S DO IT AGAIN.
IT'S
You CAN
Now IT'S
THIS TIME, LET'S MAKE A CIRCLE. As WE SING THE SONG LET'S HOLD
HANDS AND WALK AROUND IN A CIRCLE. READV. SING. (TEACHER AND
CHILD SING TOGETHER) THAT WAS FUN. Now LET'S TURN AND WALK THE
OTHER WAVe READV. SING. (REPEAT)
MATERIALS: SADLIER, WILLIAM. SONGS 12.~ FATHER.
PICTURES Or A FAMILV PREPARING A MEAL AND EATING
TOGETHER.
WE ALL~ ONE ANOTHER
I NEED MOM AND I NEED DAD.
AND THEV BOTH NEED EACH OTHER.
I NEED YOU AND YOU NEED ME.
WE ALL NEED ONE ANOTHER.
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LESSON 13 MUSIC ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: GOD GIVES US THE GirT OF OUR FRIENDS. WE SAY THANK
YOU, Goo.
'OBJECTIVE: GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITV TO LiSTEN TO THE WORDS ANO MUSIC
OF-rHE-SONG, 90£ ~OVES ME SUNG OR PLAVED BV THE TEACHER, THE CHILO
WILL BE ABLE TO JOIN IN SINGING WITH THE TEACHER AND ANSWER THE
QUESTION: WHO LOVES YOU ALL THE TIME?
PROCEDURE: YOU'VE MET MV PUPPET FRIEND, HENRY, DIDN'T VOU? _
ISN'T HE NICE?___ I LIKE HIM BECAUSE HE'S MV FRIEND.
HERE ARE SOME PICTURES OF SOME FRIENDS. (SHOW PICTURES OF PEOPLE
WORKING AND PLAVING TOGETHER. DIscuss WHAT THEY ARE DOING.)
Do YOU HAVE A FRIEND? WHAT IS YOUR FRIEND'S NAME? WHAT 00
YOU LIKE TO DO TOGETHER? FRIENDS ARE NICE TO HAVE:--WHEN YOU
WORK OR PLAY WITH A FRIEND, YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE BY YOURSELF.
No MATTER HOW MANY FRIENDS WE HAVE, Goo IS OUR BEST FRIEND. HE
LOVES US MORE THAN ANVONE ELSE. Goo IS ALWAVS TAKING GOOD CARE Or
us. WHO IS OUR BEST FRIEND?___
SINCE GOD IS OUR SPECIAL FRIEND, WE WANT TO TALK TO HIM EVERV DAV.
WHEN WE TALK TO Goo, WE PRAY. Do YOU EVER TALK TO GOO?___ Do YOU
TALK TO GOD BEFORE YOU GO TO BED AT NIGHT? Do YOU TALK TO Goo
BEFORE YOU EAT YOUR SUPPER? YES, Goo wANTs us TO TALK TO HIM
BECAUSE HE IS OUR FRIEND. LET'S SAY SOMETHING TO HIM RIGHT NOW.
LET'S TELL HIM WE KNOW HE IS OUR BEST FRIEND. (TEACHER AND CHILO
PRAY TOGETHER)
I KNOW A SONG THAT TELLS ABOUT GOD BEING MV FRIEND. LET ME SING
IT TO YOU. I THINK YOU'LL LIKE IT. (TEACHER SINGS THE SONG.)
LiSTEN TO IT ONCE MORE. (TEACHER SINGS THE SONG ASAIN.) THIS
TIME 1 ' M GOING TO SING THE FIRST LINE AGAIN. READV. LISTEN.
Now YOU TRY IT WITH ME. LISTEN TO THE NEXT PART. Now YOU TRY
IT WITH ME. THAT WAS VERY GOOD, BUT LET'S TRV TO SING THE WHOLE
SONG TOGETHER THIS TIME. (PRAISE HIM FOR HiS EFFORTS.)
**To PROVIDE VARIE'TV AND MAINTAIN INTEREST IN THE SONG, FORM A
CIRCLE AND SING AS YOU MOVE AROUND IN A CIRCLE. OR HOLD HANDS
AND SWING ARMS TOGETHER AS YOU SING AS A SIGN OF FRIENDSHIP.
MATERIALS: EVERETT, REVEREND WILLIAM. SONGTIME FOR SPECIAL ~.
WISCONSIN ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN. ---
PICTURES OF FRIENDS.
§££ LOVES ME
Goo LOVES ME ALL THE TIME. GOD LOVES ME ALL THE TIME.
HE IS A FRIEND Or MINE. HE IS A FRIEND Or MINE.
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LESSON 14 MUSIC ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: Goo GIVES US THE GIFT OF OUR TEACHERS. WE SAY THANK
VOU ;GOO.
OBJECTIVE: ArTER LISTENING TO THE WORDS OF THE SONG, WHO AM I,
SUNG BV THE TEACHER, THE CHILO WILL BE ABLE TO JOIN IN SINalNG
THE SONG WITH HER.
PROCEDURE: TODAV WE'RE GOING TO PLAY A GUESSING GAME. HERE'S
HOW YOU PLAY THE GAME. IN rRONT Or YOU ARE TWO PICTURE CARDS.
HERE IS A PICTURE OF A NURSE. HERE IS A PICTURE OF A POLICEMAN.
1
'
M THINKING Or A PERSON WHO HELPS YOU CROSS THE BUSV STREET.
CAN YOU POINT TO THE PERSON I'M THINKING OF?___
HERE ARE TWO MORE PICTURES. THIS IS A PICTURE OF A FIREMAN.
THIS IS A PICTURE OF A MAILMAN. 1
'
M THINKING Or A PERSON WHO
BRINGS YOU LETTERS. CAN YOU POINT TO THE PERSON I'M THINKING OF?_
LET'S PLAY ONCE MORE. HERE IS A PICTURE OF A TEACHER AND HERE IS
A PICTURE OF A BUS DRIVER. I'M THINKING Or A PERSON WHO HELPS YOU
LEARN SO MANY NEW THINGS EACH DAV. CAN YOU P01NT TO THE PERSON,
1 'M THINKING OF?__ THAT GAME WAS LOTS OF rUN.
TODAV WE'RE GOING TO LEARN A NEW SONG. IT IS ABOUT YOUR FRIEND,
THE TEACHER. Do YOU KNOW THE NAME Or YOUR TEACHER? SHE/HE IS
YOUR FRIEND BECAUSE YOU DO MANY TH.INGS TOGETHER.
THE NAME Or THE SONG IS WHO AM I? LISTEN WHILE I SING IT FOR YOU.
READV. LISTEN. (TEACHE~INGS-THE SONG.) THIS SONG IS LIKE A
GUESSING GAME. LISTEN ONCE MORE WHILE I SING IT.
SINCE THE SONG HAS MANV WORDS, LiSTEN WHILE I SING THE FIRST TWO
LINES. (TEACHER SINGS, CHILD LISTENS) Now IT'S YOUR TURN.
CONTINUE IN LIKE MANNER WITH THE REST OF THE SONG.
Now LET'S TRV TO SING THE WHOLE SONG TOGETHER. REPEAT TWO OR THREE.
TIMES.
MATERIALS: GINGLEND, DAVID AND STILES, WINIFRED. MUSIC ACTIVITIES
FOR RET~RDEO CHILDREN. NEW YORK: ABINGDON PRESS.
------ .
Do YOU KNOW WHO I AM? Do YOU KNOW WHO I AM?
I HELP YOU LEARN SO MANV THINGS
Do YOU KNOW WHO I AM?
YES, I KNOW WHO YOU ARE. YES, I KNOW WHO YOU ARE.
You HELP ME LEARN SO MANV THINGS.
YES, I KNOW WHO YOU ARE. YoU'RE THE TEACHER.
LESSON 15 MUSIC ACTIVITY
CONCEPT: Goo GIVES US THE GirT OF THE TREES AND FLOWERS. WE SAY
THANK YOU TO Goo.
OSJECTIVE: HAVING HEARD THE WORDS OF THE SONG, GOD MADE OUR
WONDERrUL WORLD SUNG BV THE TEACHER, THE CHILO wILL er-Aarr-TO
JOIN THE TEACHER IN SINGING THE WORDS AND DOING THE MOVEMENTS.
PROCEDURE: ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THINGS GOD MADE IN THIS
WORLD IS A TREE. (SHOW PICTURES Or TREES) A TREE IS SO TALL
AND BEAUTIFUL. IT LOOKS .BEAUTIFUL IN THE DAV AND IN THE NIGHT.
IN THE SUMMERTIME, BIRDS COME AND BUILD THEIR NESTS IN THE TREES.
IN THE WINTERTIME, SNOW FALLS ON THE BRANCHES. IT MAKES THEM
LOOK SO BEAUTIFUL.
WHEN YOU SEE THE BRANCHES MOVING ON THE TREES, YOU KNOW THE WINO
IS BLOWING. LET'S PRETEND WE ARE TREES. OUR ARMS ARE THE. 8RANCHES.
PUT THEM UP IN THE AIR, LIKE A BIG SALL. As WE SING THE SONG, LETIS
MOVE OUR ARMS LIKE MOVING BRANCHES. SWAY FROM ONE SIDE TO THE
OTHER. (TEACHER SINGS AND DOES T~E MOVEMENTS.)
Goo MADE THE FLOWERS TOO. HE MADE SO MANV KINDS Or FLOWERS.
LIKE THE TULIP, THE ROSES AND THE DAISIES. FLOWERS ARE ALL
DIFFERENT COLORS. LIKE REO, YELLOW, ORANGE AND PURPLE. LET'S
PRETEND THERE ARE FLOWERS IN FRONT Or us. LET'S PICK SOME TO
TAKE HOME TO OUR MOM. (TEACHER SINGS AND DOES THE MOVEMENTS)
THIS TIME I WOULD LIKE YOU TO SING WITH ME. READV. SING.
(TEACHER AND CHILO SING AND 00 THE MOVEMENTS FOR BOTH VERSES)
REPEAT TWO OR THREE TIMES.
MATERIALS: PRAISE 8~OK/GOSPEL LIGHT LITTLE ONES~
PICTURES OF TREES
PICTURES OF FLOWERS
GOD MADE OUR WONDERrUL WORLD
- - - ---.-- ---
GOD MADE OUR WONDERFUL WORLD. GOD MADE OUR WONDERFUL WORLD.
GOD MADE ALL THE TREES. GOD MADE ALL THE TREES.
Goo MADE OUR WONDERFUL WORLD.
Goo M~E OUR WONDERFUL WORLD. Goo MADE OUR WONDERFUL WORLD.
GOD MADE ALL THE FLOWERS. GOD MADE ALL THE FLOWERS.
Goo MADE OUR WONDERFUL WORLD.
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LESSON 15 MUSIC ACTIVITV (caN'T)
I LI KE TO 81 NG
------
LIKE TO SING WHEN THE SUN IS SHINING.
LIKE TO SING TRA-LA-LA-LA-LE~.
LIKE TO SING WHEN THE RAIN I S FALLING.
LIKE TO SING TRA-LA-LA-LA-LEE.
LIKE TO SING \VHEN THE WINO IS BLOWING.
LIKE TO SING TRA-LA-LA-LA-LEE.
LIKE TO SING WHEN THE SNOW IS TWIRLING
LIKE TO SING TRA-LA-LA-LA-LEE.
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LESSON 16 MUSIC ACTIVITY
CONCEPT: Goo GIVES US THE GIFT Or THE SUN AND THE RAIN. WE
SAY THANK YOU TO Goo.
OBJECTIVE: HAVING HEARD THE WORDS OF THE SONG, I LIKE TO SING
BV THE TEACHER AND SEEING THE MOVEMENTS PUT TO THE-woROS;~
CHILO WILL BE ABLE TO JOIN THE TEACHER IN SINGING THE WORDS AND
DOING THE MOVEMENTS.
PROCEDURE: YESTERDAY I GAVE YOU A SMALL GREEN PLANT TO TAKE
HOME. You TOLD ME YOU WOULD TAKE VERY GOOD CARE OF IT. Ole
VOUPUT IT NEAR THE WINDOW? Now THE SUN CAN SHINE ON IT.
WHAT WILL THE SUN 00 FOR THEPLANT?_ 'DRAW THE SUN O'N THE BOARD.
WHAT ELSE 00 YOU NEED TO GIVE VOUR PLANT? VES, YOUR PLANTS
NEED WATER SO IT WON'T BECOME THIRSTV. Ir-THE PLANTS GETS SUN-
SHINE AND WATER IT WilL QROW ANO GROW. SOMEDAV IT WILL BE A BIG
PLANT. DRAW RAIN ON THE BOARD.
Goo GIVES US THE GIFT OF THE SUN AND THE RAIN SO THAT ALL THE
PLANTS CAN GROW. THAT'S WHY WE HAVE SOME SUNNY DAVS AND SOME
RAINV DAVS. (SHOW PICTURES) ALL PLANTS NEED SUN AND WATER. IF
WE KNOW THAT THE SUN AND THE RAIN ARE GIFTS FROM Goo, WE CAN BE
HAPPV NO MATTER WHAT KIND OF WEATHER WE HAVE.
I KNOW A rUN SONG ABOUT THE WEATHER. IT TELLS ABOUT SUNNY OAVS--
RAINLV DAVS--WINOV OAVS--SNOWV DAVS. LISTEN WHILE I SING IT.
(TEACHER SINGS THE SONG) THIS TIME AS I SING THE SONG I WILL DO
SOME ACTIONS. READV. LISTEN. (TEACHER SINGS AND DOES THE MOVE-
MENT TO THE SONG)
CAN YOU MAKE A BIG SUN BV STRETCHING OUT-YOUR ARMS LIKE A BIG
BALL?
-
Now MAKE SOME RAIN BV PUTTING YOUR ARMS UP INTO THE AIR AND BRING
THEM DOWN AGAIN, VJIGGLING YOUR, FINGERS.
Now MAKE A BIG TREE BLOWING IN THE WINO. BRING YOUR ARMS TOGETHER
WAY ABOVE YOUR HEAD. Now MOVE YOUR ARMS BACK ANO FORTH LIKE MOV-
ING BRANCHES.
THE WIND BLOWS THE SNOW ALL AROUND. CAN YOU MAKE VOUR HANDS GO
IN CIRCLES ROUND AND ROUND, AS IF THE SNOW FLAKES ARE BEING
BLOWN BV THE WINO?
Now LET1S SEE IF WE CAN 00 THE SUN, THE RAIN, THE WIND AND THE
SNOW TOGETHER. (REPEAT THE ACTIONS ABOVE)
THIS IS A rUN SONG TO SING.
AND 00 THE ACTIONS TOGETHER.
LETiS 00 IT TOGETHER. TRV TO SING
(REPEAT TWO OR THREE TIMES.)
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LESSON 16 MUSIC ACTIVITV (CON'T)
MATERIALS: GINN AND CO. WE SING AND PLAV
------PICTURE OF A SUNNV DAV
PICTURE OF A RAINV OAV
CHALK AND CHALKBOARD OR PAPER AND CRAYON
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LESSON 17 MUSIC ACTIVITV
CONCEPT: Goo GIVES US THE GIFT OF THE ANIMALS. WE SAY THANK
YOU, GOO.
OBJECTIVE: AFTER LISTENING TO THE WORDS Or THE SONG, 1~ 1
~, SUNG BV THE TEACHER, THE CHILD WILL BE ABLE TO JOIN 'IN SING-
ING THE SONG WITH THE TEACHER.
PROCEDURE: ~OME ANIMALS THAT Goo MADE ARE AT THE zoo. WE CALL
THEM zoo ANIMALS. HERE ARE SOME PICTURE CARDS of SOME ZOO ANI-
MALS. SEE IF YOU CAN NAME THEM AS I PUT THE CARDS ON THE TABLE.
(SHOW PICTURES OF BEAR, LION, ELEPHANT, GIRAFFE AND HIPPOPOTAMUS.)
LET·s PLAY A GAME. You CAN PICK UP THE CARD 1
'
M THINKING OF.
LETJS SEE IF YOU CAN GUESS THEM ALL. I;M THINKING OF A ZOO ANIMAL
THAT HAS A TRUNK. 1 ' M THINKING OF AN ANIMAL THAT HAS A LONG NECK.
I·M THINKING OF AN ANIMAL T~AT" LOOKS LIKE A BIG PIG. 1 1 M THINKING
OF AN ANIMAL THAT HAS A BIG ROAR. AND WHAT ANIMAL PICTURE IS LEFT
ON THE TABLE? You DID VERY WELL.
THAT IS ANOTHER ANIMAL Goo MADE THAT WE DIDN'T TALK ABOUT VET.
THAT IS THE BIROS. Goo MADE ALL THE BIRDS TOO. Do YOU KNOW WHAT
BIRDS CAN DO? YES, THEV CAN FLV AND SING. THEV FLV TO MOVE
FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER. WHEN WE WANT TO MOVE WE WALK. BIROS
SING TO ONE ANOTHER, PEOPLE TALK TO ONE ANOTHER.
DID YOU EVER TH INK ToHAT MAVBE YOU WOULD L IKE TO BE A BIRD? IF
YOU WERE, YOU COULD FLV HIGH IN THE SKY. You COULO TELL EVERVONE
YOU ARE HAPPV BV SINGING.
1 KNOW A SONG THAT TALKS ABOUT A PERSON WHO WISHED THEV COULD BE
A BIRD UP IN A TREE, SO THAT THEY COULD SING A SONG FOR YOU AND ME.
LISTEN WHILE I SING THE SONG. (TEACHER SINGS THE SONG.) LISTEN
ONCE MORE AS I SING IT.
THIS TIME I'LL SING THE FIRST LINE. THEN I WANT YOU TO SING IT.
CONTINUE WITH ALL THE LINES IN LIKE MANNER.
Now LET·S TRV TO SING THE WHOLE SONG TOGETHER. (TEACHER AND CHILD
TOGETHER) REPEAT THREE OR FOUR TIMES.
MATERIALS: GINGLENO, DAVID AND ~TILES, WINIFRED. MUSIC ACTIVITIES
rOR RETARDED CHILDREN. NEW YORK: ABINGDON PRESS.
PICTURES Or BIROS IN THE TREES
PICTURES OF ZOO ANIMALS: LION, ELEPHANT, BEAR, GIRAFFE
AND HIPPOPOTAMUS
I WISH I WAS A BIRO UP IN A TREE.
I WISH I WAS A BIRO UP "IN A TREE.
IF I WERE A BIRO UP IN A TREE,
1·0 SING A SONG FOR YOU AND ME,
I WISH I WAS A BIRO UP IN A TREE.
